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The early settlers of the Middle West, largely men of religious 
principle and moral character, felt deeply the need of educated 
leaders, not merely in the pulpit but among laymen as well, in 
building up the new communities in which they and their children 
after them were to dwell. This feeling led to the establishment 
of various colleges under the care of the different religious denom- 
inations, among them the institution which later took the name 
of Denison University. In this college, as in most colleges of 
us type, the courses of study, from the start, were not drawn to 
give the technical training needed for the work of the pulpit, but 
to furnish that broad and deep educational foundation which 
fits a man to get more out of life and to put more into it for others, 
no matter what his calling may be. Some instruction in theology 
was offered during the earlier years of the college, but was with- 
drawn as soon as provision could be made for it in Theological 
Seminaries elsewhere, since the authorities of the college felt that 
■pedal theological training should follow, not accompany, an 
undergraduate course of study. Thus there has been neither 
desire nor opportunity to force instruction into sectarian channels, 
and the facilities here amassed have from the outset been 
offered as freely to young men and women of other denominations 
ai of that by which the college was founded and is maintained. 
LOCATION 
(■ranville, the home of Denison University, is situated on 
the Toledo and Ohio Central Division of the New York Central 
Railway system, near the geographical center of Ohio.   By electric 
>3 
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'• Mnt. it has access to the Pennsylvania 
.. the Ball I Ohio, and connecting lines.    It has 
hourly  trolley  car I    na  with  the Ohio  Electric system, 
and : distance telephone service. 
It li<      . rated and  partly wooded hills 
which t the  m  re level portion of the 
the more diversified surface of the southeastern section, 
condil Imirably suited to the spirit 
and ; 1 munity is of New England 
N( s   1'upland village in the 
high estimates ■. intellectual, moral and religious 
d reel     It has I ■    ::i saloons. 
BUILDINGS 
\     ng the bull ipied by  the various departments 
of the 1 may be mentioned: 
MEN'    DOMI     MEI 
h  Hal!, erecti 1856,  and Talbot  Hall, completed 
fifte* ' together d Tmitory accommodations 
Both arc brick build- 
1 with  shower baths    and hot 
and cold    ' each dormitory room, on the 
The with a white iron bedstead 
and mattf -;.ge, bookcases, study- 
lable and chairs,   Thej  are lighted by electricity and heated by 
hoi Talbot Hall, in addition to 
its dot rooms   for  the  departments 
of Latin, German,   B igi  .   English,   Botany and 
/ 
WOMI N'S DomiiTomi. 
There are three build ted as dormitories for young 
wc men, Burton Hall, King Hall, and Stone Hall.   These edifices 
I with electric lights, heated by hot water radiators 
and nd cold water for the  lavatories, from 
the central and lighting plant.    Together they furnish 
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rooms for about one hundred and twenty young women, aside 
from reception rooms, reading rooms, several class-rooms, offices, 
and apartments for members of the faculty of Shepardson College 
These halls, as in the case of the dormitories for young men, are 
named in commemoration of individuals or families intimately 
connected with the management and growth of the institution 
in its earlier days. Easily accessible to the dormitories is the 
Shepardson Commons, a bright, spacious, and well equipped room 
i:i which students and teachers living on the Shepardson College 
grounds take their meals. 
THE LIBRARY BUILDING 
Doanc Hall, a building of brick and stone, was erected for 
the library of the University in 1878, by Dr. W. Howard Doane 
a member of the Board of Trustees. Its shelves contain the 
general library, comprising over thirty thousand bound and 
unbound volumes, in addition to which several departments 
maintain special libraries, housed in immediate proximity to 
their lecture rooms and laboratories. 
BARNEY MEMORIAL HALL 
Thi» building is the gift of E. J. Barney, LL. D., erected in 
memory of his father. It is of fire-proof construction through- 
and built with the most careful attention to the needs of 
the work for which it is intended. It is devoted to the depart- 
ments of Physics, Geology, and Civil Engineering, and provided 
with fine equipment, a description of which will be found undcr 
the heading of "Scientific Equipment," a few pages further on. 
DOANE ACADEMY 
Thil building, in addition to the Principal's office, the lecture 
rooms and society halls of the Academy, for which it is especially 
designed, contains the administrative offices of the University, 
the University Assembly Hall, and lecture rooms for several 
department! of college study. It is of Oakland pressed brick and 
Amhcrst stone, and is three stories high above the basement. 
1' was presented to the University by Dr. W. Howard Doane. 
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The ol  tiii- building has been  fitted up to 
servi For the Department of Chemistry. 
CONSEM ITORt  Bt ILDIK 
1 he main I Coi lervatory of Music was pre- 
sented b) Profei \ I Thresher and Mrs. Thresher. 
It i- I - -,. .jx grounds 0f Shcpard- 
son t rooms lot instruction and practice, 
with hers ol the (acuity of the Conservatory. 
A Ri tal Hall, a wi , :, ed building for chorus 
pracl menu. It is provided with 
I floor, SO as to give all spectators 
an unbroken view The building is furnished with 
Steinv 11 irl r grand pianos and a pipe organ, 
'•   I I 
CLEVELAND HALL ASH rrn  DOANI GYMNASIUM 
Clevi the home ol the Young Men's Christian 
Associal the I for  young  men  and   the College 
Literarj ["he i        Gyi inasium floor, with gallery 
and running  tl the cast end of the building, is 
called ihi Sws Gymi isium, in recognition of the generosity 
of Mr.  Ambi I (     'eland,    For the same reason 
the Assembly room 1       .•  Men'l  Christian Association, 
in the west end of the buil I li  ivnated as Sherwin Hall, in 
r of Mr. II    \   - ■ Cleveland.    Adjoining the main 
1 kei room, leading at the other 
end !'■ the swimming iries.    On the second floor 
ik a lai with a  well selected list of 
current   magazines an pen   to all  young men of 
the I nh ersity, The third fl'"-r is divided into large halls occupied 
by the Calliopean and Franklin Literary societies. There are 
mittee rooms, and office- for the Director of Physical 
'I ■   ning. 
The 1) ane Gymnasium was erected by Dr. Doane in order 
to fur lar facilities for the physical health and develop- 
ment of the young women of Shcpardson College.    It contains 
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ample floor space for all healthful forms of indoor exercise, a 
good running track, a swimming pool, and such other appliances 
as experience shows to be valuable in maintaining robust physical 
health in young ladies engaged in study. That the best results 
may be iccured from these appliances, the use of the Gymnasium 
is under the constant supervision of a competent director. 
Tin. SWASEY OBSERVATORY 
The Astronomical Observatory was built, equipped and 
nted ui the University by Ambrose Swasey, Sc. D. Erected 
of white \ermont marble, it constitutes a highly attractive 
feature of College Hill. In its construction and equipment, 
n to the smallest detail, Mr. Swasey spared no pains or 
expense to bring everything into accordance with the most modern 
ideas of astronomical work. 
THE HEATING AND LIGHTING PLANT 
All the buildings of the University are heated and lighted 
from a central station, the boiler room of which is supplied with 
three horizontal-tubular boilers, and such auxiliary apparatus 
as is needed to distribute water for heating and lavatory purposes. 
'I he lighting apparatus supplies light to all the University build- 
tnd electric current to the laboratories for experimental 
ses. 
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT 
Physics—The Department of Physics occupies the first and 
Hoors of Barney Memorial Hall.    Its thirty-one rooms 
include offices of administration, library, lecture and recitation 
<    MIS. general and research laboratories, photometric and photc- 
HC  dark-rooms,  instrument  and  preparation  rooms,   firc- 
vault, constant temperature vault, chemical kitchen and 
anician't shop.   The laboratories are supplied with natural 
i  under  pressure, hot and cold water, soft water, time 
electrical distribution from storage battery and alternating 
net  current generators.    A  full  complement  of  modern 
is  available for  lecture  demonstrations and student 
work m course, while special  facilities are provided for thesis 
- irch work. 
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Geology.—"1        D I   Geol   .".   occupies   the   entire 
third floor of Barney Memorial Hall.     The main lecture room, 
in tin- easl pticon and permanent 
screen tion of which numbers between 
four and five I.   This room a tint relief maps 
anj nil mi tration of lecture work, and over two 
hundred irawei ntary study of min- 
erals.    Thi the west  wing  is  used for 
labor. 1' I      graphy.   It is supplied 
with tables, , and contains a specially designed 
tiling of topographic 
map>.   Thi ised for mineralogical 
S  ■   itall are kept in this room, 
iperimentation.   Adjoining 
this rooi f the department.   The 
mai:: the  Gilbert  Geological 
Library, gist, Dr. G. K. Gilbert, 
of  the  United   States ( -   rvey,   in   recognition  of the 
valuable« rl Geol gical Department 
i Dei 1 rith a large number of 
cum ■.• i li I Geogi licals, English, French, 
1 Then I a dark-room for photo- 
1 tains a specially designed table for 
maps on cloth.    The equipment for geological photo- 
'•■ and efficil    ' 
1        I Thi   Department of Engineering occupies 
'he: f Bai rial Hall.   The equip- 
II  attachments, bevels, 
to|   graphy  rods  of all 
patten .  ther with thi needed.    As an 
aid ii       iss-room work the department l.a- gathered a well-selected 
ighway bridges, roof 
. with many drawings and specifications for 
••   ' ther municipal work.    From the 
Higl States  the  department   has 
Rcationsfoi    .■ ry form nf modern highway 
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construction. The drafting rooms occupy the top floors of the 
central division, and of both wings of Barney Hall, arc well lighted 
by large skylights, and furnished with all requirements for a 
thorough course in drafting. The department library and reading 
room i» supplied with the best current technical periodicals and 
a carefully selected list of important books on all branches of 
[leering work. There is also a large collection of lantern slides 
for illustrative purposes. 
Chemistry.—The Chemical Laboratories occupy the whole 
basement floor of the Doanc Academy building.   There are nine 
■ -. forming three laboratories, store rooms, balance room, 
lecture room and office, where is located a chemical library. 
The equipment is ample for the needs of the courses.   One 
im  is well stocked with glass, wood, iron and porcelain 
ware, issued to the students in quantities amply sufficient for 
the demands of the best work.   The other store-room is stocked 
with chemicals.    The equipment and supplies are selected with 
ial reference to the aim of the course, which is to give a 
broad theoretical basis. The first three year9 of the work are 
1,1 entirely to this end. Only students who acquire such 
a foundation are invited to continue work in chemistry. For 
all who are ready for advanced work the laboratories offer excellent 
means for entering upon special and technical subjects. Those 
who are interested in medicine, pharmacy, industrial chemistry, 
mining, chemical engineering and other allied branches will find 
in the laboratories abundant opportunity for securing preparatory 
training. 
Botany   and   Zoology.—The   Departments   of   Botany   and 
Zoology occupy temporary quarters in Talbot Hall.   The rooms 
ide   for   library  and   seminar  work,   lectures,   recitations, 
elementary and advanced  laboratory classes, and  independent 
ratorj work. The opportunity for bacteriological studies is 
very good, and ample provision is made for the study of plant 
and animal genetics. 
I ne I niversity Herbarium embraces representative collections 
from all parts of the United States and Mexico and is especially 
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full in local Bora, affording equipment for work in systematic 
b tai y. A number oft inical and zoological journals 
in English, French ..• blc to students. The 
libra: [ the Si A receive* in exchange for the 
Bulletin of ti lbortuorits the Proceedmgi and Trans- 
actions of I and abroad, together 
with the scientific pul th< various States and of the 
Unit! • Govei This library, located in Barney 
Menu-rial Hall, Itation every working day of 
• 
Asironoms.—The  Department   of  Astronomy  occupies   the 
Swase)   01 mem  il  primarily intended for 
along lines suitable for students 
Extei ••   rk w;I! also bo undertaken, through 
lantern  slides,  for  the general 
wishing  to become 
acquainted with if the subject. 
I the Observat rj of an Equatorial 
I' ■ lar I Warner and Swasey type, similar in 
the 40-inch Verkes.   The optical 
by the J        \   Brashear Company.   The 
inches and a focal length 
f 135      1 nch aperture and 17-inch focal 
I imbet of eye-pieces, there is 
rvations, a helioscope 
for observing 1 ird Warner and Swasey position 
micrometer, foi louble stars.   Two twelve- 
inch circles are ; • a setting circle, reading by 
1 ■;       iti   vcrniei ngl   minuti  .  the other divided on solid 
silver, rea lin| : magnifier! to ten seconds. 
I trumenl three I latitude and one for the 
ai F reversals il provided for use 
on the instrun •    , • ,„,d zenith telescope. 
I   '   librarj   1   nta       ■    tandard  Seth Thomas  mean  time 
.  regulated   to  Central   I me,  and  the  sidereal  and mean 
timei Riefler, of Munich.   The cylindrical chrono- 
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graph is electrically connected with both clocks, the transit 
instrument and the equatorial, so that work done with cither of 
these instrument!, involving time records, may be permanently 
recorded on the chronograph sheet to at least one-tenth of a 
second. A telegraph sounder is also provided, audible in transit 
and equatorial rooms, for the eye and ear method of observing. 
1 helves contain complete sets of the Proceedings of the Royal 
Astronomical Society of London, of the Monthly Notices, the 
Memoirs of the British Astronomical Association, the Journal 
1 f the British Astronomical Association, the Astrophysical 
Journal, and the Royal Society Proceedings. There are besides 
this the usual collection of star maps, charts, photographs, files 
of the more important astronomical journals, and various late 
reference books on astronomy in English, German and French. 
The department has also a wireless receiving station, through 
the generosity of Mr. Swasey. This consists of two hog-chained 
steel poles, seventy-five feet high and two hundred and fifty feet 
apart, serving for the support of a horizontal directive antenna, 
(Arlington-Granville), of four copper wires, six feet apart. The 
receiving apparatus is of the commercial type, of modern con- 
struction, capable of receiving waves up to 4,000 meters. The 
receiving range is from 2,000 to 2,500 miles, depending upon the 
power of the sending station and the sensitiveness of the detector. 
I lie apparatus is used in determining the longitude of the Obser- 
vatory by students in Practical Astronomy, and in the control 
'if the astronomical clocks, when the usual means arc not at 
command. Time signals are received daily from the Government 
Wireless Service at Arlington, Virginia. In accordance with the 
general policy of the Government, this apparatus is of course 
temporarily dismantled, during the continuance of the war. 
LIBRARY PRIVILEGES 
I he University Library is open to the instructors and students 
in all departments. In addition to the general library, various 
special collections of books, periodicals, transactions of societies, 
etc., arc maintained by the different departments. The Marsh 
Memorial  Library,  in  King  Hall,  founded  by Dr.  and  Mrs. 
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ardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. Lide Shcpardson 
Marsh, furnishes a valuable collection of books for missionary and 
Bible study.   A special collect I »   rk   on music is maintained 
in the Conservatory buildii .-. Burton Hall is an excellent 
library of literature bearing on the history and criticism of the 
I        Arts. 
SCI1 Mil IC PUBLICATIONS 
The   "Bulletin   of   thi    v Lai   ratories,"   published 
under   the   auspices   of   the   "Di Si entific   Association," 
rtunity for the publication of original work by 
Students and instruct* ral departments. 
\i    ng the content Bulletin have been many of the 
gical studies of C.   L.  Hcrrick; 
various studies in  physics, bj   A.  D. Cole; studies in the pre- 
.1 Drainage    f Ohio, by Y\   ti  Tight; a scries of papers on 
the Clinti n Gi I I I     , by August F. I erste; studies on the 
nerve , by C. J. Hcrrick; a Catalogue of the Phan- 
nd Fen ■ <   >unty, by Herbert L. Jones; the 
Birdi   f Licking ( In    .  A. Field; papers on various 
pha I of Licking County, by C. J. Hcrrick, W. G. 
Tight, Ft        Carne) tudies in New Mexico Geology, 
by C.  L. Herrick and  I1    .   ti  W    I hnson, and a number of 
I     mas 1 » nai I Watsot ■ .irehes in the various ore-deposits 
of Virgil   i, G   rgia, and North Carolina. 
THE DENISON  SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION 
I its constitution: 
I rtunity for the interchange of ideas by 
I the vai 
! record, and disseminate information bearing 
' 
I        iresl   in   local   natural   history   and   to 
illustrating the same. 
It ha means of much good in arousing a desire for 
original scientific invi .  and the interest in its work is 
constant rea ling. 
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For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific 
Laboratories, published under the auspices of this association, 
address the Permanent Secretary, Miss Ruth Orcutt. 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
The C. L. Hcrrick Geological Society was founded in 1907, 
" ti 1 (ester a spirit of inquiry, to stimulate an interest in Geological 
-Indies independent of class work, and to emphasize the pleasure 
t" be found by the pursuit of knowledge in nature." A monthly 
programme is given throughout the school year, so arranged that 
each member appears before the society each semester. The 
number of active members is limited to twenty. 
THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
The Dcnison Chemical Society is open to all interested in 
any way in the chemical sciences. Its object is to foster a spirit 
of inquiry as to the progress and applications of chemistry. 
Meeting! arc held on the first Wednesday evening of each month. 
HISTORY    AND   POLITICAL   SCIENCE   ASSOCIATION 
The object of this association is to promote a study of the 
current literature of the Social Sciences, and from time to time 
to consider problems of research which any of its members may 
have in hand, as well as to cultivate a closer personal and profes- 
sional feeling among its members. Any student who has acquired 
at least twelve points in History or Political Science is eligible to 
active membership. 
THE CASTLE GENETICS  CLUB 
I'hc Castle Genetics Club was founded in December, 1915, 
and named in honor of Dr. William Ernest Castle, a native of 
Licking County and a graduate of Denison in the class of 1889. 
Professor of Zoology in the Bussey Institution, of Harvard 
I Diversity and a pioneer in genetic research. The work of the 
club comprises (1) systematic reviews of the progress of genetic 
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inquiry, (2) the extension of the application of genetics in fields 
of common and useful practice, and (j) the encouragement of 
further investigations. Active membership is limited to the 
biological faculty and twenty Itudentl AModate membership 
is open to the entire student body. Honorary membership is 
purely elective M nthly meetings are held, which are open to 
the   public. 
THE MATHEMATICS CUB 
The D<i.1- m Mai Club meets on alternate Tuesday 
evenings to discuss problems and topics in Mathematics not 
regularly treated in scheduled courses. Membership is open to 
all who arc interested. 
THE DENISON LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION 
The Denison Language Association meets on alternate Tuesday 
evenings I I   ;ics of interest to students of language and 
literature.   Members of the Faculty and students in all language 
departments of I are eligible to membership on applica- 
tion. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES 
There arc seven literary societies maintained in the different 
departments of the University,—the Calliopean, and Franklin, 
open to all young men in Granville College classes; the Kuterpean, 
Philomathean, and Thtlian, for young women in Shepardson 
College classes; the Ciceronian, and Irving, of Doane Academy. 
These all maintain regular weekly meetings and are of great 
value to the literary and social life of the students. 
THE COUNCIL OP   DEBATE AND ORATORY 
The aim of this organization is to | remote interest in public 
speaking. Under it- auspices local contests arc held each year 
to determine who -hall be the representative of the college at 
the Inter-Collegiate Oratorical Contest, and inter-collegiate 
debates. 
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Contests in debate are held annually with a number of other 
college*. In preparation for these debates a regular class is organ- 
ized, under instruction by a member of the college faculty, and 
members of the teams register for this work as for any other 
itudy, receiving a certain amount of scholastic credit when the 
work is satisfactorily done. At present there are four debating 
, each participating in two or more inter-collegiate debates 
during the college year. 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS 
The Dcnison Athletic Association looks after the work in 
the gymnasium and provides other forms of physical training, 
■I once interesting and profitable to the student. The payment 
of an annual athletic fee, assessed by the University, constitutes 
each male student a member of this association, entitled to all its 
privilege! and to a vote in its management. The association 
possesses a fine athletic field, presented by Frederick P. Beaver, 
Esq., of Dayton. A similar association has been organized by 
the young women of the University, called the Shepardson Athletic 
Association, Land purchased and presented to the college by 
Colonel Edward A. Deeds provides unusual facilities for many 
(onus of healthful outdoor sports for both sexes, and will be 
developed for that purpose as soon as the stress of war is removed. 
MORAL AND  RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 
Vigorous branches of both the Young Men's Christian Associa- 
tion and the Young Women's Christian Association are maintained 
in the University. These organizations maintain regular classes 
in systematic Bible Study, the Young Men's Association offering 
a four years' course comprising the Life of Christ, the Apostolic 
Age, Old Testament Biography, and New Testament Doctrines. 
Students taking this course receive certificates upon successful 
examination at the end of each year, and at the end of the course 
a diploma, under the auspices of the International Committee 
of the Young Men's Christian Association Bible Study Depart- 
ment. 
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The entire life and administration of the University, while 
•voiding sectarianism, is positively and emphatically in favor 
<■( the Christian relig I daj   tin- Univeraity assembles 
for prayers, and thia tudentl in all departments are 
required to attend    \ For exemption front this require- 
ment  will be c Dean for approval 
Ivance.    All Itudents are a!-1 expected to attend morning 
and evening chui x       ay, full liberty being allowed 
preferences in selecting a place 
of worship.   Stud med in the various Sunday Schools 
of thi B ' Sunday School there arc several 
tructors and intended expressly 
for students. 
DIVISION 01   THI; COLLEGE YEAR 
The exclusive of the short winter and spring 
recesses, is divided i:.' ters of eighteen  weeks each. 
The  Christmas II .tions  arc  continued,   as   under 
the former three-term •;• item, but new students desiring to enter 
for the latter part of the ;. • isent themselves not at the 
but at the opening of the second 
semester      Si i t ..'■   . .■. ■ ..■.- 4.) 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY 
Punctuality in entering i- e»| ecially desired, as losses incurred 
by  beginn .. can  never  be  fully repaired. 
Although   Students   trill  be I   at   any   time,  it  is  highly 
■'. iih  the  Fall semester. 
If the attendant r but one semester, that is 
best; II  I r longer, the regularity secured by beginning with the 
I  the school  year,  in September,  adds greatly  to the 
profit of the study. 
Careful rex r,i- are '..<■; >t 1.;. the University officers, from which 
tudent's character for punctuality as well as for attainments 
in h" nn- IK- ascertained.    This information 
will  I rents 01  guardians at  the end of each 
tl I   ..nd at any other time, on application to the President. 
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CLASS STANDING 
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each 
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the 
semester. In the college classes the standing is indicated as 
follows: Students making a passing grade in any study are divided 
into four groups, designated by the letters A, B, C, and D, respec- 
tively. The letter A opposite a student's name indicates that his 
work for the semester, including examination, has been txctllenl; 
U, that it lias been good; C, fair, and D, poor. 
Students not making a passing grade in any study arc marked 
F. If any study so marked is necessary to the completion of their 
course, it must be taken over again in class, or if that is impossible, 
in such manner as the Faculty shall direct. 
EXAMINATIONS 
A careful examination of every class is held at the close of 
each semester. All students, whether candidates for degrees or 
not, must attend all examinations in the studies which they 
pursue. No student whose examination in any study is reported 
"incomplete" will receive credit for that study until the exam- 
ination has been completed. 
SPECIAL STUDY FOR HONORS 
Any regularly classified student who has maintained an A 
rank in not less than half his work during two successive semesters 
of the freshman and sophomore years, and has not fallen below 
a passing grade in any single study, may, with the consent of the 
Faculty, be enrolled as a student for Honors in some selected 
department of study. Application for such enrollment shall be 
made prior to the first of April of the Junior year. If the applica- 
tion be granted, the Professor in charge of the department selected 
shall assign work to the applicant substantially equal in amount 
to a three-hour study for one college year. 
1 he student shall be examined on this work prior to the first 
of May of the Senior year. The examination shall be conducted 
under the direction of the Professor in charge, assisted by some 
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other member of the Faculty to be appointed by the President, 
and in addition t ignment it shall cover in a general 
waj   all other " ■ icanl hai taken in the same 
department. If creditably patted it shall entitle the applicant 
to have 1 li the records of the University as 
having H lepartment, and the fact shall be 
announced    i  Comi .1 published in the annual 
caial . 
During   the   inti ment   for   Honors   and 
exaroinati musl  maintain an A rank in all work 
done in the ik■; arti hit Special study shall belong 
and must not fall below B in any other department. He must 
also maintain a;i unblei record in deportment. 
Work doi     For Honoi not be elementary in its char- 
acter, and in no case *  rk done in the depart- 
i       •   in which it  is  • \    .        ,-,: elective courses already 
red ma) be utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may 
be attig .  but in no case shall work 
n which H I he counted as any part of the 
baccalaureate degree. 
PRIZES 
i.    The  Lewis   Literary   Priu  Contest.    Charles T.   Lewis, 
I'-v    f Toll thi   Franklin and Calliopean Literary 
Societies the t II wing pi let, to be obtained by literary contest 
during Commencement week, Forty dollars to the best debater, 
thirty dollars to the ! twenty dollars to the best essay- 
ist, and ten dollars to the beat declaimcr. 
:.     The Samson Tatbol Priu Reading.   This prize foundation 
i- for the best  reading of Scripture and is open to Seniors and 
.    The prizes are #40 and £:o, respectively. 
3.     Lake Laboratory Scholarship Prize.    The University offers 
at a prize to students in the Department of Botany and Zoology 
holarahip in the State University Lake Laboratory, for the 
tummi following the award.    This prize is awarded on 
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the basis of general excellence in the work done in these two 
departments. In case two applicants seem equally meritorious 
two such scholarships may be offered. 
4. The Catharine Dilmars Priu. James G. Ditmars, A. B., 
M. D., of Brooklyn, New York, a graduate of Denison in the 
class of 1882, in memory of his mother, Catharine Ditmars, offers 
a prize of #25 for excellence in the department of Bible Study, 
the establishment of which was authorized by the Board at the 
meeting of June, 1916. Regulations for the awarding of this 
prize will be formulated by the Faculty. 
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
For deserving students in need of assistance the University 
has at its disposal the annual income of the following funds: 
1. The Mary K. Monroe Fund, £30,000. The income of 
this fund is available for ministerial students in Granvillc College, 
and in the Theological Seminaries after graduation from Granville 
College. 
2. The King Scholarship Endowment, of £12,000, for the 
aid of young ladies in Shcpardson College. 
3- The Ebenczer Thresher Fund, of £10,000, for the aid of 
young men of Granville College. 
4. The M. E. Gray Fund, of £5,000, for the aid of ministerial 
students of Granville College. 
5- The David and Jane Harpster Fund, £1,500, available 
for students in Granville College or Doane Academy. 
<i. The David Thatcher Fund, of £1,500, available for min- 
isterial students in Granvillc College or Doanc Academy. 
7- The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, of £500, for students in 
Cranville College or Doane Academy. 
8. The Shcpardson Scholarship, income of £1,000, for stu- 
dents in Shcpardson College. 
9. The I.use Scholarship, income of £1,000, for students in 
Shepardton College. 
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IO.    The   Bostwick   Scholarship,  of   Xl.ooo,   established   by 
A. F. and A. A. Bostwicl s  . lie, Ohio. 
11. The- Grin --hip, the income of $5,000, the 
gift of the late (i. I I. Gi   * I      .   :' Warren, Ohio. 
12. The Lewis Sch tributed by Charles T. 
Lewis, II free tuition annually to two 
students. 
13. The Doyle S ntributed by John H. Doyle, 
Esq., of Toledo, 01 : ig fnc tuition annually to one 
student. 
>4- Hie Gilpttrick S( lanhip, endowed by a fund con- 
tributed though the S ciety of the Alumni by former student 
and friends of the late Pi ■ :■      r 1 ihn Lord Gilpatrick. 
15.    The    Maria   Theresa    Barmy    Fund,   from   which    the 
Pi I a varying amount at his disposal 
each   yeai   I tudentl  at   his discretion,  without 
interest. 
'''■   The I B -     iety has at its disposal 
'***  '   " rie» to  the number of 
forty, if neo 
17.    By authorizai I  the Trustees the President of the 
Universit) may remit the tuitii n   I .. limited number of students 
in case of special neci 
'"     A  few which were Mild in  the early days 
of the collegi irrendered by the original pur- 
'    md ire it the I the Faculty. 
' lary  conduct   in  all  relations 
of life are prerequisite men I of any of these scholar- 
ly Iding them may be called upon to render a certain 
to  the University  but never  to an amount 
will interfere with regular college studies. 
FIRST DEGREES 
The degrei I \ . B . I!. S., and B. Ph. are conferred upon 
such candidates for the passed <atisfactory exam- 
inatiom upon all studies required. 
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Candidates for these degrees are required to pay the Treasurer 
their dues, including the graduating fee of five dollar.-, as early 
as June I. 
No first degree will be granted to any candidate therefor 
who, at the beginning of the second semester of the Senior year, 
shall have charged against him as incomplete any work of the 
course required prior to the Senior year. 
SECOND DEGREES 
Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts or Master of 
Science, must pursue graduate work in residence for one year 
(not less than thirty credit hours) under the direction of the 
Committee on Advanced Degrees. Suitable courses taken before 
graduation and not credited towards the requirement for the 
Bachelor*) degree may constitute not to excede one half of this 
work, but the Master's degree will not be granted earlier than 
one year after the Bachelor's degree. 
Before registering for work for a second degree, the applicant 
must present his proposed course of study to the Committee 
on Advanced Degrees, and the Professor under whom the major 
work is to be taken, and secure their approval of the same. Work 
done at other institutions and offered toward a second degree 
1 iubject to examination, at the option of the Committee, before 
acceptance. A final examination is given, on completion of the 
e, covering all the work offered in candidacy for the degrees. 
I he committee of examination consists of the standing Com- 
mittee on Advanced Degrees and the instructors under whom the 
work has been taken. Ability to read French or German is pre- 
requisite to all graduate courses. For further details, consult 
the chairman of the Committee, Professor Willis A. Chamberlin. 
Students in graduate courses are subject to the same tuition 
incidental and laboratory fees as others. The diploma fee for 
the Master's degree is ten dollars. 
.ranvule College 
HIST0RICA1   STATEMENT 
ime  "Granville College"  wai the official designation 
°' 'l|c >c: Univenity, for about ten 
yean the | resent name.   At various 
turn- during thi r   the rc-jdoption of the name 
had been iiif rmally ,• friends of the institution, 
but  the  matter t beei   taken  up officially.    When  the 
tween Denison Univenity and 
Shepai I before the  Board,  the necessity for 
•Giro if the department of the University 
which has to do with the instruction of young men in the four 
collegi •   the revival of the Mine Granville 
Cotlrit. Wherever) the reader will understand 
'"a'  it refei partment of collegiate instruction  for 
departments dealing with 
''"' l ing w   men, preparatory instruc- 
tion, etc. 
Conditions of Admission 
All   statements   in   ihi •      pages   concerning   entrance, 
requirements  for tradua .r,n  of study,  the group system, 
etc..  apply equally to young  men  in Granville College and young 
women in Shepardson College. 
Regularly  authenl |  Doane Academy  are 
admitted to th<   Fn     man Clan without further examination. 
men in Granville College are required to room in Marsh 
or Talbot Hall unlei tq room elsewhere is received 
from the Deal 
1 ,"' gradual . r red High Schools are credited 
with  their certified High School work without examination, so 
|J 
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far as such work coincides with the entrance requirements of the 
University. Candidates prepared elsewhere than in Doane 
Academy must in every case present certificates or diplomas 
officially signed and showing the amount of work done and 
credit gained in each study. These must be presented when the 
student applies for admission. 
Prospective students of college rank should send before 
September first a certified statement of their credits. Entrance 
blanks will be furnished upon request. Failures to forward en- 
trance credits may cause delay in the completion of registration. 
Examinations for admission to the College classes will be 
held on the day preceding the beginning of the Fall semester, 
at 9 a. m. (See Calendar.) 
Entrance Requirements 
Fifteen units distributed as indicated below are required for 
entrance, and no student is admitted to Freshman rank who 
docs not present at least fourteen units. 
I.   The following io# units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3. History, 1. 
Foreign language, 4. Science, ]/i. 
Mathematics, 2. 
i. At least i\i additional units must be selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
English, 4. Physics, 1. 
'•'•"i". 4- Chemistry, I. 
Greek. 3 Phys. Geog., I. 
French, 3. Botany, I. 
German, 4. Zoology, 1. 
Spanish, 3. Physiology, 1. 
History and Civics, 4. Agriculture, 1. 
Mathematics, 3. 
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J. Not mot be presented from the 
. jects: 
Me l'      ng, 1                 Manual Training, i. 
Freel D        .-. i                    Commercial Law, i. 
Don S         .1                      Commercial Geography, 1. 
Requ not here enumerated, 
but ted Branding, will 
be deter Facult) on their individual 
merit. 
Vote.—Si al  Course,  leading to 
the degree    f A. B., I Latih and two of 
Greek.    I had Greek in the high school 
or academy,  I i ginning ('.reck  is offered  in college 
with full c                         In tudenta preparing to enter 
I' carefull)     vet the courses offered 
in college and mitting in the preparatory 
school subjects » .r-cs which they may 
I' that too liberal a us.- of "election" 
dun- eriously limit one's power 
■ 
D Cent      B  inches.—Students often   apply  for 
sdmi are behind those classes in some 
II i    ability,   assistance   is   afforded 
them in cot l<  i.  sometimes,  however, 
, lion for a short time; 
but t! i- n a) be obt 
REGISTRATION OF NEW  STUDENTS 
I.    Si ring in  Denison  University for the first 
time must first see the President and secure from him an ad- 
mission card. With this card, the student will then present to 
the   Registrar   hi tials,  which   must   include   an  official 
mem of all credit' earned before coming to Denison. He 
will then receive a rrgi Iration <ard on which to write a list of 
subject- for which he wishes to register.    If he is of Freshman 
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rank and entering for a regular course leading to a degree, this 
card will be filled out under the direction of some member of the 
Committee on F.ntrancc, present in the Registrar's office. 
After completing this process, the student receives from the 
Registrar a class card, together with a statement of his term bills. 
With this statement he proceeds to the Treasurer's office and 
settles the- hills thereon indicated, retaining the class card in his 
own possession. He is then duly registered, and his name will 
be certified from the Registrar's office to the instructors of the 
various classes in which he is to be enrolled. 
No student will be admitted to any class until the above 
steps have all been taken. 
Changes in Registration.—Ordinarily no changes will be 
allowed in registration after the registration card has been filed 
with the Registrar. For every change that is allowed, a fee 
of one dollar will be charged unless remitted by the Registrar. 
Late Registration.—All students must complete their registra- 
tion and settle with the Treasurer by the close of Thursday, the 
first day of the first semester, or Monday, the first day of the 
second semester. Failure to do so will be counted as late registra- 
tion, entailing a fee of one dollar. 
Normal Registration.—All students entering the University 
with the intention of completing a course leading to a degree, 
ire required to register for at least thirteen hours. To take less 
than this requires special permission, for which the student 
should apply at the Registrar's office. The normal amount of 
work for which a student is supposed to register is sixteen credit 
hours per semester, and the student must ask permission to 
register for more. Students registering for more than eighteen 
hours arc required to pay a'fee of one dollar for each credit hour 
in excess. 
SUBJECTS   OPEN   TO   FRESHMEN 
1.    Required Subjects.— 
(a) Those in the Classical course must take the following 
subjects during their Freshmen year:   Greek,  1  and 2; Latin, 
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1 and 2: English, 1 and 2; Mathematics, lc and 2c. (Mathe- 
matics lb and 2b may be taken by student! looking forward to 
the more advanced courtea in Mathematics, Physics or Engineer- 
ing.) Onr in 1:1 addition may be elected from subjects 
open to election mentioned below. 
(b) Those in the Philosophical course must take the following 
subjects during their Freshmen year: English, 1 and 2 ;Mathc- 
matics, lc and ;c. or lb and 2b, as explained in the preceding 
paragraph; four hours of language each semester, Latin or Greek, 
or a modern language, preferably continuing the modern language 
offered for entrance, if any. where less than three years is offered. 
Five or six hours in addition may be elected from the subjects 
open^to Freshmen.     (Sec below.| 
(c) Those in the Scientific course must take the following 
subjects during their Freshmen year: English 1 and 2; Mathe- 
matics, lc and 2C, or lb and 2b in cases where it is desired to 
complete the fundamental work sooner as a basis for higher work 
in pure Mathemai I' I Engineering; a modern language, 
a year "f science, cither General Chemistry, or Chemistry 3 and 
4 if High School Chemistry is offered, or Physics 1 and 2. Addi- 
tional election to make lixteen hours to be made from subjects 
open to election below, 
The above named subjects cannot be postponed except with 
the approval of the Committee onRcgistration and Classification. 
Those desiring to postpone any subject must first see the Registrar. 
2.     Subjects Open to Election.— 
In addition to the required subjects, the following subjects 
are open to Freshmen. Courses designated by odd numbers are 
given during the first semester, even numbers, the second. 
\ tronomy, 1 and 2. 
Biology, 1 and 2. 
Civil Engineering, 1 and 2, 4. 
nistry.     General   Chemistry,   or   if   the   student   offers 
chemistry for entrance, Chemistry 3 and 4. 
(ieology, lc and 2c. 
Geography, 2. 
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History, 1 and 2. 
Mathematics, o, la and 12. 
Music, ia-8. 
Physics, 1 and 2. 
Political Science, 1 and 2. 
Public Speaking, 1, 2. 
In addition to the foregoing, all language courses are open 
to Freshmen who can furnish the necessary prerequisites. 
Dropping Work— 
Students wishing to drop a course must first see the Registrar 
and secure a change card. Dropping out of a class without 
permission obtained through the Registrar's office will be counted 
as a failure in the course dropped and will be so recorded. 
REQUIREMENTS   FOR  GRADUATION 
To obtain the baccalaureate degree, the candidate must have 
completed one of the three courses, Classical, Scientific, or Phil- 
osophical, outlined on pages co-op. This requires the completion 
of not less than 124 units, or credits, of scholastic work, the unit 
consisting of one hour a week of lecture or recitation, or two 
hours a week of laboratory work, through one semester. Four 
units of physical training are required. No degree will be given 
to a candidate whose work shall not have been of such a grade 
as to receive 135 "points," calculated as follows: for each semester 
hour of work graded A (excellent) by the instructor, the student 
receives two points; for each hour graded B (good) one and one- 
half points; for each hour graded C (fair) one point. No points 
arc given for work graded D (poor). By the close of the Spring 
Recess previous to graduation the student, in order to be grad- 
uated, must have to his credit at least one hundred and six hours 
of college work and one hundred and eight points. 
CLASSIFICATION   OF   STUDENTS 
No student will be classified as Freshman who is deficient at 
the beginning of the year in more than ten hours of preparatory 
work.    For Sophomore standing the student must have removed 
■-- 
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entrance conditi gained credit  for  al least  twenty-two 
hours of college w rk and twenty-four pointi by the beginning 
of the year.    For Ju Handing he must  have completed at 
lean fifty-* .• ( i  liege work and sixty-four points, and 
for & at  leaat ninety-two hours and one hundred 
and one points. Gymnasium work required of Freshmen and 
Sophomore- respectively must be completed In-fore they will be 
.'L!\ anced to S >ph >tn< >re and J 
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f i semester will not be 
regarded is ':...-. ibly  terminated their connection with 
the University i. ed by the President. 
Statement of Work in the Various 
Departments of Instruction 
ASTRONOMY 
PROFESSOR    nil   I I   I.Ii 
(Office hours, Monday and Wednesday, 1:30 p. M.) 
Of the following courses, 11 and 12, (substituted for courses 
1 and 2 of previous catalogue) are elementary introducing the 
student to the subject and method of study of a new science. 
Course 3 is intended to be cultural, presenting the subject in a 
simple way, and yet with scientific accuracy. Courses 4 and 6 
bring the student in contact with the practical application of 
the subject, solving the fundamental problems with the rigor 
that mathematics and modern instruments make possible. 
Courses 7 and 8 give opportunity for work of high grade and 
lasting value to Astronomy, along the line of photometric and 
micromctric work, while 9 and 10 lead to the application of 
Mathematics to Astronomy, serving at the same time as a splendid 
opportunity to apply the higher Mathematics, which is perhaps 
the best way to master that subject. 
11-12. Elementary Astronomy. The study of the whole 
subject at the hand of an elementary text, including an elementary 
history of Astronomy: together with the identification of the 
principal constellations, planets, star clusters, nebulae and other 
interesting objects of the sky with the naked eye and use of the 
Equatorial. The principal instruments of the observatory will 
be demonstrated, with a view of their application to astronomical 
problems. 
Elective for Freshmen and Sophomores without prerequisites. 
Three recitations a week on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 
1:30 p. M. with one hour a week on Tuesday or Thursday from 
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8 to 9 p. If., for the study of constellations and demonstration! 
as stated above, needing no preparation on part of the student. 
Throughout the year, 3 credit hours per semester. 
3. Descriptive Astronomy. A standard text will be used as 
the basis for this course, covering the whole field; together with 
demonstrations at the instruments of the observatory and uie 
of lantern slides. Prerequisites; Freshman Mathematics and 
General Physics I-J advised. Elective for Juniors and Senior!. 
First semester, four hours, Monday exceptcd, 10:30 A. M. 
4. Practical Astronomy. Elective for students who have had 
Astronomy 3 and Physics 3, laboratory work in mechanics being 
of special importance. A laboratory course, taking up the work 
as follows: (1) Angle and time measurements. Work with 
vernier, level, micrometer, astronomical clock, and chronograph. 
(2) The Transit Instrument. Determination of the constants of 
the instrument Wire intervals of micrometer, level constant, 
collimation constant, azimuth constant. Determination of time 
by rye and ear method, and by chronograph. Determination of 
longitude. (3) The Z.er.uh Telescope. Determination of geo- 
graphical latitude by Talcott methods. (4) The Transit as Meri- 
dian Circle. Determination of nadir and equator point. Deter- 
mination of right ascension and declination of stars differentially. 
Determination of longitude of the Observatory in connection 
with wireless signals from Arlington. (;i Th. Equatorial. Ad- 
justments. Determination of the apparent place of a heavenly 
body, directly, by mean- of hour and declination circles, or 
differentially, by means of position micrometer. Double star 
work. Determination of position angle and distance with position 
micrometer. Fee. #2.00. Second semester, four hours, Monday 
I I     I ud, 10:30 A. M. 
6 Method of Least Squares. Second semester, two hours, 
time to be arranged. 
6a.    Meteorology.    A two hour course in Meteorology, with 
.1! reference to the application of this science to Military 
Aeronautic!,  hai been given  by  the department of Astronomy 
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during the second semester of the current year, and  may be 
continued if circumstances warrant it.) 
7-8. Advanced Observational Work. Use of the position micro- 
meter and equatorial in measurement of double stars. Measure- 
ment of position, differentially, of fixed stars suspected of con- 
siderable proper motion. Stellar Photometry, with naked eye, 
by grades. Study of short period variables, with sliding wedge 
photometer. Prerequisite, Astronomy 3. Both semesters, three 
credit hours, time to be arranged. 
9-10. Introduction to Celestial Mechanics. An application 
of Mathematics to Astronomy. A standard text is used, taking 
up the fundamental principles of analytical mechanics, central 
forces, potential and attracting bodies, the problem of two bodies, 
determination of orbits, general integrals of the problem of 
bodies, the problem of three bodies, perturbations—geometrical 
considerations and analytical methods. This course is not only 
of great value to the student of Astronomy, but affords an excellent 
opportunity to tighten up the higher mathematics the student 
has had with that department. Prerequisites; Astronomy 3. 
(may be taken parallel with first semester of this course) Mathe- 
matics through Calculus, including preferably an introduction 
to Differential Equations. Both semesters, Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 9:30 A. M. 
BOTANY 
PROFESSOR   ST1CKNEY 
(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 A. M.) 
U1SS  ORCUTT 
The work in Botany is designed not only for the systematic 
development of that branch of science for the benefit of students 
who wish either to teach or in any other way devote themselves 
professionally to it, but also and more particularly to emphasize, 
through systematic training in observation and deduction, the 
broader and purely cultural side of the subject. 
Students desiring a single course in Botany in addition to 
the work in general biology are advised to select 11  and 12 if 
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their intci the flowering plant!, ot .! and 4 if they 
wish 1 r survey of the entire plant kingdom. 
C   irsea 1-4. 7-8 bearing upon pre-medical work, 
• > domestic science students, 
1-2.  ;-''. 7-s. and 9, 
  I llowing courtei arc offered 
. artment: 
1-:.    G 1   ■ .   B   . I    ■ to all other courses  in 
the depai lenti in other depart- 
menl bioti igical laws and 
V 1 ife and living things, 
.:id life processes, and 
through reproduction 
I ■ . laboratory met hods 
1 From the plant kingdom, 
but with a view to il fundamental laws of 
all life, I •  follow the 
designed 
equally for 1 r without such a course.   Lectures, 
laboratorj Three  credits.    Both  semesters, 
lectun.    I in    ..'.:■.   10:30: quiz, Thursday,   10:50.     Laboratory, 
M 1:30-3:30.    Fee $3.00. 
3-4.    Plant MOT pi \ ., 1      .( ||u. plant 
kingdi m, with ft from the lowest  to the 
reduction and classi- 
11 irter excursions 
Vlten with courses 5 and 6.    Prerequisite, 
B tat     1 :     Fee, $3.00 • tei     Both  temesters, four 
..   and Thursday,   10:30 A.  M.; Wednesday  and 
.   1 10-11:30.   Offered in 1919-1920. 
Plant  H and  Physiology.     A   study   of   cells, 
ind of the relation of these 
strut* ' "ability, movement, secretion, nutrition, growth 
Auction.    Special attention  is given  to the technique 
ofmi emester, and to experimental 
Alternates with courses 3-4.    Pre- 
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requisite, Botany 1-2. Fee, {(3.00 each semester. Both semesters, 
four credits, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.; Wednesday and 
Friday, 9:30-11:30.    Offered in 1918-1919. 
7-8. Bacteriology. A general consideration of the structure 
ictivitei of bacteria, with emphasis on their relation to human 
life and interests. Among the specific subjects treated are: soil 
fertility, sewage disposal, milk problems, butter and cheese 
making, diseases of plants and animals, and public health and 
sanitation. Elementary chemistry is advised in addition to 
Botany 1-2, the regular prerequisite for this course. Fee, #3.00 
each semester. Both semesters, three credits, Monday and 
Friday, 7:30-9:30 A. II.; Wednesday, 8:30. 
9. Plant Pathology. A study of the more important diseases 
of useful plants, including rusts, smuts, moulds, mildews, scabs 
and blights. Recognition of specific diseases through symptoms; 
the econimic importance of the various diseases and methods of 
control; spraying mixtures, methods of application, and spraying 
calendars. The work of state and national governments in plant 
disease is brought particularly to the attention of the student 
in thesis work. Courses 5-6 ami 7-H should precede this course. 
Alternates   with   course    11.      Lecture.,   laboratory   and   thesis 
work. Prerequisite, course 1-2 or their equivalent, lee, jd.oo. 
First semester, two credits, Monday, 1 . ■■ | ; Wednesday, 1 :jo. 
• Offered in 1919-1920. 
10. Forestry.  An Introduce t) consideration ol 1 he character, 
culture, protection and USW of il>. rOTWl .1 Lh< ntOTS im- 
portant problems of economi,  ■    relating to 
the subject.  The value of trees I  empl 1 ... 
tion of native trees forms a part of the laboratory work    A good 
course in elementary botany may be substituted f"i Botany Ic 
as preprequisile for this course. Alternates with course 12. Fee, 
#1.00. Second semester, two credits, Monday, 1:30-3:30 p. u.; 
Wednesday, 1:30.   Offered in 11)19-1920. 
lib. General Botany. A study of the structures and functions 
of the higher plants, their leaves, stems, roots, flowers, fruits 
and seeds.    This course aims to meet  the needs of the student 
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who wishes to cover intensively the formal course in elementary 
botany, either as an introduction to the subject or with a view 
to teaching. Alternates with course q. Fee. $2.CO. First semester, 
three credits, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30 A, M.j Wednesday, 
7:30.    Offered in 191S-1919. 
12. Systematic Botany. A consideration of the principles of 
classification, from both historical and evolutionary standpoints, 
and the study of the classification of the flowering plants. Em- 
phasis is placed on field and laboratory studies of native plants, 
while   met I fleeting,  arranging  and   preserving  receive 
attention. Four all-day field trips and several shorter excursions 
take the place of a part of the laboratory work.    Alternates with 
rse 10. Fee, ti.oo. Second semester, three credits, Tuesday 
and Thursday. 7:30-9:30 A. M.; Wednesday, 7:30. Offered in 
IC/lg-1919. 
17-iv Botanical Seminar. The study of special topics with 
class upon ai igned readings. Either or both semesters 
may be taken. Ability to use French or German is desirable. 
Open to Junior- and Seniors only. Two meetings each week, 
with two credit-. Hours of meetings to be arranged. Fee, $1.00 
each Prerequ        .  1-; and an additional year's work 
in the department. 
ic>-20.    Advanced Botany.   Special work on assigned problems 
leading to research in I       course may be taken only 
lent students, and with the consent of the professor in 
charge.   Two to five credits.   Hour- arranged individually. 
CHEMISTRY 
(Office hours. 10:30 every day.) 
PROFESSOR KBAIGII 
Absent on leave, 1917-191X.) 
ASSISTANT I'KOFIW.R SIITON 
MR. RIHSEY 
1-:      General Chemistry.    Arranged for college students who 
have never studied the subject.   Offered as an alternative with 
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Chemistry 3-4 to students who present Chemistry for entrance. 
Prerequisite, preparatory Physics. Fee, $4.00. Four hours, 
both semesters, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M.; Wednesday 
and Friday, 9:30-11:30. 
ia-2a. Household Chemistry. A course in elementary Chem- 
istry. Open to women only. Offered as an alternative with 
Chemistry 1-2 to women who do not present Chemistry for 
entrance. Fee, £4.00. Four credits, both semesters, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 9:30-11:30; Wednesday and Friday, 9:30. 
3-4. Qualitative Analysis. Required of scientific students 
who present Chemistry for entrance and who do not elect 1-2 
instead. Recommended to all who have had one year of Chem- 
istry. Prerequisite, one year of Chemistry and Physics. Two 
laboratory periods per week throughout the year. Fee, 8400. 
Both semesters, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30. 
5-6, 5a-6a. Quantitative Analysis and Chemical Arithmetic. 
The two courses must be taken together. Prerequisite, Chemistry 
1-2 or 3-4. Both semesters, sa-6a, Monday, 1:30; 5-6, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 1130-3130.    Fee, $4.00. 
9-10. Organic Chemistry. Prerequisite Chemistry 1-2, or 
ia-2a, or 3-4. Fee, $4.00. Two recitations and two laboratory 
periods per week through the year. Tuesday and Thursday, 
2:30 p. M., Monday and Wednesday, 1:30-3:30. 
11-12. Inorganic Preparations. Students may register for 
either semester or both. Two to five credits. Prerequisite, one 
year of Chemistry. Primarily for Juniors and Seniors. Fee, 
$4.00.   Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-9:30 A. M. 
13-14. Advanced Quantitative Analysis, (a) Ore Analysis, 
(b) Water Analysis, (c) Fire Assay, (d) Mineral Analysis, (e) 
Gas Analysis, (f) Paint Analysis, (g) Fertilizer Analysis. Stu- 
dents may register for either semester or both. Two to five 
credits. Prerequisite, courses 5-6 and 5a-6a. Fee, S4.00. Tuesday 
and Thursday, 7:30-9:30. 
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[-:.     Foods.    A   Itudy  of   the   chemical   composition,   diges- 
LaboratOT)   work  including the 
h '-.1    in   food   preparation.     Prc- 
* I     2a, or  Chemistry  3-4.   which   may   ac- 
i   mpai f not viously.    Fee. 1(15.cx> each 
I    ir credit!, 1 .: .  M    ■ ''■••■  .end Wednesday, 
1:30-3:30 i'. M.; recitati   n,Tu<   la)  and Thursday,  1:30.    Mrs. 
Finley. 
CIVIL ENGINFERING 
PROI 1 --OK     I       S.    JoHNSON 
1 tffii e hours 11 A. M. Wed I Friday.) 
In fit   I work I to I ..rtics with just a 
sufficient  numbei red wi rk.     By  rotation each 
member of the familiar with   the duties of each 
irumcnt used.    A full set 
kept b)  each member. 
I • :     irtment is by means of 
teit-1 ipplemented by lectures and indi- 
vidual 1 office V   rk.    A liberal use is made 
ral in      I:, the omr« in drawing the 
object is to training ai will meet the needs of 
r as fully .,    : 
I       • 
1-:     Mi .    /'-. Use  and   care of  drawing   fli- 
ttering, exei jection, and simple working 
drawing      Prer   ..  ite   I'- Mathematics.   Fee, £1.00. 
B01 I ind Thui   lay, 7:3o-<>:30 A. M.   Addi- 
thosc desiring a more extended 
COUI   I 
;     !><■ ripiive Geometry.    A study of the representation of 
lines,   surface . tangenciea,   intersections,   and   develop- 
ments, with on. Recitations, lectures, and draw- 
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ing.     Prerequisite, course  I.     Fee, $1.00.     First  semester,  four 
hours, Monday cxccptcd, 9:30-11:30 A. M. 
4. Plane Surveying. An elementary study of surveying 
methods and instruments. Lectures, recitations, problems, field 
work and platting. Prerequisite, course 1 and Mathematics ic. 
Fee, £2.00. Second semester, four hours, I'riday cxccptcd, 
1:30-3:30. 
5. Railroad Surveying and Earth-work. Problems attending 
the location and construction of railways. Transition curves, 
computation of earth-work, platting profiles and construction 
of maps. This course alternates with course II. Prerequisite, 
course 4.   Fee, #2.00.   First semester, four hours, Friday excepted, 
7:30-y:30   A. M. 
6. Railroad Engineering. The economic theory of location 
is studied for six weeks, followed by a preliminary survey of a 
railroad several miles in length, with preliminary map profile 
and estimates; location survey, profile and cross sectioning. A 
location map is made, earth-work computed, estimate of haul 
and cost of line. A map is also made of a railroad station grounds, 
showing industries, etc. Prerequisite, course 5. Second semester, 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M. 
7. Applied Mechanics. The principles of Mechanics, with 
reference to their application to Engineering, Statics, center 
of gravity, moment of inertia, and Kinetics. Prerequisite, Mathe- 
matics 4c or 4b and Physics I. First semester, four hours, Friday 
cxccptcd, 1:30 p. M. 
8. Applied Mechanics. A continuation of course 7. Strength 
of Materials, studies in Materials and their action under tension, 
compression and shear in beams. Columns, girders, shafts and 
engineering structures. Mathematical and Physical ideas under- 
lying Mechanics of Materials. Prerequisite, course 7. Second 
semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M. 
9. Analysis oj Structures. Determination of stresses in roof 
and bridge trusses by  graphical  and  analytical  methods.     Pre- 
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8, Mathematics 4. Physics 1.   Fee, $1.00.   First 
'IT, f"ur en '■'■ nda) and Wednesday-, 2:30 r. M., with 
10. Root and Bridft Dtsifn. A continuation of course 9. 
11 gn of actual roof and bridge trusses, and preparation of 
working drawings     Checking and discussion of working draw- 
tment is   provide!   with  a   large  collection  of 
: adf, structural iron companies 
and eil Pi te,       irses 8 and 9.    r'ce, $1.00. 
11   11 ci   lita as in court*   . 
11. Topogt ing and Mapping. The methods 
of conduct;.,- graphical surveys are taken up. Each party 
make- a ci n plete I : graphical survey of a certain tract, em- 
plow:, lia, transit and rectangular methods. 
The ..ri .• is computed and a map is made showing all topographical 
features. Alternates with course 5 Prerequisite, course 4. Fee, 
$Z.OO.   First semester, foul hours, Friday excepted. 7:30-9:30 A. M. 
1: Cement Tilting. A study of the manufacture, properties 
and  testing of hydraulic  ci ind  mortars.     F.ach  student 
makes all the standard tests in the cement laboratory.    Fee, $2.00. 
I  11    lay and Thursday. 7:30-9:30 A. M. 
13. Highway < and Maintenance. A study of 
methods and material ryto maintain streets and highways 
in city and country. Prerequisite, courses 1 and 4. First semester, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 2:30 p. u. 
14. Hydraulics. A study of hydrostatic! and hydrokinetics, 
; :■ ire in pi;« ervoirs, flow of water through orifices 
and pipes, and retaining walls. Prerequisite, courses 7 and 8. 
Second semester, two credits.    Hours to be assigned. 
15. Public Hater Supplies. Quantity of water supply for 
cities and towns. Yield from drainage basins. Stream and 
ground water flow. Collection, purification and distribution of 
water. Prerequisite. Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4, Civil F.ngineering 4 
First semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
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16. Sewerage Systems and Sewage Disposal. A continuation 
of course 15 in Sanitary Engineering. Collection and disposal of 
public wastes and methods of improvement and conservation of 
public health. Second semeter, prerequisites and hours as in 
course 15, which must precede this course. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
PROFESSOR WILLIAMS 
(Absent on leave, 1917-1918.) 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MCCUTCHEON 
(Absent on leave, 1917-1918.) 
ACTINC ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ALDEN 
MISS MCNEILL 
MISS HAUBLEN 
Throughout the course, the study of Rhetoric is pursued in 
combination with the study of literature. Instruction is given 
by text-books and notes. Themes are required throughout the 
course. Students are made acquainted with the principles of 
literary criticism, and encouraged to develop intelligent apprecia- 
tion of the best that has been written from Cacdmon to the 
present time. A number of clcctives are offered during the Junior 
and Senior years. 
The following courses are given: 
1-2. Freshman English. Recitations, themes, conferences, 
and the study of modern prose writers. Both semesters, four 
sections, I, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.. II. 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. H.j III and IV, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 2:30 P. M. 
3-4. English Literature. Lectures on special topics, with 
careful study of a number of classics, and written reports on 
selected readings. The first semester covers the subject from the 
earliest period to the end of the eighteenth century; the second, 
to the present time.    Prerequisite, courses 1-2.    Both semesters, 
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three icctioni, M nday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30; Monday, 
Tueiday, 1 1        ly, Thursday, Friday, 2:30. 
. ' -        1 .ire carefully  studied each 
. : ed   I  r   reading.     Prerequisite, 
1-4    Course* Both semesters, Tuesday 
and Thursdaj. ;:;o \. u, 
Ba,    A I /.   ralure.     Lectures   and   assigned 
readings. Prerequisite, English  1-4     Sec  nd semester, Monday, 
1 rhursday, 10:30 A. M. 
9. A Stud Pt      Fiction,    A text-book is used, supple- 
mented by selected n i lectures.    Prerequisite, courses 
1-4.   lir-i semester, Wi ind Friday, 10:30 A.M. 
10. Later American  Writers.    Text-hook, selected  readings 
and leel in       Pn • irses 1-4.   Hours as in 9. 
11a.    Anglo-Saxon.      Bright'i    Anglo-Saxon    Reader,    with 
.■       f the language in its historical 
relal Germai i    glish.     First   semester,  Tuesday, 
I : :;o i'. M. 
12a,    Middii    1 ~;rcial   attention   to   Chaucer   and 
the  development  of the languagi      Prerequisite,  English  1-4. 
rhursday and 1 rnlay, 2:30 r. u. 
13a.     The D '. English Drama, from the drmatic 
to J Lectui 'ed readings, and a careful 
plays.   Prerequisite, English 
1-4    First set     tei   W Friday, *, ',0 A. M. 
14a     Thi Later   Englitl Drama,   from   Goldsmith   to   the 
me. Lectun and a careful study 
of a nun I Prerequisite, English 1-4 
13 or  :.< S -.  Wednesday  ami Friday, 9:30 
M 
1;.    Technique oj the Short   •■ •       I ritical  analysis of the 
rn writers and original work.   Prerequisite, courses 1-2. 
'•' •  and Wednesday, 2:30 p. M. 
''       Tl     1 ..-■■...   9/  English.    A course  for  those  who 
I nglish   In   high   schools.     Designed  especially 
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for Juniors and Seniors and open to no one below these classes 
without express permission from the instructor. Second semester, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 A. ti. 
17a. Advanced Theme-writing. A course dealing especially 
with Exposition. Special attention is given to criticism of original 
themes. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. First semester, two recitations 
per week, hours to be arranged. 
GEOLOGY 
PROFESSOR CARNEY 
(Resigned, October I, 1917.) 
ACTINC PROFESSOR MATHER 
MR. MCFARLAND 
This department occupies the entire third floor of Barney 
Memorial Hall, and is well equipped with maps, relief models, 
minerals, rock specimens, and about 6,000 lantern slides. Its 
library and well-lighted reading room places the G. K. Gilbert 
collection of books where it can be of most use to students; the 
best American periodicals bearing on geology and geography, as 
well as representative British, Scottish, German, and French 
magazines come regularly to the department library. 
In its instruction the department places much emphasis on 
field work. We have within easy reach the formations from the 
Silurian to the Pennsylvania inclusive. The topography where 
the Waverly and Mississippian rocks outcrop, in the immediate 
region of Granville, affords excellent illustrations for studies in 
physiography. The conditions are also specially favorable for 
studies in glacial geology since we have close at hand the drift 
of different ice invasions, and are within a few miles of unglaciated 
territory. 
The following courses are offered: 
ic. Geologic Processes. The materials and features of the 
earth, treated with special reference to their origin and significance; 
the processes altering the face of the earth; the agencies involved 
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—stream*, g ground water, volcan- 
ism, crustal movements, etc.   The includes those topics 
ordinaril) gi uped under the term "physiography," with the 
exception of those treated in t le graph) 4 Class-room discussions, 
urn hours per week, with three all day field trips on Saturday 
and 6ve laborator) peri ds during the semester. Three credits. 
StuJents in £ Colli ter for the class work 
only and receive two credits. Fee, #1.00 if taken for three credits. 
First semester, Wednesday and Friday. 10:30 A. M 
2c.    II, ■ ■-.  ..',. V.  iutline   f the history of the earth 
and ii> inhabitants, with special reference to the continent of 
North America. Class work, field trips, laboratory periods, 
credits, and fee a; BG gj 1. Prerequisite,Geology 1. Second 
semester, Wednesday and Friday. 10:30 A. SI. 
3c.    Mineralogy and P   ■ The common  minerals  and 
rock-; their identification,01 .currencc; a brief discussion 
of crystal forms; the field classification of rocks. Prerequisite: 
Elementary Chemistry and Solid Geometry. Two credits. First 
semester, Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 A. 11.   Fee, jfi.oo. 
ft '•'■: America. Lectures, discussions and assigned 
readings concerning the relief features and natural resources of 
the continent, their influei e history and industries of 
its  inhabitants;  the  1 >n   and development of natural 
resources; the utilization of water-ways and water-power. Fee, 
fll.oo. Prerequisite. G • 1 and 2, or Geography 2. 
Three credits, rsi I lemestei in alternate years (1918-19, 1920- 
2i, etc.), Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
6c. Economic Geology, Ore deposits; their genesis, geologic 
relations, alteration*, and distribution; non-metalliferous deposits, 
coal,   petroleum,   natural   gas,   salt,   potash,   etc.     Prerequisite: 
Geology 1, 2 and 3. Three credit*. Sec on,1 semester in alternate 
years   1918-19, 1920-21, etc.), Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
\    M. 
7C-8c. Geologic Life Development. The origin and evolution 
of life upon the earth, constituting historical geology studied on 
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the life side. Fee, Jti.oo. Prerequisite: Geology 1 and 2, Botany 
1-2 or Zoology id-2d. Three credits. Both semesters, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 1130 P. M. 
9. Principles and Theories of Geology. Critical discussions of 
basic principles and fundamental theories. Prerequisite: Geology 
1, 2 and 3. Three credits. First semester in alternate years 
111)19-20, 1921-22, etc.), Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 
A. II. 
10. Petroleum Geology. The application of geology to the 
petroleum and natural gas industry has opened a broad field of 
useful employment to well-trained men. This course is intended 
to serve as an introduction to the technique of the petroleum 
geologist as developed in plane-table mapping and reconnaissance 
surveys. It will also include a review of the oil and gas fields of 
North America. Prerequisite: Geology 1, 2 and 3; Civil Engineer- 
ing 11; and Chemistry 3. Three credits. Second semester in 
alternate years (1919-20, 1921-22, etc.), Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
11-12. Geologic Investigation. Open to Seniors. Students 
should not register for these courses without consultation with 
the professor in charge. Two to five credits. Hours to be ar- 
ranged. 
Geography.— 
2. Geographic Influence. Lectures, supplemented by library 
assignments, considering several types of geographic influence as 
observed in the habitats of primitive peoples, in the development 
of ethnic groups, in the growth of ideas concerning the size and 
shape of the earth, and in map-making; in the social, industrial 
and political activities of advanced peoples, and the influence of 
topographic and climatic environment on mental and moral 
qualities. Three credits, second semester, two sections, Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.; Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday, 1:30 r. u. 
5c. Geography oj North America. Identical with Geology 
5c, described above. 
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<)-IO     C                   ■'' •      Open  to Seniors.     Students 
should not register for I .    irsei without consultation with 
i five credits,    Hours to be ar- 
ranged. 
GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
!'      PECSOl   Cll UIBI KLIN 
11 I I     .-lay, 3:30 P. 14.) 
a living la whose daily use is 
Such met I in iti study as develop 
I writing German and lead to an apprccia- 
I ire.   The life of the Germans is brought near 
•     ai       •  IT Realien, and by reference to the 
1 tical (     litiona.   The Department 
I   reference   books   and   choice 
lure, including the Kuerschner collection, a 
f the Pul      iti >ni of the Modern Language Asso- 
■ r.tilic and literary periodicals. 
1-:.    Beginners'  Courses.    Essentials of German Grammar; 
oetic   and   natural   methods; 
oral an iction of idiomatic German expressions, 
me of the favorite lyrics.    Stu- 
•it   of  entrance  credit   in   German   will 
1 :.    Both semesters, four 
irs, Friday es ns, 7:30.x. 11, and 1:30 p. M. 
;.    Short Stories.   Works of popular authors, such as Kckstein, 
:er and Baumbach, are used, cd by daily practice 
I grammar.    Prerequisite, courses 1-2, or two 
f entrance credit in German.   Kir-     me ter, four hours, 
1 oid 10:30 A. M., Monday exceptcd. 
4.     Narrative   and   Dramatic   Literature.     Works   of   modern 
..    Si WI'I   Pole  Poppenjpaeler  and   Riehl's   Der 
Flitch  dir Schoenheit, followed  by  the careful reading of one of 
1 : :       Lectui m the general principles 
of the drama, with analysis  and reviews of important scenes; 
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Composition, based on Boezinger's Aufsatzbuch, or similar work. 
Prerequisite, courses 1-3. Second semester, same hours as in 
course 3. 
5. Modern Fiction. Rapid reading of two or three novels. 
Translation is largely given up in favor of direct methods of 
approach to the thought in the foreign idiom. Open to students 
presenting not less than three entrance credits in German or 
three semesters of college credit. First semester, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M. 
6. Historical and Descriptive Literature. Works of standard 
authors bearing on the history and conditions of Germany are 
chosen for this course. Regularly follows course 5, but may be 
taken by special arrangement after course 4. Second semester, 
same hours as course 5. 
6a. Drama of the Nineteenth Century. Kleist's Print Fried- 
rich von Homburg, Grillparzcr's Sappho or Des Meeres und der 
I.iebe If'ellen, llebbel's Agnes Bernauer, and similar plays, with 
a study of literary principles and tendencies; collateral readings 
in English and German, with reports on special topics. Alternat- 
ing with course 6, with same prerequisite and hours. To be 
offered in  1919-1920. 
7. Lessing and Schiller. Interpretation of Lessing's critical 
and dramatic works, with relation to the conditions in Germany 
in the eighteenth century. Schiller's life and his drama, Wallen- 
stein, will be taken up during the latter half of the semester; 
supplementary readings, with reports on special topics, are a part 
of the work. This course usually follows 5 or 6, but may be 
taken by special arrangement after course 4. First semester, 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
8. Goethe. A study of the poet's life and significance, as 
indicated by his best-known works outside of Faust; Dichtung 
und rVahrheit, IVilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, Hermann und Dorothea, 
Lyric Poems and dramatic works. Prerequisite is usually course 
7, but it may be taken separately by qualified students. Second 
semester, same hours as course 7. 
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8a. Gotthe's Faun. The Fault legenJ and Goethe's treat- 
meni of ii JS in expression of his moral and literary views; special 
readings and investigltion of assigned topics. Alternating with 
course 8, with lime prerequisite and hours, but may be taken 
with full credit after course B.   To be offered in 1919-1920. 
9. German Literature to Ifjo. Main tendencies and the 
important   work ( in  literature from  the earliest  times 
to Lcssing: a standard history of German literature serves ai 
the outline of the course, supplemented by abundant reading in 
English and German; the medieval poetry is considered in modern 
German translations. Open to students with a fair knowledge 
of German.     First  semester.  Monday, Tuesday  and Thursday, 
9:30 A.   If. 
10. German Literature of the Sineteenth Century. The great 
literary movement! of Germany in the last century, viewed with 
relation to the broader currents of all European literature. The 
R mantic and Realistic movements, the rise of fiction, and recent 
developments will be considered through the works of represent- 
ative writers. Open on same terms as course 9, and cither course 
may betaken separately.   Second semester, same hours as course 9. 
12. Readinrs in Scientific Literature. Rapid reading to gain 
familiarity with the Kyle I German scientific works. Pre- 
requisite, courses   [-4.    An elective course,  not given unless at 
• sis register for it. Second semester, three credits, hour! 
to be arranged. 
GREEK 
*P«OI I -son  COLWELL 
MB.   1)1 TWI ILEI 
The following C0U1 :  red: 
I.    (a)    I.ysiai.    Selected orations, with  history of Athens 
r the Thirty Tyrants and the Restoration of the Democracy. 
<b)     Thutydidcs.    Selections, with history of the Peloponnesian 
War.   Reading at sight from Lysias, l.ucian, and the New Tcsta- 
■ year, first lemeiter, four hours, Friday excepted, 
H:30 A. M. 
»n»n»m 
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2. (a) Thucydidrs. Continuation of course I. (b) Homer. 
Selections from the Iliad, with sight reading from the Odyssey. 
Freshman year, second semester, four hours, Friday cxccptcd, 
8:30 A. u. 
3. (a) Demosthenes. Selected orations, usually the Phil- 
ippics and Olynthiacs. (i) Herodotus. Selections. Sight 
reading from Demosthenes, Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, Xeno- 
phon, and the New Testament. Sophomore year, first semester, 
four hours, Monday excepted, 9:30 A. M. 
4. (a) Herodotus. Continuation of course 3. (t) Plato. 
The Apology and Crito, with selections from the Phiedo. Sight 
reading from the Memorabilia of Xenophon. Sophomore year, 
second semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 9:30 A. M. 
Courses 1-4 are required of all candidates for the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts and of candidates for the degree of Bachelor 
of Philosophy who make Greek their major language. 
5. Tragedy. Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides. Elective 
for those who have completed course 1-4. First semester, four 
hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M. 
6. Aristophanes. Elective for those who have completed 
courses 1-4. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 
1130 p. M. 
8. New Testament. Elective for those who have had courses 
1-4.   Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 2:30 p. M. 
For college students entering without preparatory Greek the 
following courses are offered, with full college credit: 
E-F. Elements of Greek Grammar, Greek Reader, and 
Xcnophon's Anabasis. Both semesters, four credits, hours to be 
arranged. 
G~H. Xenophon's Anabasis continued, with Greek prose 
writing ar.d further study of the principles of Greek Grammar. 
Both semesters, four credits, hours to be arranged. 
These courses, confined to students of full college rank, are 
intended to cover the ground required for entrance to courses 
$8 DENISON   I   NU t:RSITY 
l and :. the completion of the regular 
.vhc have not been able to secure 
Greek in theii pre) 
HISTORY   AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
•■1   VTol  RFTTK 
(Office hours. io:;o \. M. daily.) 
PROI I - -■ »R   CH VM1IIRI.IN 
MR. SH luua 
MR. 1 )> ru E1LE* 
The following coursei ii   H   I ffered: 
i-:.    Medi .        n . / .-     \/  iern Europe.   A general survey 
of European I f Rome to the eve of the 
- !     rotation.   1 empts to acquaint the student 
>   with the mail,   [eatui        f the development of Europe 
but with the general method and ideals of historical study.    It 
"     '       the other courses of the department 
prerequisite  to all  students.    Both 
semester . W Moi    ty,   Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 
A. M., ai     I i        lay and Friday, 2:30 p. M. 
1     History 0/ ihr  Uniud Siaiej.    The course covers the 
nomic, religious, educational and social history of 
the Ul if the constitution to the 
present time.    First 1  39-1860; second semester, i860 
'  '•"»•    Prei torjr  13 or a high school 
course History.   Open to Juniors and Senior*.   Both 
ind  Friday,   7:30 A.  II.     Not 
given in 1918-1919. 
5-6.   English History.   A general course from the Saxon period 
to the present time.   Thi ,1 value to students 
in law and!   .     .literature.   Open to Sophomore*, Junior* and 
ir», Tuesday   and Thursday, 
X:3o A. M. 
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7b. Europe from the Eve of the French Revolution to 1870. 
This course covers the French Revolution and the Napoleonic 
wars, the conditions in Europe that paved the way (or them, the 
Industrial Revolution, and the development of Europe from 1815 
to 1870. Prerequisite, History 1-2. First semester, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
8b. Europe, 1870 to the Present Time. This course begins 
with the Franco-Prussian War and discusses the various develop- 
ments in F.uropc from that date down. It covers not only the 
political events leading to the war of the nations, but economic, 
social, religious and intellectual development. Especial attention 
is paid to current events. Prerequisite, courses 1-2 and 7b; 
second semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
10a. The Far East. A general survey of the development of 
India, China, and Japan, particularly the last two. The chief 
emphasis is placed on the period beginning with the contact with 
the West. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 
1:30 P. M. 
11. The Expansion of Christianity Since the Reformation. A 
brief survey of the extent of Christianity in the 16th century, 
followed by a somewhat detailed description of the spread of the 
Protestant, Roman and Greek Communions since that time, 
particularly in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. First 
semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. 1130 p. M. 
13. American Colonial History. The age of discovery, the 
settlement and development of the thirteen colonies, the Revolu- 
tionary War and the period of the Confederation. Open to 
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. First semester, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M. 
14. Laboratory Course in Current Events. The aim of this 
course is to acquaint the student with the events of the current 
year. A careful study is made of the chief topics of contemporary 
interest based upon the best newspapers and the weekly and 
monthly periodicals of this country and England. The object 
is to familiarize the student with present day problems and to 
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train him in a critical analysis of the various sources of information 
and public opinion. Prerequisite, courses 1-2 and 7b-8b. The 
course at time with course 8b.   Second 
remoter, Monday, Wednesdaj ind Friday, 7:30 A. U., with 
laboratory hour to be arrang 
I     : •        Political Science and Sociology: 
1.    Ameruan Government.    I deal working of govern- 
ment, nati and local.    Parties and party machinery. 
The   direct   primary with   the   convention   system. 
Tendencies in constitution il n, such as the use of the 
initiative and referendum, the growth of centralization, etc. 
Open to all students of college rank. First semester, four hours, 
Friday exec ; ted, 8:3     K. II, 
2c.    Governments of Europe. A comparative study of European 
governments, particularly t':.       fl   gland, France and Germany. 
Points of  . •. th the government of the  United States, 
such as the ditferences between the German federal system and 
our own. The merits and disadvantages of federal and centralized 
governments; of parliamentary and presidential forms, rigid and 
flexible constitutions, etc. Open to those who have had Political 
Science 1 ai i History t \ teenth Century), to others only by 
special permission. Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, 8:30 A. M.   Not given in 1917-1918 
4a. Science of Government. An introduction to the general 
principles of Political Science, with discussion of theories as to 
the origin of the state; the nature of sovereignty; distinction 
betwec ent; pi | ei functions of government; 
principles of legislative, executive ami judicial organizations, 
iti. 'lie uori* ..( the preceding courses is very important as a 
■■ ; aration f,,r this cour-e. Political Science 1 and 2c are pre- 
permission of the instructor in charge. Second 
seme''.; \i ■,., Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. u. Not 
given in i',17-0,1- 
;-'■. I'olitical Economy. An introduction to the study of 
Economic*.   The aim will be to give a fair amount of time to 
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both the principles and the problems of F.conomics. Thus, 
theories of value, price, rent, wages, interest, profits, etc., will 
be carefully considered. In connection with these subjects the 
problems of the trust, business organization, labor unions, the 
closed shop, minimum wage, free trade and protection, qucstiosn 
of money and banking, etc., will receive due consideration. Open 
to Juniors and Seniors, and others by special permission. Three 
hours throughout the year, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
7:30 A. II. 
8. International Law. A study of the general principles 
of the subject. Special attention will be given to the recent 
developments in the laws of war, and the rights and duties 
of neutrality. Although not required, History 8 (Nineteenth 
Century) is very desirable as a preparation for this course. 
Open to Juniors and Seniors. Second semester, Monday, Tues- 
day and Thursday, 10:30 A. U.   Alternates with course 4.1. 
9a. Government of American Cities. The origin and develop- 
ment of American cities; proper relations of state and city; 
proper methods of state supervision; municipal ownership of 
public utilities; the rise of the commission form of government, 
etc. Course 1 is advised as preparation for this work. First 
semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. u. 
17-18. Practical Sociology. Practical social problems and 
their attempted solutions. Open to students above freshman 
rank. Both semesters, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 
A. M.   Given in 1917-1918.   Mr. Detweiler. 
20. Military Administration. The administrative organiza- 
tion and methods of the Departments of War and the Navy. 
Provision of supplies; construction and use of railroads; military 
sanitation. Lectures, with assigned readings and written exercises. 
Three   credits,   second   semester.     Given   in   1917-1918. 
22. Accounting Principles. An introduction to accounting. 
Analysis of financial transactions. Laboratory work on practice 
problems.  Three credits.   Second semester.   Given in 1917-1918. 
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;4.    / ■' •   M itn   Tints.    An   introduction 
to the study of contemporary political problems, especially in the 
United  Stal Idea ill  of political   reformers.     Indi- 
vidual:-' et,  in  their  social, economic   and 
Prerequisite, Political Science I and 2 and 
either Polit        - i  History  Bb.    Three credits. 
I livi n   ::.   I9I7-I .1 - 
HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS 
MM Et GENM I.. FINI.KV 
Ai    nt on leave, 1917-1918.) 
Miss HI iron 
1-:.     hoods.   The chemical - n, digestion and produc- 
I he laboratoi ncludei the application of 
rlying principles involved in food preparation.   Prerequisite, 
Chemistry la-a      r I 1-4. which may accompany the 
• ■    if  not   taken   previously.     Accepted as  an  elective  in all 
college courses.    Fee, Si5.00 1 ter.     lour credits.     Both 
I and Thursday,   1:30 p. M.,  lab- 
. 1 :.!O-3:30 p. II, 
",-4.    Sewiti       I irse includei plain hand and machine 
rafting, cutting pattern-, and the making of underwear 
I hi I of   -indents preparing 
ndary schools,    Fee, $12.00 each 
r. Tuesday ai     I ly, 7:309:30 A. U., or Wednesday 
I : ,   :     11:3      ■.   • • 
II ■   ■     ■ I irse  includes  basket  making  with 
I  raffia,  crocheting,  knitting,   knotting,   weaving,   and 
all plain an    I tit        ei  ployed in hand sewing.   A desirable 
expect    .■  to  teach  in   primary and grammar 
VII material! are furnished,    Fee, $12.00 each semester. 
I irs pet . 
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LATIN 
PROFESSOR VV. II. JOHNSON 
(Office hours, Monday, 8:30 to 10:30; other days, 2:30) 
Of the following courses, numbers 1-4 are required for the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts and of applicants for the degree of 
Bachelor of Philosophy who elect the Latin group (group Ci). 
All courses in the department are open as elective to any student 
who. in the judgment of the instructor, has had sufficient Latin 
to pursue the work with profit, but courses 1-2 must precede any 
of the more advanced work except courses u-12, on Roman Life, 
which are open to all college students. 
1. (a) Cicero. Dc Scncctute or Dc Amicitia. (4) Livy. 
Books XXI-XXII, or selections from the earlier books. Review 
of Latin syntax. First semester, four hours, section I, 7:30 A. U., 
Friday execpted; section II, 9:30 A. M., Monday execpted. 
2. Odes and Epodes of Horace. Sight reading from the Satires, 
and notes on Roman Poetry. Second semester, sections, days 
and hours as in course 1. 
3. The Roman Stage. Two plays of Plautus and one of 
Terence. Notes on the history of the Ancient Drama. First 
semester, four hours per week, Monday execpted, 10:30 A. M. 
4. Rhetoric and Literary Criticism of the Romans. This 
course is based upon Books X and XII of Quintilian, with col- 
lateral work in the rhetorical writings of Cicero, the Epistles 
of Horace and the Dialogus of Tacitus. The relation of Greek 
and Roman ideas to present-day problems of Rhetoric and 
Criticism is emphasized. Second semester, days and hours as 
in course 3. 
5. The Roman Epigram and Elegy. Selections from Martial 
and the Elegiac poets. First semester, Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday, 1:30 p. u. Alternates with course 7, and is not given in 
1918-1919. 
6. The Annals of Tacitus, or Letters of Cicero and Pliny. 
The emphasis is placed on the social and political conditions and 
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probli ted by  the text, rather than on the language. 
! Thursday  and   Friday,   1:30  p.   u. 
Alternates with com Ms not given in 191K-1919. 
7-v VirgU. A study of the poems of Virgil and their place 
in the Hist rj A Literature from points of view which cannot be 
emphasized in the preparatory school. The two semesters are 
not open to election separately. Especially advised for students 
wl expect I become teachers of Latin in High Schools or 
Academies. Open to Juniors and Seniors who have had not less 
than three work in this department.   Both semesters, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. 1 :jo P. M.   These courses alternate 
with 5 I re offered in 1918-1919 
9-10. /.a/in Writing. A course in composition, open to 
students who have ha I I n man Latin, and especially advised 
for those who are preparing to teach Latin. The two semesters 
arc not open to election separately. Both semesters, Monday 
and Wednesday, 1:30 p. u. These courses alternate with 11-12, 
and are offered in IQI8-IOIQ. 
11-12. Roman Lift. An outline of the more important 
phas,-~ of Roman character and achievement. The text-book 
will he supplemented by notes and assigned reading, with photo- 
graphs and lantern illustrations for certain portions of the work. 
Ability to read Latin is not prerequisite. Both semesters, Mon- 
day and Wednesday, 1:3o p. u. These courses alternate with 
9-10 and are not given in 191K-1919. 
MATHEMATICS 
PROFESSOR WILEY 
ASSOCIATE PROIESSOR I'KCKHAM 
MR. STREET 
Course! ic and 2c, as described below, are required of all 
candidates for degrees, unless the more extended courses, des- 
ignated lb and 2b. are substituted in their stead. Courses ic, 
2c, 3c, and 4c form a sequence, as do courses lb, 2b, 3b, and 4b. 
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Courses ic, 2c, 3, 3b and 4b may be taken in sequence. The 
second sequence, lb, 2b, 3b, and 4b, should be elected by students 
who were strong in high school mathematics and is advised by 
the heads of the departments of Astronomy, Civil Engineering, 
Mathematics and Physics for students who antitipatc doing their 
major work in any of these departments. 
o. Solid Geometry. Second semester, two hours per week, 
Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 A. M. Open to all college students 
not offering the subject for entrance credit. 
ic-2c. Freshman Mathematics. In these courses selections 
from Algebra, Plane Trigonometry and portions of elementary 
Analytic Geometry arc presented as a unified whole with the 
concept of a function as the fundamental idea. Freshman year, 
both semesters. Sections at 7:30 and 8:30 Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday; 10:30 Monday, Tuesday and Thursday; 2:30 Tues- 
day, Thursday and Friday. 
ib-2b. Freshman Mathematics (Extended course). These 
courses cover the ground of courses ic, 2c and 3 in an intensive 
way. Advised instead of courses IC-2C for students doing their 
major work in the departments of Astronomy, Civil Engineering, 
Mathematics or Physics, and other students strong in Math- 
ematics. Freshman year, both semesters, five hours per week, 
9:30 A. M. 
3. Analytic Geometry. This course is a continuation of 
courses ic-2c. Sophomore year, first semester, four hours per 
week, Friday cxccptcd, 8:30 A. M.    Prerequisite course 2c. 
4. Differential Calculus. An elementary course designed to 
follow course 3. Sophomore year, second semester, days and 
hours same as for course 3.   Prerequisite course 3 or 2b. 
5- Integral Calculus. Designed to follow course 4. First 
semester, four hours per week, Monday excepted, 9:30 A. M. 
Prerequisite, course 4 or 3b. 
3b-4b. Differential and Integral Calculus. , (.Extended course). 
Designated to follow course lb-2b. Both semesters, five hours 
per week, 7:30 A. M.   Prerequisite, course 2b or 3. 
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( (, •        \   synthetic  treatment  of  inversion, 
Ic  and  polar,   anharmonic divi- 
I like nature-    This course 
is designed  foi icquirc  greater rigor in 
mathematical   rei expect   to  teach  high 
G   metry.   Secoi ir hours per week, Monday 
excepted, 9:30  \   u.   0| all itudenti     Alternates with 
e to and i- offered in 1918-1919 
10. MttiktmatictU 7T< • I■■ rstnunt. An introduction 
to the Alg : 1. and to the funda- 
mental principles of life i: • Second icmester, Monday, 
Tuesdaj I 1:30 \ M. Prerequisite course lb or ic. 
Altemal red in 1918-1^19. 
11. Solid Anal <;■■ •■■■■■ Firsl icmester, three hours 
per week, Monda I ind Thursday, 10:30 A. M. Pre- 
requ                                1      Vlternal     with course 13 and is not 
I 1   1918-1919. 
13 I " ' • \ ncise treatment of the funda- 
■ ental principli ibject, with -elected applications to 
Gi >metry and Mathei P Prerequisite course 5 
or 4b. Fii • houi per week, Monday excepted, 
10:30 t. M.   Alt irseii and is offered in 1918-1919. 
14 <• Utgi .ll^tbra. An advanced course designed for 
student li ■■ g farther into the subject than the courses 
of thi e who expect to teach 
ilgebra      S< ter,  four  hours   per week, 
ted,   10:30   \    M.     Prerequisite  course   3b or  4. 
Alt': rse 18 and i       1    tiered in 1918-1919. 
18.    Diflmntial Equation},   An introductory course.   Second 
pet week, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M. 
Pren    . 4I) >.r 5.   Alternates with course  14 and is 
1 118-1919. 
\; plied Mathematics, see Physics 7-8, Astron- 
l. </-to and Civil Engineering 7-8. 
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MUSIC 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ESCHMAN 
(Office hours, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.) 
Of the courses in the Theory and History of Music, some are 
offered largely for their general cultural value as a natural part 
of any liberal education. These courses are open without pre- 
requisites to all students in the University. The others are 
mainly of a more technical nature, and cannot be elected without 
necessary preparation. For details consult the announcement 
of the Conservatory of Music, in this catalogue. College credit 
is given for the following courses: 
la. appreciation of Music. First semester, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. 14.    Fee, $8.00. 
2a. Physical Basis of Music. Second semester, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. u. Given in alternate years. 
Not given in 1918-1919. 
3-4. Elementary Theory. Both semesters, two credits, 
Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 A. M.    Fee, 88.00 each scmstcr. 
5-6. History of Music. Both semesters three credits, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 1:30 p. M.   Fee, $12.00 each semester. 
7-8. Harmony. Both semesters, three credits, Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.   Fee, $12.00 each semester. 
9-10. Counterpoint. Both semesters, three credits, Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. U.    Fee, 812.00 each semester. 
11-12. Musical Form. Both semesters, two credits, Wednes- 
day ami Friday, 9:30 A. M.    Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
13-14. Strict Composition. Both semesters, two credits. 
Monday and Wednesday, 1:30 p. M.   Fee, 88.00 each semester. 
15-16. Free Composition. Both semesters, two credits, 
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. u.    Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
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PHILOSOPHY AND  EDUCATION 
l'koi ESSOt   l.i » is 
(Office :   irs, Wi       .:..'. ii I Friday, 9:30 A. U.) 
P»OI l.-'iK    Sri •., I K 
Ciiv MI g IN PHILOSOPHY: 
1     Psychology.     An   inti tud)   of   tlic   different 
funci ■   mind and of the laws that control its activity. 
The course is bi I introspective and experi- 
mental investigation.   Open to Juniors and Seniors, with excep- 
in the c.■■ •      nts doing major work in Education. 
First semester, I . Tuesday and Thursday, 
<):!0 ,\. M., and 10:30 A. M. 
:.    Ethics.    A discusi (the  principles  that obtain  in 
moral conduct, and of  the methods  by which  these principles 
arc applied in actual living. Open only to Juniors and Seniors, 
with  exceptioi rse   1.    Second   semester, 
sections, da} 11 t 1. 
4. History of Philosophy. A review of the larger philosophical 
movements, beginning with the speculations of the early Greek 
thinkers. Special em| hasil on modern theory and present tend- 
encies. Open I Sei Second semester, Wednesday and 
Friday, 0,130 A, M. 
' Log! Deductive and Inductive. The subject is treated 
not  • ■  system of mental gymnastics but as a method 
of  practical   training   foi al,   scientific  and   judicial 
investigal Open   1     -  phomores,   Juniors,   and   Seniors. 
I ■■   day, Thursday and Friday, 2:20 P. M. 
/• um/nlalion.     Special   attention   is  given   to  debate. 
Open to J i others at the discretion of the 
Instructor.      Fit or.   Tuesday,   Thursday   and   Friday, 
2:30 p. M.    Courses 6 and 7 are given by Professor Spencer. 
Coi Ml s  IN   I Dl ( \TION: 
The courses in education give students who expect to teach 
an opportunity  to gain  some  knowledge of the principles and 
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practice of that work. The subjects offered, along with I, 2, 
and 4 in philosophy, count in absolving the requirement of thirty 
hours professional training set by the Ohio School Law of 1914 
for those who wish to secure a four-year High School provisional 
certificate without an examination, and, after twenty-four months 
of teaching, a state life certificate. 
1. History of Education. A general survey of educational 
practice and theory from ancient times to the present—subject 
matter, method, discipline, organization, etc. The influences 
of social conditions upon education. Special emphasis on the 
work of modern educational reformers. Prerequisite, Philosophy 
I.   First semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
2. Secondary Education in the United Slates. The historical 
development of American middle schools—Grammar School, 
Academy, High School, and Normal Schools. Comparison with 
foreign systems. Present tendencies. Prerequisite, Philosophy 1 
and Education I. Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, 8:30 A. It. 
5. High School Methods. The choice and presentation of 
subject matter. The handling of the different subjects, with 
regard to studying and to teaching. School routine and manage- 
ment. Prerequisite, Philosophy I. First semester, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 1130 p. M. 
6. Principles of Education. An introduction to the funda- 
mentals of education, from the side of psychology and sociology. 
The processes of learning; instinct, habit, memory, etc. F'.du- 
cational development in relation to social life. Prerequisite, 
Philosophy 1. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 
1:30 p. M. 
7-8. Observation and Practice Teaching. Open only to those 
who have had Philosophy I and F^ducation 5 and 6. Students 
in this course will visit High School classes as observers and will 
teach, under supervision. Weekly meetings will be held to discuss 
'he different points that arise.   Three credits. 
9. Experimental Education. A course designed to impart 
a   knowledge of   improved   methods   of  learning  and   teaching, 
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through   a  stu.lv  of   specific   educational   problems, particularly 
Varioui   lypei  of  learning,   and   the 
mental pi red  in  certain  school  subjects, together 
with •    ' .   ■ pract cal  tests of student  attainment, and the 
perforn ry and mental tests.    Prerequisite, 
I' I, I 1 ''it-t   lemetter,  Wednesday and 
Friday. IO:JO I   U 
10.    I    ■   ■. .   i" \      id) "[ the more important 
method.    Sensation,   perception, 
attenti nion, and  motor reactions. 
Experiment ussion of the psy- 
of the results obtained. 
Prei P I.    Two ind semester, one 
rccit,.' ion be arranged. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
PltOI l --">   Lit INCSTOM 
Physical  ti ind  scholarship.    With 
'his in  view, tematic and  rational 
ring a mil imum of two hours per 
re years, for which four credits 
A careful »tion of each student is 
r. of which an accurate 
i   the individual  in 
acquiring   n     itaining i 
In placi ,        work,  those students who 
al training, by devoting four 
reto,  may receive credits 
cretion of the Director. 
A short talk on the theory a ( tome athletic or gym- 
nt of observer and participant 
pen to all student! of the University. 
PI    ical Training is offered to Junior* 
■   wledge of this subject than 
furnishes.    This  course  includes 
lory,  theory and  practice of gymnastics and 
,/ 
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athletics; lighting, seating, heating and ventilation of school 
rooms; the taking of physical measurements and examination of 
heart, lungs and senses; first aid to the injured and care of minor 
injuries. Ample opportunity is given for practice in handling 
gymnastic classes and athletic teams. 
MILITARY TRAINING: 
During the current year, the entrance of the country into 
war has led to a readjustment of the work in this department, to 
suit the special requirements of the occasion. The following 
courses in Military Training arc offered, with college credit: 
1-2. Elementary Military Training. Regular military drill, 
combined with text-book work and lectures. Required of all 
men except those in courses 3-4, taking the place of the 
previously required physical training. Both semesters, two 
hours per week. 
3-4. Advanced Military Training. Four hours per week, 
open to election by men in all college courses. Drill, text-book 
work and lectures, with practical experience in minor official 
positions in conducting the drill exercises of courses 1-2. 
PHYSICS 
PROFESSOR COONS 
(Office hours, 10:30 A. M.) 
PROFESSOR CHAMBERLAIN 
MR. PRYOR 
The courses in Physics are arranged for four classes of students. 
(1) Applicants for the degree of A. B., who desire to elect one 
or more courses in Physics will find courses 1-4 open to their 
election. (2) Applicants for the degree of B. S., who are taking 
their major work in other departments. Courses 1 and 2 arc 
required. Courses 3-8 are elective. (3) Applicants for the 
degree of B. S., who desire to take their major work in Physics. 
Courses 1-8 are required. (4) Students who desire to take a 
technical   course  in  electrical  or mechanical  engineering.     The 
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best education for such engineer! is one in which the liberal 
culture of a college course precede) the training of the technical 
1. but many cannot afford to spend the time to complete 
both the college and the technical courses. The Physics Group 
includes all the non-technical studies of the best technical schools, 
and it ; letion will fit a student to enter the third 
year of the technical school, and thus earn both the college and 
the engineering degrees in six years. 
1. General Pkyji I ecture demonstrations and recitations 
covering the more important princi| lei I Mechanics, Sound and 
lbat. Required of candidates for the B. S. degree, elective for 
all others. Prerequisit ir of High School Physics. Math- 
ematici i il ,.'..: .... m| inj - precede this course. First 
seme in, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 
7:30 and 8-3    •   v 
2. General /'• 1' 1 A c mtinuation of Physics 1. Elec- 
tricity, Magnetisi nd Light i I candidates for the 
B.S Prerequisite, Physics I, 
Mathematii     1 I semester, two sections. Monday, Wed- 
Fi ':jo and 8:30 A. U. 
la-2a.    General I'- Laboratory   courses paralleling the 
«'<''                    1       I 2. Elective for students who are registered 
for P          1 ve laboratory training 
than           red in Ph] | and 4.    Fee, fo.oo.    Both semesters, 
two hours, Tui i                  7:30-9:30. 
; /-; ralory PI I ,( Mechanics, Mole- 
cular Physii I Heat Prerequ te, Physics I-J, Mathematics 
I and 2. Fee,$2.00. I • n . Monday excepted, 
111      ■ '■' ■    r Friday 1 1 IJO-I^O p. 11. 
■1    Latorai      PI            I mi ntal eiperiments 
i:     &        I,   Light,   M I       iricity.      Prerequisite, 
P 1-2,  M 1-;      Fee,  £2.00.     Second  semester, 
II 
'•I       '        lal Physies. 1 course in Electrical 
M' Prerequisite,   I'      ■     1-4,   and   the   Calculus. 
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Fee,  $1.00.    First  semester,  Tuesday, Thursday  and  Friday, 
1:30-3:30 p. 11. 
6. Experimental Physics. An advanced course in Light, 
consisting of measurements in Diffraction and Interference. 
Prerequisite, Physics 1-4, and the Calculus. Fee, $2.00. Second 
semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1:30-3:30 P. M. 
7. Theoretical Physics. A lecture course presenting the 
Kinetic Theory and elementary Thermodynamics. Prerequisite, 
Physics 1-4, and the Calculus. First semester, Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 9:30 A. M. 
8. Theoretical Physics. A lecture course in Physical Optics 
covering selected topics in Diffraction and Interference. Pre- 
requisite, Physics 1-4 and the Calculus. Second semester, Mon- 
day, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. u. 
9-10. Elements of Electrical Engineering. A lecture and 
laboratory course presenting the general theory of direct and 
alternating current circuits, and their application to direct and 
alternating current machinery. Prerequisite, Physics 1-4, and 
the Calculus. Fee, $2.00. Both semesters, four hours. Lectures 
Wednesday and Friday, 9:30, laboratory, four hours, to be 
arranged. 
II. History of Physics. A lecture and library course treating 
the development of Physics from an historical viewpoint. Pre- 
requisite, Physics 1-3. First semester, Monday and Wednesday, 
2:30 p. M. 
15-16.     Thesis in Physics.    Elective for Seniors in the Physics 
group.    Students who have shown ability to profit by such a 
course will be assigned some subject  for original  investigation 
or the repetition of some important classical experiment.    Both 
semesters, two to five hours. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOHNSTON 
This department affords training in  Expression, by  finding 
and applying principles for developing the voice, mind and body 
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in read skit g    The » irk il i:i no sense a mere coaching 
nal,  cultural  training  which  aims  at 
ind of his own creative powers. 
I    ■ • I ■    in art. and through it the student is 
ich  a ' I   the principle! governing all art.   The 
liege elective!! 
i-:.    Fundan ExprtJtion.    A   general   preparatory 
:   through speech and action. 
Phi enlarg native powers, give him telf- 
thert, and awaken hii interest in oral interpre- 
:.iy living.    Brief talks upon the 
elemei ti . with emphasis upon the natural corre- 
lation An elementary training upon which 
urscs   arc   largely   de- 
0p< Botl   lemetten,  three credits. 
Two   jecti  :   .   M nday,  Tuesday  and Thursday,   10:30 A.  M.; 
I 1 , 2:30 P. H. 
t.i-i...    Ex iking.     Practice   in   thinking   in   the 
pre-' one's thoughts in a vigorous 
r.    A preliminary drill in "off-hand" speak- 
ing, er than a lecture course.   The more common 
:i   will   be   studied,   with   appropriate 
criticism  by   the  instructor  and  class  members.    Prerequisite, 
courses 1-:.    Bot neiters, 1 lire* credits, Tuesday. Thursday 
I I 1 lay, 1 :jo P. M. 
5. Rhetoric 0/ Oral •       A  study of oratorical form, based 
with   investigation   of   the 
of appeal.    Lectures on the place of oratory 
in the past and pn I the psychology of the public audience! 
Students will prepare outlines on various themes and present at 
least one carefully rehearsed oration each semester.    Prerequisite, 
1  .'     First credits, Monday and Wednesday, 
2:30 i\ M 
6. Dramatic   Reading.     This   course   aims   to   develop   the 
ability  to expn      privately or from the platform some of the 
 ' the world's great minds.   Study of the tone 
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qualities, gestures and attitudes employed by the reader at 
distinguished from the orator. The presentation of short scenes 
from various plays offers an opportunity for the simpler forms of 
stage craft. Prerequisite, course 1 or 2. Second semester, two 
credits, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. u. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
PROFESSOR MCKIBBEN 
(Office hours, Wednesday, 10:00 A. M., Friday 11 :oo A. M.) 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ODEBRECHT 
This department offers opportunity of studying French, 
Italian and Spanish. Its aims are: (1) The acquisition of a 
reading knowledge of the foreign language: (2) linguistic train- 
ing; (3) introduction to the foreign literature and life. 
French. Of the courses enumerated, numbers 1-2 arc required 
01 applicants for the degree of Bachelor of Science, numbers 1-2 
and at least two four-hour courses in addition of applicants for 
the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy who choose French as their 
major language. The various courses are open as elective to 
students in all departments, with courses 1-2 prerequisite to any 
of the more advance work. At the option of the student a year 
of Spanish will be accepted as the equivalent of a year of French 
in meeting the requirements noted above. 
1-2. Beginners' Course. First semester, forms, translation, 
written exercises and grammar, with about 80 pages of simple 
reading. In the second semester this work is continued, with 
written and oral work in composition, and translation from 
prose and verse. Two sections, four hours, Friday exceptcd, 
8:30 A. M. and 1:30 P. M. 
3-4. Nineteenth Century Prose and Poetry. Review of gram- 
mar, with composition and dictation. Both semesters, four 
hours, Friday exceptcd, 2:30 P. M. 
5-6. The Classical Authors. Reading of plays, with class 
reports on outside reading. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. Both 
semesters, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M. 
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7-8 French Prose Composition, or French Literature, with 
representative modern authors. Prerequisite, courses 
1-4.   B ' ters, Wednesday snd Friday, 9:30 A. M. 
■MO. A c line intended to afford advanced students prac- 
tice in the oral use of the language by the careful study of some 
play, to be I  by the class.    Prerequisite, courses  1-4. 
Maximum credit, 2 hour*, time to be arranged. 
Italian. 
2. Beginners' Course. The grammar, with prose and verse 
of the Risorgimento. Outline of the history of Italian Literature. 
The forms of the language arc learned and practiced in exercises, 
written and oral, and in translation. Elective in all courses. 
Seen!  I 11 hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M. 
J. Modern Italian I'rose and Poetry. First semester, four 
hours, Monday excepted. 10:30 A. M. 
S' finish. 
1. Beginners' Course. The forms of the language are learned 
and practiced  in  written and oral  exercises and in translation. 
Recent prose and vei      -.   t reading of business correspondence. 
Open as an elective I U in  all courses.     First semester, 
four hour-, rrida) exce] ti 1, 7 ;    v *'■ 
2. Cervantes, or Modtrn Prose, 5* emester, four hours, 
Friday excepted. 7:30 \. II. 
The course in Spanish and Italian, while intended for upper 
. ma)  be taken b)   any who. in the judgment of the 
instructor, can carry them with profit 
ZOOLOGY 
Paoi 1 isoi 1 1-11 
(Office hour-. 2:oo-;:oo p. M., Tuesday and Thursday, Phone 8320.) 
I partmenl 
1   ■ . t elementary instruction in General Zoology as 
a purely cultural matter, and (b)  to interesi  especially those 
whi qualify them for further study. 
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Second, (a) to qualify students to inter Medical School, and 
(b) to so familiarize them with the strictly biological side of their 
preparation as to give them some distinct advantage at the 
beginning of their medical study. 
Third, (a) to give general and detailed instruction in the con- 
crete facts of Zoology, and (b) to encourage those who show 
marked ability seriously to consider undertaking a life work in 
Zoology or some closely related field of study. 
Fourth, (a) to give technical instruction in that particular 
field of Zoology which appeals most strongly to individual students 
of superior merit, and (b) to direct their first independent work. 
Students who are preparing for Medical College can meet the 
entrance requirements of any school by taking General Zoology, id-2d, 
and Comparative Invertebrate and Vertebrate Anatomy, id-^d. 
Most institutions, however, recommtnd in addition at least Laboratory 
Technique—Elementary Histology and Embryology, gd-iod. Any 
of the Zoology courses numbered 10 or less will be found of special 
valu., and courses Ijd-I4d, Personal and Public Hygiene, and 
Genetics and Eugenics should have peculiar interest for prospective 
students of Medicine. 
Courses ld-2d and 1 fd-i.jd require no prerequisite. 
id-2d. General Zoology. Beginners' courses meeting the 
requirements of those who wish a general knowledge of animal 
biology, and essential as a preparation for Medicine. While the 
class is being made acquainted with the principal animal types, 
the laws of life and their fundamental dependence upon the 
activity of the cell, are brought out and emphasized. The lab- 
oratory work is a minor part of these courses and is arranged 
for those who arc seeking general information. For the most 
part it consists of studies of anatomy made from a series of large 
models. No dissecting is done. Work of that nature (which is 
necessary for students of Medicine and Zoology) is provided in 
courses 3d-4d which may be elected during the same semesters 
as General Zoology. Courses ld-2d are required as prerequisites 
for all other work in Zoology except courses l^d-t^d.   Three credits. 
7" DENISON   I'MVl'.RSITV 
Fee, t ler.   Monday, 7:50:9:30 A. M.; Wednesday 
and 1 :        . 7:;o A. M. 
jd-ad       ' Invertebrate   and   Vertebrate   Anatomy. 
I The work in them parallels 
C ■■ Zoology, id-id. and is planned especially jor students of 
M •'• ■ '■■' ' 1 ology :cho desire to make dissections of preserved 
tptcinttu      I tome field observation work including the 
tying of material.    These courses 
he elected uith or follottrim  Central Zoology,  id-id.    Two 
credit*,     Fee,  S3.00 -,r.    Tuesday   and Thursday, 
7:30-9:30 A. M. 
$d-<>d.    Invertebrate and Vertebrate Phytogeny.    These courses 
consist iling in detail with animal 
relations! .; live  Paleontology, Embry- 
ology, and Morpl „■■. ["he m re noteworthy phylogenetic 
schemes arc reviewed and fully discussed. These courses supple- 
menl couraea id-id, }d-4d, and 7d-8d. They are open to election 
by all students who ha:e taken or are taking General Zoology, id-id, 
but courses jd-jd and at lean one semester of Geology are very desir- 
"ble-     I Fee, £2.00 each semester.    Monday, hours 
arranged; Wi , 8:30 A.M. Offered in 1919-1920. 
7d-SJ.    Genera!  /' T urscs  arc largely text 
work designed for the future itudenl of Medicine or Zoology. 
There will be tome lab lem nstrationt by the instructor. 
I Ivanced nature and should not be confused 
tti,!-  ! in  Physiology.    The 
mentioi ed above.    They 
are open to Stud, >        ko have taken or are taking General Zoology, 
■ ■■'  id-id and a -.ear ,,r more of both Chemistry and 
I'      ics are highly desirable.    Fee, $2.00 each semester.    Monday 
lay and  Friday, «:]0 *. M.    Offered in 
1918-1919. 
lod.    Laboratory    Technique—Elementary   Histology   and 
' 1 courses  c   nsist  df lectures  and laboratory 
•'. rk dealing with (1) the theory of staining tissues, (2) the 
technique ring them for study under the microscope, and 
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(3) the technique of descriptive illustration; also studies of (4) 
the structure of the simple tissues, (5) their origin and develop- 
ment in the race and the individual, with special emphasis upon 
(6) the primitive germ layers of Amphioxus, the Frog, and the 
Chick, and (7) a brief review of human microscopical anatomy. 
These courses are designed especially for future workers in Medicine 
or some Biological field, and must be preceded by General Zoology, 
id-id. Four credits. Fee, £4.00 each semester. Tuesday and 
Thursday, 9:30 A. U.; Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:30 A. M. 
Offered in 1919-1920. 
Ild-I2d. Nature Study—General Entomology and Ornithology. 
Both insects and birds are studied throughout the year in these 
courses although the study of insects is emphasized in the fall 
and that of birds in the spring.   The general subjects treated are 
(1) The Relation of Insects and Birds to Other Living Things, 
(2) Environmental Relations, and (3) Economic Importance. 
Detailed studies of insects arc made concerning their (1) Collec- 
tion, (2) Preservation, (3) Classification, (4) Identification, (5) 
Development, and (6) Anatomy. Similarly, birds arc studied 
under the following topics: (1) History of Bird Study, (2) Evolu- 
tion of Birds, (3) Anatomy, (4) Classification, (5) Identification, 
(6) Geographical Distribution, (7) Migration, and (8) Nesting 
Habits. Individual students are required to make numerous field 
trips and several trips are made by the class as a whole. General 
Zoology, id-2d, is a prerequisite for these courses. Four credits. 
Fee, £4.00 each semester. Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M.; 
Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:30 A. M.   Offered in 1918-1919. 
13d. Personal and Public Hygiene. This is a lecture and 
seminar course aimed to teach the student how to render "growth 
more perfect, decay less rapid, life more vigorous, and death more 
remote." In addition to an elementary treatment of (1) Human 
Anatomy and (2) Physiology, a great variety of subjects is touched 
upon; such as, (3) Food, (4) Food Adulteration, (5) Water and 
Other Beverages, (6) Clothing, (7) Work, (8) Exercise and Sleep, 
(9) Cleanliness, (10) Use of Narcotics, (11) Sclf-Control, (12) 
Climate,  (13)   Dwelling Sites and Dwellings,  (14) Heating and 
So Dl NISON   I MIVI Ksi n 
Ventilai ,(15 !> , f Waste, and 16) The Incidence and 
Prevenl fD   ■.,        Open to all.   Three credits.    Fee, Si.50. 
1 '      emestei   Monday, Tuei la]   in I Thursday, 10:30 A. M. 
"4>l      ' •   I ■     • ! .1 lecture and seminar 
1    I      More Imports      I       ries of Inorganic 
1  «nge,   1) T     Statistical Study of Living Things, 
and   Their  Practical 
Ap| () The Orig       • Oui   M    •  Common Cultivated 
Pleni D The Evolution of Society, 
and (6) The Fui Pi 1        Which Eugenia Dc- 
pendl       V    -.. •-  fessorj from other departments address 
•he da which are closely related to 
their special field Optnio all. Three credits. Fee, $2.00. 
Second semester, M I .       r and Thursday, 10:30 A. M. 
■7d-i8d Experimental Genetics. These courses are lab- 
oratory studies of the phenoi if heredity and variation. 
(l) The • .1 simple experiments, and 
then   '2i  each student  is  assigned  several  related  problems for 
individual study.   Thi tupplemented by (3) 
occasi >nal lectun (4) frequent .   ions of the text. 
Opi lividual analysis of the data 
on  ' :*  heing  d mi   in  the  department, and  for (6) 
advanced biomctrical studiei I ere ire also 71 several seminars 
reviewing  current   literature,  and   1-)  class  reports on  special 
red. '/.oology 14J is a 
prerequisite for this work and u is kitkly desirable that /.oology id- 
2d shall also hate been taken.    lour  credits.     Fee,  H4.00 each 
ter.   Hours to be arranged with the instructor. 
1 1 l-20d.   Individual Work.   In t: each student will 
be 1 igned independent work, This may be in the nature of 
(1) a thesis with hi! j    the  collection and study of 
animal- of a particular gi .; 1 pecial work in F.mbryology, 
(41 Anatomy, 01 (5) Histol gy, or (I me problem in Fxpcri- 
mental Genetics. Too courses in Zoology must preceed this work. 
Two to five credits each semester. Fee. jti.oo per hour of credit. 
Both semesters, hours to be arranged with the instructor. 
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Courses of Study 
The unit of work is one hour of lecture or recitation work 
per week throughout a semester, and not less than 124 units 
are required to complete a course. In laboratory work a two-hour 
prriod counts as one unit. For aid in choosing electives, the stu- 
dent may consult the schedules of courses by hours, which will 
be found at the end of the volume. 
THE GROUP SYSTEM 
To avoid the manifest evils of unregulated election a number 
of groups have been formed, each leading to one of the three 
degrees conferred by the University—Bachelor of Arts, Bache- 
lor of Science, or Bachelor of Philosophy. Thus the student, 
upon entrance, elects first the degree for which he wishes to 
study and them makes his choice among the different groups 
leading to that degree. Each of these groups emphasizes some 
particular line of study, such as Botany, Physics, or History, 
for instance, and connects with this such other branches as are 
fitted to secure breadth and consistency in the result as a whole, 
together with a more extended knowledge of the field of study 
which forms the center of the group. A certain amount of free 
election is allowed in each group. After the student has made 
his choice of a group, all further matters affecting his schedule 
of studies, including his choice of free electives, must be determined 
in conference with his Faculty Adviser. At the head of each 
group schedule, in the pages following, will be found the name of 
the Faculty Adviser of that group. 
The numbers following names of studies indicate the number 
of the course, as described in the preceding statements of the 
various departments of study. Odd numbers always indicate 
first semester courses, even numbers those of the second semester. 
Si Dl NltoK   1'M\ I RSITY 
GROUP SCHEDULES 
V    FOR THE DEGREE  OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
;nated Al, A2, etc.   The 
•paring to teach Greek or 
Latin, or 1 •'•, ,.,■ branches.   The second 
for rork in physics, with related 
ematics  in connecti in  with  the  ancient  classics.    In the 
third, branch of science may be similarly emphasized; 
in  the  fourth,  history; in  the fifth, purr  mathematics; in   the 
tilth, i 
1 for   all   groups   leading   to   this 
''• 1-4;] 1   1. Mathematics, 
course  1. -21 .1- . 1-4; six units of work in the depart- 
ment of Education and Ph r; History, courses 1-2; eight 
um! In any of 
•P> Mathemai      ib-»l instituted for Math- 
tics IC-2C a: • lint. 
GROUP At.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR COLWBLL 
Freshman ) tar.    I   .       ,.2] Greek 1-:, Latin 1-2. Mathe- 
matics, ic-2c.   Electi n, r thi 11   each semester. 
NOW rVor.—Greek ;-,. Latin -,-4. History 1-2; a modern 
ter.     Two or three hours' work 
cted in addition, with | adviser. 
•/"'"'   } ' ■'     I    • 1-4. a  modern  language four  hours 
caci: ' r Latin, two,  three or four hours each 
■1   u    Six units of work in the department of Educa- 
'' ' Histoi     1 ., language.   Free election, 
eight or ten I    .:- each semester. 
GROUP A:    ADVISER, PROFESSOR W. II. JOHNSON 
f'rnh,r.an  Ytar.—English   1-2. Greek  1-2, Latin  1-2, Math- 
1  -*i     Election, two or three hours. 
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Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-4, Latin 3-4; Physics or Math- 
ematics each semester. Election, two to six hours each semester, 
but History I and 2 must be taken in the Sophomore or Junior 
year. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4; Mathematics or Physics, three 
or four hours each semester; Modem Language or Science, three 
or four hours each semester. Election, three to nine hours each 
semester, but History 1 and 2 must be taken if not taken in the 
Sophomore year. 
Senior Year.—Six hours' work in the department of Educa- 
tion and Philosophy; Mathematics or Physics, three or four 
hours each semester; Modern Language or Science, three or 
four hours each semester. Election, three to seven hours each 
semester. 
GROUP A3.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR W. H. JOHNSON 
Freshman Year.—Latin, Greek, English and Mathematics, 
as in Group A2, described above. Election, two or three hours 
each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-4, Latin 3-4, History 1-2; Science 
or Modern Language, three or four hours each semester. Elec- 
tion, two or three hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4; Science, four hours each semester; 
History or Political Science, three or four hours each semester. 
Election, four or five hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six hours' work in the department of Education 
and Philosophy; Science or Modern Language, three to four 
hours each semester.    Election, seven to ten hours each semester. 
GROUP A4. ADVISER, PROFESSOR LATOURETTE 
In addition to the general requirements for the A. B. degree, 
the student in this group will complete at least thirty hours in 
history and political science. Students majoring in political 
science must include political science 1-2 and history 8b. Those 
majoring in history must include history 1-2, 7b-8b, and political 
science 1-2.   Students in this group must also take at least twelve 
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credit houn ■■! science which, in case of those majoring in history, 
mutt includ   I i 
GROUP A;.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR WILEY 
In addition to tl■• n requirements for all groups lead- 
inn to the degree I I'... elof "f Arts, page B5, a student in this 
group must complete in Mathematics each semester 
of hi- f"": -7 ..-.,!  B, Astronomy 6, 9 and 
10, and Civil Engineering 7 and B ma) be interpreted as Mathe- 
matics in meeting ti:i- requirement. The Calculus should be 
completed not later than t f the second semester of the 
Senior year The sequence of courses ib, 2b, 3b, 4b is advised 
forthe Freshman and Sophomore >ears. The student will elect, 
in conference with the adviser, other courses sufficient to make 
up the 124 unit- r -he degree. 
GROUP A6    ADVISER, PROFESSOR WILLIAMS 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Latin 1-2, Greek 1-2, Mathe- 
matics ic-2c.   Two or three hours election each semester. 
re Year.—English 3-4; Latin 3-4; Greek 3-4; a modern 
languai two or three hours each semester. 
/•'■•  '   Year      I    gli h  5a-6,  11a. a modern language.    Elec- 
tion, lufficiec ixteen hours each semester. 
Senior  Year.    English 13 and  15. six hours in the Dcpart- 
t of E lucati 111 an I Phil phy. Election, sufficient to make 
sixteen   hours  each   semester.     The  year  each  of   History  and 
nee required for the degree should one or both be completed 
by the end of the Junior year. 
B.    FOR  Till. DEGREE OF  BACHELOR OK SCIENCE 
Eight p i| li.. I ■ i:. degree, designated Bi, B2, etc., 
empha izing re pectively the various departments of scientific 
Study. 
The common requirements of all groups leading to this de- 
P '" :   English,   courses   1-4;  Mathematics,  courses   ic-SC or 
lb-ab; Chemistry, courses  1-2 -.r  la-sa for those who do not 
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present Chemistry for entrance, courses 3-4 for those who do; 
Physics, courses 1-2; six credit hours in the department of Edu- 
cation and Philosophy. All candidates for this degree must 
present at lest eight units of French or Spanish, and eight of 
German. Students who present two years of French or German 
for admission to the Freshman class must take at least eight 
additional units of foreign language work (French, Spanish, 
German or Latin) before graduation. 
Time not provided for by these general requirements, or by 
the additional requirements of the particular group chosen, is 
open to free election in conference with the Group Adviser. 
GROUP BI.    BOTANY.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR STICKNEY 
Freshman Year.—Botany IC-2C, Chemistry 1-2, English 1-2, 
Mathematics ic-2c, German or French 1-2. 
Sophomore Year.—Botany 3-4 or 5-6, Physics 1-2, French or 
German 1-2.   Elective, five or six hours.   History 1-2 advised. 
Junior Year.—Botany 5-6 or 3-4, English 3-4. Elective, 
nine or ten hours, with Botany 7-8, Astronomy I, Geography 2, 
Political Science 5, or a modern language suggested. 
Senior Year.—Botany 17-18, six credit hours in the depart- 
ment of Education and Philosophy. Elective, ten hours each 
semester. 
GROUP B2.    CHEMISTRY.    ADVISER, PROFESSOR EBAUGH 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2; Mathematics ic-2c; Chem- 
istry 1-2 or ia-2a or 3-4.   A modern language, four hours. 
Sophomore Year.—Chemistry 5-8, a modern language four 
hours, Physics 1-2. Four to six hours each semester open to 
election. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Chemistry 9-10. Seven to eleven 
hours open to election each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in Philosophy or Education. 
Ten or thirteen hours each semester open to election. 
In this group two years each of French and German are 
urged, also Mathematics 3-4, Geology ic-2c, or Geography 2 
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GROUP I!;..    IN  INEERINI     ADVISER, PROFESSOR T. S. JOHNSON 
Freihman    )    ■■      1 ■ .■ i-:.     Mathematics    IC-2C,    Civil 
I ng neering I      . i  ^ liemistr)  1-- or i-4. Physics 1-2. 
Sophomorr   )    u .  1 ic«   3C-4C,   French 
or German four hour- eacl ■   Civil Engineering 3 and 
1:. 
I tat     I 1      G       .-.    ic-2c,   German   or 
French  four ter, Civil Engineering 7 and  13 
■   -  tl 
' Ytm     Cii     ! ring 9 in  lir-i   semester,  10 in 
t ol l'liilosophy and Edu- 
i -IT. 
GROUP B4.   i> ADVISER, PROFESSOR MATHER 
Studi grou|   will 
1        I " il requirements of all candidates for the B. S. 
degrei , 1 
(2)    Not 1 1 ■.   rk in the depart- 
ment of Geology, incl.       1       • iphy. 
I      I 1 in consultation with the adviser, 
sufficient to compl  te the 124 (uired for the degree. 
GROUP B5.   MATHEMATICS. ADVISER, PROFESSOR WILEY 
Il requirements for all groups leading 
'" ' rof Science,   'and on page 88, a student 
in  ' .1 1    in   Mathematics each 
years.   Physics 7 and 8, Astronomy 
1 ring 7 and 8 may be construed as 
Mathemai requirement.   The Calculus should 
be a m| leti ] not later tha e of the second semester of 
I I inei ll>. 2b, 3b, 4b is advised 
f"r the Fi re yean,   The student will elect, 
in conference with  the ad> tional courses sufficient to 
i  the 124  mil   required for the degree. 
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CROUP B6.    PHYSICS. ADVISER, PROFESSOR COONS 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Physics 1-2, Mathematics 
ic-2c, or lb-2b, Chemistry 1-2, or 3-4. Election, two to four 
hours each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—Physics 3-4, Mathematics 3C-4C. Election, 
seven hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Physics 5-6. Election, seven to 
ten hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in department of Education 
and Philosophy, Physics 7-8. Election, eight hours in each 
semester. Those desiring special or advanced work along par- 
ticular lines in Physics may elect courses 15-16, and any who 
expect to pursue electrical or mechanical engineering are advised 
to elect courses 9 and 10. 
CROUP B7.   MEDICAL PREPARATORY.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR FISH 
In addition to the common requirements for all the groups 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, students registering 
in this group should take Chemistry 5-6 and Ca-6a, or Chemistry 
9-10, Physics ia-2a or 3-4, and Zoology id-2d and 3d-4d. The 
following schedule is suggested for students preparing for Medical 
School who desire considerable training in Zoology. Students who 
similarly wish to emphasize their training in some other depart- 
ment may substitute courses in that department for Zoology, but 
only after conference with the head of the department concerned 
and the adviser of this group. 'Marked courses arc not required 
hut are desirable for a majority of medical preparatory students. 
Freshman Year.—Zoology ld-2d, Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4, 
English 1-2, Mathematics IC-2C, a Modern Language or Zoology 
3d-4d. 
Sophomore Year.—Zoology 3d-4d (if not previously taken) or 
Philosophy 1-2, Chemistry 5-6 and 5a-6a or Chemistry 9-10, a 
Modern Language (unless courses numbered 3-4 were taken 
Freshman year,—in that case optional), Physics 1-2, 'Zoology 
13d-i4tl or 'Geology .£a-2b. 
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funior Year.—English 1-4. •Chemistry 5-6 and 5a-6a or Chem- 
istry 9-10 'Zoology c,d-6d IT 7oV8d, "Zoology oj-iod or ud-izd, 
Politic    Scii     e 17-18    s ciology) or *Geology   ic-2c.  Botany 
;-s t Ba 
' Y/ar.—Physics ia-:a or 1-4. 'Zoology 5d-6d, 7d-8d> 
9d-iod. or lld-I2d, 'History 1-2. and other courses to fill the 
schedule. 
Gaour B8.    ZOOLOGY.    ADVISE*, PROFESSOR FISH 
r in this group should complete, in addi- 
tion ' mmon requirements of all groups leading to the 
degree ol Bachelor of Sciei emeiter hour credits in the 
departmrn-       I   / . . .   1',  t*ny collectively, of which not 
less than  21 credil lid bi   received from Zoology courses. 
The schedule 1 ... connection with the Medical Prepar- 
atory group just above, may be conveniently followed. 
C.   FOR TMI. DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY 
The applies free mull    elect some one foreign 
'*n8u md  pursue  it  through  two con- 
6ecu! ' '  units), and previous  to graduation 
must elect   not less I ,| ,m;ts „f foreign language 
work, in :.  with his Gi   i]    tdviser.    When two or 
in of modern language 1- presented for entrance, thii 
requirement may be reduced at the rate of one college year for 
'" e work accepted.    Further common re- 
1uirel for the degree are:   English, courses 
'■»■ M ic-2coi ib-*b, and six credit hour* In the de- 
partment of Education and Philosophy. 
Eight groups, designated Cl, Ca, etc., lead to this degree 
"'< '■' '• '' Pectively the departments of Latin, Romance 
Languages, German, English, History, Mathematics, Theory 
"' M I  lucation. 
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GROUP CI.    LATIN.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR W. H. JOHNSON 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathematics IC-2C 
or ib-2b.   Election, four to six hours each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—Latin 3-4, a Modern Language, History 
1-2 or a Science.   Free election, three to six hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, a Modern Language or a Science; 
Latin, Logic or History. Free election, sufficient to make six- 
teen hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in the department of Educa- 
tion and Philosophy; Latin, History or Political Science; a 
Romance Language. Free election, sufficient to make sixteen 
hours each semester. 
GROUP C2.    ROMANCE LANCUAGES.    ADVISER, PROFESSOR 
M'KIBBEN 
Freshman Year.—E.nglish 1-2, Mathematics ic-2c, French, 
four hours. Elective, four or five hours each semester from 
departments of Mathematics, Science, or Ancient Languages. 
Sophomore Year.—French four hours, German four hours, 
the remainder of the time to be filled by election from Ancient 
Languages, Science, Mathematics or History. 
Junior Year.—First semester, English 3, Spanish I, Anglo- 
Saxon, French two hours. Possible election, three or five hours. 
Second semester, English 4, Spanish 2, Italian 2, French two 
hours.    Possible election, four to six hours. 
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in the department of Educa- 
tion and Philosophy; Italian 3, French two hours each semester. 
Election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each semester. 
GROUP C3.   GERMAN.   ADVISER, PROFESSOR CHAMBERLIN 
This group requires 28 credit hours of German (with reduction 
if German is offered for entrance) and sixteen hours in other 
foreign language courses. 
treshman Year.—German 1-2, or 3-4 if two units of German 
are offered for entrance, English 1-2, Mathematics ic-2c, ancient 
•)o Dl NISON   I  Sl\ I.RSITY 
or model in.   Elective, two or three hours each 
s   '     "   '      I ■ •'      l :-|.   Other   foreign   language   8 
noun, II   • r)  i-:     1 i hours each semester. 
/""' •  >   •■    Gei ,-io. Englith 3-4.    Elective, 
■ ter. 
Stnior   Year.—German   7-8, six hours in  the  department of 
Education  and  P Elective,  nine or ten hours  each 
ter. 
GROUP C4.    ENGLISH.   ADVISEH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
MCCI re III...-. 
Irishman Ytat     i    . 1-:. Latin 1-2. Mathematics ic-2c, 
Fren<      r Gen Election I  .urs. 
morr Year -..,. •....     \|  ,|,Tn Language*.   Elec- 
tion, four to eight 
Junior Ytar.—Eng]       ,1     5 ..... and  iia; a Modern  Lan- 
. sufficient  • iteen houn each semester. 
Sinior   Year     Engl        13   and   8a;   a   Modern   Language; 
Pnil"   'phy 01   I iix credit hours.   Election, sufficient 
to n:.. [( , 
GROUP Cs.    HISTORY  IND POLITICAL SCIENCE.   ADVISER, 
PROI I SSOl   I.Viol RKTTE 
eral requirements foi all groups leading 
to die B   P 1 History and Political 
will be required for 1 mpletion of this group. 
ring in P      cal Science must take History 8 
anJ   ''    ' science  i-a        I majoring  in  History must 
Hi '   r)   l-»,   :--,  and  Political Science  I-2C.    Students in 
llll! g"   i|   ' lake at least twelve credit hoursof Science. 
GROUP C6,    MATHEMATICS. ADVISER, PROFESSOR WILEY 
In addition to the common requirements for all groups leading 
if Philosophy, page 91, the student 
'" ,i[    ■"   'I   ■ ■ ■ '  >   mplete one tour,- in  Mathematics each 
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semester of his four college years. Physics 7 and 8 will be con- 
strued as Mathematics in meeting this requirement. The Calculus 
should be completed not later than the close of the second semester 
of the Junior year. The sequence of courses ib, 2b, 3b, 4b is 
advised for the Freshman and Sophomore years. The student 
will elect, in conference with the adviser, additional courses 
sufficient to make up the 124 units required for the degree. 
GROUP C7.  THEORY OF Music.   ADVISER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
ESCHMAN 
In addition to the general requirements for the degree, the 
following courses are required for this group: 
Freshman Year.—Music la, 2a, 3-4. 
Sophomore Year.—Music 7-8, History 1-2. 
Junior Year.—Music 9-10. 
Senior Year.—Music 13-14. 
Music 5-6, 11-12, and Italian 2-3 arc also required, but not in 
any specific year. 
A certain minimum of musical technique is requisite in the 
theoretical courses in advance of Music 4, and a student with 
no practical knowledge of music may be required to pursue the 
study of the pianoforte not less than two semesters. The course 
in Sight Reading and Ear Training is also required of Freshmen 
in this group. The completion of the foregoing group does not 
entitle the student to the regular Conservatory Diploma, the 
requirements for which arc stated elsewhere. 
GROUP C8.    EDUCATION.    ADVISER, PROFESSOR LEWIS 
In addition to the common requirements of all groups leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, this group includes 
the courses offered in Education and such courses in other subjects 
us are accepted by the Ohio state school authorities in fulfillment 
of the requirements of the new school code. Of the 124 credit 
hours required for graduation, the amount not thus provided for 
is open to election, in conference with the adviser. 
Shepardson College 
HlSTOMCAl   STATEMENT 
1   : several year   pi i.»o, under joint agreement of the 
authorities of the two colleges, the facilities of Denison University 
including instruction, were largely accessible to the students of 
Shepardson C III ge I e pra tical working of this arrangement 
gradually pointed the wa) l i still closer union, making it possible 
to offer to b - of the patrons of the two schools 
aneducat: pects equal, and receiving equal recognition 
:::; let. 
In June. I'yOO, such a union was effected. The courses of 
De : University.il i r ■■ ms, its material equipment and 
its degrees, were the students of Shepardson College 
.ime terms as to young men.    While Shepardson 
College thus became a department of the University, co-ordinate 
in all  scholastic matters  with (iranvillc College,  it  still retains 
• il identity. 
Vs thi   Board      I   I: Officers of Instruction and Govern- 
■truction are now the same for Gran- 
"ille Colleg rdson College they arc not here repeated. 
A detaile I statei itudies offered in the various depart- 
ments of instruction, with conspectus of courses leading to the 
several degrees, will be found 19-91- 
ROOMS AND BOARD 
Non-resident  students board and room in the College.    In 
order to secure a room in advance, a retaining fee of five dollars 
must be deposited by each student with the Treasurer of the 
College.   No r tied as engaged until this fee is in the 
I res    • :        ,. K    Thj, sum w;n |)C applied on tne bills of the 
•er, unless the student fails to take the room, in which 
92 
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case it is forfeited.   Engagement of rooms in advance is under- 
sl(H)d to be for the year, unless otherwise stipulated. 
Students must take not less than thirteen hours a week of 
college credit work in order to room in the dormitories. 
Students who cannot be accommodated in the dormitories 
at the beginning of the fall term, live in the village in rooms 
recommended by the college authorities, and are under college 
regulations and supervision. Their names are entered upon a 
waiting list according to the date of their application, and they 
are expected to move into dormitory rooms as fast as vacancies 
occur. They have the privilege of board in the college dining hall 
while they are on the waiting list. 
Rooms engaged by students of the preceding year will not 
be held later than July 1, unless the retaining fee has been paid. 
freshmen are expected to vacate their rooms before Com- 
mencement week. 
ADMISSION 
Shepardson College does not maintain a preparatory depart- 
ment, and grants admission only to students of college grade. 
The requirements for entrance to the Freshman year are identical 
with those of Granville College, a full statement of which will be 
found on page 32-38. 
DISCIPLINE 
Only such regulations are imposed as arc necessary to main- 
tain conditions favorable to college work. It is the endeavor of 
the college to develop self-knowledge and self-control. The 
Student Government Association co-operates with the Dean 
in maintaining a government educational rather than restrictive. 
EXPENSES 
All necessary information concerning expenses in Shepardson 
College will be found in detail on pages 124-128. 
MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES 
Without placing any restraint upon the denominational 
preferences  of  its  pupils,   the  College   aims   to  surround   them 
•4 DENISON    I'SIVIRSITY 
Chi   tian  influence!     Attendance on   the daily 
' required, bin  no restriction  is placed upon 
,iu" 1 regulai  place of  worship on Sundays. 
Studenti and teacher! unite in the Young Women's Christian 
v • itematic Bible study. 
There .::■.-  i r -tudcntl in Shepardson 
P ean, and Thalian. 
rhe M I King Hall, established by 
')r ':    Shepai mory of their daughter, Mrs. 
• valuable collection of books 
tudy; also dictionaries, encyclopedias 
and othei •     . tudy. 
1       K     ling Roon Burl  n  Hall  and   Stone  Hall  are 
terature,  and  in  addition  to the Uni- 
versity Libi ryaRefei maintained on the Shepard- 
> . ■ I Itudentl and teachers. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
Mi--   HR.MISTRI.1 r 
cal training foi       ing a  a ■ n is under the personal 
.1 consists of graded class 
in.    This work is 
■  ■  •  ••   -• who arc excused by a 
A 'Pec'*' i : :• ical •: ; class ii offered for those 
line.   Instruction in swim- 
rchery i   free.   A physical exam- 
in,ti   i >» given 1 ...  ,;,. college before 
I if necessary corrective 
•     ' meet hei    pecial  needi.    The  aim 
of the itudentl. 
tree  are required to take 
 ] by the Dean. 
A an   available for students in case 
provided they maintain an honorable standing in 
'' . if called upon, will render 
Sucl    ervice, however, will in no 
inflici with the j       . ince of regular duties. 
The Conservatory of Music 
Music in some form has always been taught in the educa- 
tional institutions of Granville. For many years the work was 
of a semi-private character, but growing larger and more im- 
portant, was taken under the management of Shepardson College 
fur women. The rapid progress of the work led in 1894 fo the 
organization of a Conservatory, the acquisition of a suitable 
building for teaching and practicing, and the building of Recital 
Hall adjoining. In 1900, the College and University were united, 
and the Conservatory of Music became a co-ordinate part of 
Denison University. 
Deniaon University grants college credit for work in the 
theoretical courses of the Conservatory, on an equal footing 
with other elective studies, and under the group system there 
is one group, leading to the degree of B. Ph., with the Theory 
of Music as its major subject. Thus students working for the 
diploma of the Conservatory may at the same time apply the 
theoretical part of their course toward a Bachelor's degree from 
the University. It has been the aim of the Conservatory steadily 
to strengthen its courses and broaden the requirements for 
graduation, so as to maintain a standard as high as that of any 
other school in the state in the same lines of work. Information 
not contained in the following pages may be obtained by address- 
ing Karl II. Eschman, A. M., Director, Granville, Ohio. 
FACULTY 
KARL H. ESCHUAN, A. M., A.A.G.O., DIRECTOR AND ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC 
Theory and History of Music 
Graduate of the Denison Conservatory in Piano and Organ. 
Graduate student, 1911-1912, under Professor Walter R. Spald- 
ing and Edward Burlingame Hill, Harvard University.    Studied 
95 
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Composition under Hugo kaun and Piano under Victor Hcinze 
in Berlin. 1911-1913. All ciate of the American Guild of Organ- 
iats. 
FANNIE JUDSON FARRAR 
Head of Piano Department 
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Ecker, Toledo, Ohio; Constantin 
Sternberg, Philadelphia; Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tobias Mat- 
thay, IRANI., and Claude F. Pollard, A.R.A.M., London. 
Student in Vienna in 1894. Pupil in Musical Kindergarten of 
Mn. Fannie Church Parsons. Chi. I 
RALPH \\ AMI \ SOULE 
Head of Voice Department 
Graduate of   the   Kw \   1   nservatory  of  Music.    Director 
of the Tabor I of Music, Tabor, Iowa, 1912-1914. 
DireCI I Mu  ic  Department and Professor of Voice, Cooper 
Collegi   Si  ■     .    K 1914-1916.   Student of William Claire 
Hall, Cbicag I William F. Bentley, Galesburg, Illinois. 
LEILA C,  BROWN 
01   111 and /'iano 
1   IM     '   New   I .   miervatory  of  Music,   1907. 
Post Graduate 1909     For leachcr in Normal Depart- 
ment of New  I Two and  a  half years' 
cour* titute, Baltimore,  Md.    Pupil of Ernest 
Hutchison of Berlin, Germany; F. Addison Porter, Boston, and 
d Phillips. Baltimore. 
RoswiTBA CRANSTON SMITH 
Voice 
Pupil of Mn     V 1    Schoen-Rene in Berlin, 1909-1912. 
GAYLE [NORAHAM SUITH 
Violin 
Pupil of A   P. B '    gland Conservatory of 
Music,   and   Luigi  von  Krenils,   former  Concert-meister of  the 
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Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. Artist graduate of the Cin- 
cinnati Conservatory under Signor Pier Adolf Tirindelli, violin, 
and lidgar Stillman Kelly, theory. 
CLARENCE D. COONS, M.S., 
The Physical Basis of Music 
Professor of Physics in Dcnison University. 
Departments of Instruction 
A.    THEORY AND HISTORY 
In the Theoretical classes the object is not so much to develop 
the latent powers of possible composers, although this is provided 
for, as to educate all in the intelligent appreciation and enjoyment 
of music. To this end, besides the strictly technical courses more 
general ones are offered, as in History and in Appreciation, 
requiring no previous musical training. Emphasis is laid on 
technical study and original work, as the best preparation for 
study of the works of the masters. 
In the technical classes the laboratory method mainly is 
pursued. The students work out exercises on the board, subject 
to criticism and discussion by the instructor and the class, while 
original expression of musical ideas is constantly sought for. 
College credit may be obtained for any of the numbered 
courses. Those who intend to complete the Theoretical course 
arc advised to take courses 3-4, 7-8, 9-10, and 13-14 in consec- 
utive years. See also the schedule of Group C7 on page 91. The 
following courses in this department, except 2a, are taught by 
Assistant Professor Eschman. 
la. The Appreciation of Music. A non-technical course, open 
to all students of the University. The object is to point out the 
structural principles of musical art and to show what constitutes 
real merit in any field of musical activity.   The work embraces 
•- DENISOM UNIVERSITY 
lectures and analyse!, collateral reading and critical reports of 
current recitals.    Two hour*, first semester. Monday and Wednes- 
.   ;     p. M 
-■'      Tkt PI    ieal Basis of Uusie.   PROFESSOR COONS. 
I   ■ ntal lawa of .,. verning the production 
I musical tone*, : r.it.-J by apparatus 
'' '    nt of the University,   A lecture course, 
f science.    Two credits, second 
laj.  ::;o p.  u.    N.,t  given  in 
1918-1 ,1 , 
J-4'    «    '       ■'     Theory.  This course  or   its  equivalent   is 
prerequisite I    all It embraces a summary of 
i. a detailed study of the modern system of musical notation, 
I ractice  in  scale writing,  transposition 
and the use of all the cl 
1 idy of elementary Harmony, 
up to and including triad connections.    Both semesters, Wednes- 
i ■ 10:30 A. M . 
--'       II-     ' Music.     A   literary   course,   requiring   no 
■   .sical training    The      rk o nsisti largely of assigned 
reading,  with  writtet ,1  theses.    Far-reaching 
causes and effects arc studied, with the inter-relation of different 
I  the art.    A collection of primitive 
Igei of music, and 
tyP'Ci is is rendered  in class so 
f,ir as possible. Three crediu, b- 1 ters, Tuesday and Fri- 
1 jo P, 11. 
'■''■' ' tervals and  triads; dominant 
a,K' ns;    augmented    and    altered 
•; the harmonization of given 
mostly in four parts, and the com- 
f pieci      Demonstration at the key- 
''  •'' •  the pupil a- far as practicable.    Solfeggio 
rj  are prerequisite, with knowledge of the 
11 least to play an ordinary hymn-tune at 
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sight.    Three  credits,  both  semesters,  Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday, 10:30 A. M. 
9-10. Counterpoint. The principles of harmony applied to 
the melodious treatment of two or more voice parts in combin- 
ation. Free harmonization of choral melodies; two, three and 
four part counterpoint in the several orders; contrapuntal and 
imitative treatment of subjects in different voices for organ or 
strings. Courses 7-8 arc prerequisite and some proficiency in 
piano playing is required. Three credits, both semesters, Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A, M. 
II-I2. Musical Form. Study of thematic construction 
and elements of composition, through analyses of the principal 
instrumental forms, as illustrated in the works of classic and 
modern composers. The ultimate aim is an intelligent apprecia- 
tion of music and a wide acquaintance with the best of it, as well 
as insight into the technique of composition. Practice is given in 
construction of the smaller musical forms, such as hymn-tunes, 
and the dance forms of the classic suite. Courses 7-8 must 
ordinarily precede this work, but by special permission may be 
taken in the same year. Two credits, Wednesday and Friday, 
9:20 A. M. 
13-14. Strict Composition. Analysis and composition of 
the advanced forms of polyphonic music. This is a necessary 
preparation for the larger and freer forms of composition. Courses 
7-10 arc prerequisite, with some proficiency in pianoforte or organ 
playing. Two credits, both semesters, Monday and Wednesday, 
1:30 p. M. 
15-16. Fret Composition. First semester, original vocal 
settings of selected texts; analysis of standard choral works 
and songs; composition of short pieces for men's or women's 
voices, and for mixed chorus, unaccompanied. Later, types of 
accompaniment figures arc studied and settings made with 
piano or other accompaniment. Second semester, analysis 
and composition of vocal and instrumental music in the larger 
forms, with writing for orchestral instruments; practice in forms, 
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with writii . . practice in reading from 
i  cal  and tral Prerequisite,  courtei  9-14.    Two 
credit ters, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M. 
B. COURSE IN PIANO 
lifficult to ipecil ted 10 the needs of 
all pu] has seemed best  to suit the work to individual 
requirt 
(ireat care is taken that the foundation work be thorough, 
the undersl ing of the action of the instrument coming first, 
then tone production through the natural laws that govern it, 
followed by technical facility and velocity. 
A  . essential I tory piano playing, 
but as a mi an end, not an end in itself.   The effort is 
always toward artistic interpretation, which is impossible with- 
out an adequate technique. 
The course includes the music of both Classic and Romantic 
composers, and to this is added the principles of expression, 
which, in with  a good  tone  production, constitutes 
the secret of playing with e) K> far as this can be taught. 
Rei   ... Ij   "f the piano and  its literature as an 
effective and important instrument of mental development and 
cultivation, the department makes every effort to teach the 
subject not merely from the professional point of view, but from 
the cultural as well. 
C. COURSE IN VOICE 
The object of this course is the correct placing of the voice, 
10 that the tones are even and firm throughout the entire range. 
is laid on control of the breath, rhythm, and phrasing, 
11 r with enunciation and stage presence. The exercises 
and songs used are selected according to the requirements of 
the individual for continuous development in technical power 
and interpretation. Use is made of the classic song literature of 
all schools, especially the German, and from our own American 
song writers. Advanced pupils study Schumann, Schubert, 
Franz,  Brahms,   Beethoven,  and  arias  from   the  standard  ora- 
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lorios and operas.   Candidates for graduation must have at least 
two semesters' training in the Chorus. 
D. COURSE IN ORGAN 
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is neces- 
sary and this must be proved to the satisfaction of the instructor, 
who may prescribe such additional work as may seem advisable 
in preparation. A good organ touch, comprising legato and 
staccato playing, steadiness and smoothness of style, are the 
objective aims. 
Rink's Organ School, Buck's Studies in Phrasing and Bach's 
Little Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study. 
This is followed by sonatas by Mendelssohn, Merkel, Guilmant, 
selections by Widor, Dubois, Boellman, Lcmare, Best, Hollins, 
Buck and Parker. Special attention is given to hymn playing, 
accompanying and registration to meet the practical needs of 
church work. 
E. COURSE IN  VIOLIN 
Good tone production and clear intonation receive a large 
share of attention, followed by studies and special exercises to 
meet the needs of the individual. As the student becomes more 
proficient, pieces, sonatas, and concertos by classic and modern 
masters will be studied. 
It is the purpose to work not only for technical proficiency, 
but also for the higher and broader plane of artistic conception 
and interpretation. At least two semesters of piano study are 
required of candidates for graduation. 
Students are encouraged in ensemble playing, and those 
sufficiently advanced are admitted to the University Orchestra. 
The experience thus gained is not the least valuable part of the 
training, and is required of candidates for graduation. 
F. ENSEMBLE CLASSES 
(a) Solfeggio. One hour per week, both semesters. This 
work, or a satisfactory equivalent, is required of candidates for 
graduation in any department of the Conservatory. 
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The coune is provided to meet t he needs of all who are in 
any   degree  deficient   in   the   fundamental   principles  of   music, 
such  as   rhythm,  interval etc.,   or  who arc   unable  to 
read   i tal   n:u-ic readily at  sight.     It  includes 
both ear-tl ging.     The pupils arc trained  to 
write, in con . musical phrases which are played or 
sung to them. !    . mpleat phrase in the major 
node, until difficult melodiel in either major or 
minor can be  Rotated with facility.    The sight-singing course 
tervali and rhythms, progressing by 
ea») -:1  it   includes  the most difficult  passages  to be 
found in ■■ il music. 
!'■■'.: Sci . Music. One hour per week, both semes- 
ter-, or M :cr. Time to be arranged. 
I I equipmenl for successful work in teach- 
ing public tchi 1 music \ ltd irledge of the fundamental facts 
to be taught I effort is to develop clearly 
and thoroughl .-. and psychology that 
apply to such teaching, and to ihovi by actual demonstration 
the manner in which leral principles to the 
-;<< al prol veral grades. The work of the course 
Musil Course and the Modern Music 
Set                               fully in the Boston and Brooklinc schools. 
(r)    Normal Clan- Miss  FARMS.    This course  is offered 
at  the r<.. itudenta, hut includes nothing not of 
to any mu-ic itudenl who intends to teach, since the 
■ of the piano is the foundation for the teacher of any branch 
of music, 
The coui methods of teaching notation, 
rhythm, and elementary theory, as well as the relation of psy- 
chology  to mu-ic, the principles of expression for interpretation, 
dition  of all  music, and the  principles of 
•   duction on the piano. 
The i ne hour a week both semesters.  Onescmester 
ofTheorj required for entrance. 
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(d) Piano Classes.—Miss FARRAR. Ensemble classes are 
maintained in piano, both duet and quartette work being done. 
The classes are free, and this work is required of all pupils suffi- 
ciently advanced. 
(e) String Classes.—Miss SMITH. As far as material offers 
practice is held in trio and quartette work, with performances in 
public on suitable occasions. Advanced pupils are coached in 
ensemble with piano. 
if) Organ Methods.—Miss BROWN. Instruction in concert 
and church methods for advanced pupils in the Organ Department. 
The playing of hymns at sight, transposition, modulation, ac- 
companiment, church services, and improvisation. 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
(a) The Engwerson Choral Society.—MR. ESCHMAN, DI- 
RECTOR. Membership is open to all who can read music suffi- 
ciently well. The dues are fifty cents each semester. Two 
principal concerts are given each year, with notable artists assist- 
ing. According to the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" is 
sung each year at Christmas, while Geibel's "Nativity," Rossini's 
"Stabat Mater," Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise," "Elijah" 
and "St. Paul," Brains' "Song of Fate," Bruch's "Fair Ellen," 
"Ware's "Sir Oluf," Debussy's "Blessed Damozcl," Haydn's 
"Creation," Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha" and Wagner's "Lo- 
hengrin" are other works recently given. Rehearsals are held on 
Monday evenings throughout the college year. 
(i) The Denison Orchestra—-MR. ESCHMAN, DIRECTOR. 
Membership is not limited to students in the University, but 
offers to anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing 
classical and modern composition under suitable direction. The 
Orchestra assists the Choral Society in presenting some of its 
oratorios, besides giving at least one concert independently in 
the spring. Regular rehearsals arc held on Thursday evenings 
throughout the college year. Membership is free to those ad- 
mitted. 
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(f)     Thf Deniion Girt Club.   This is an organization of twenty 
young men chMen by annual competitive examination from the 
the 1 mnunity.     About twenty concerts are 
each year, ::ig tilled in Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
New   York.  Michigan,   Indiana, and   Illinois.   The programmes 
arc made up of classical numbers, popular glees, and college songs. 
id) Thr Shrfardson Glee Club. This club consists of twenty- 
four girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized 
each Fall by competitive examination. An annual concert is 
given in May. The club comprises the best voices of Shepardson 
College and the Dcnison Conservatory. 
Requirements for Graduation 
MUSICAL STUDIES 
Candidates for graduation must select one branch of applied 
music and pursue it to the satisfaction of the head of that depart- 
ment. No fixed course is set, and no definite time can be given 
for the satisfactory completion 'if this part of the work, but 
ample opportunity is given for gauging the candidate's progress 
by means of Student Recitals, public and private. 
In the Voice and Violin Departments candidates must pursue 
the study of the piano sufficiently (two semesters at a minimum) 
to enable them to play easy accompaniments at sight. All 
candidates for graduation must sing in the Chorus or play in 
the Orchestra for at least two semesters. 
Theoretical work required in all departments comprises two 
semesters each of Solfeggio, Appreciation, Klcmentary Theory, 
History, Harmony, Counterpoint, Form, Strict Composition, 
and Physical Basil as described above. 
LITERARY STUDIES 
In addition to the musical studies required, candidates for 
graduation must satisfy the full requirements for entrance to 
tin- Freshman Class of Denison  University, and complete one 
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year of French, German, or Italian, and one year of English 
equivalent to that of the Freshman year in Dcnison University. 
Evidence that this work has been completed elsewhere will be 
accepted upon the same terms as in the Colleges. 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES 
The Conservatory Diploma is granted on recommendation 
of the Conservatory Faculty to students who have completed 
the prescribed course of study in any of its departments, together 
with the general requirements described above. Each candidate 
for the diploma must give a public recital during the Senior 
year. To students substituting a certain amount of work in 
Normal Training, or Public School music for the graduating recital, 
and giving promise of aptitude for teaching, a Certificate is 
granted instead of the Diploma. Students completing satis- 
factorily any integral part of the work offered in the various 
departments of the Conservatory, involving not less than a year's 
study, may obtain an officially signed statement to that effect, 
together with a copy of the Registrar's record. 
General Information 
There are no formal entrance requirements beyond the evi- 
dence of ability to profit by the instruction offered. The work 
of the year is divided into two semesters (see the University 
Calendar on page 4), and students may best enter the Con- 
servatory at the beginning of a semester, although private lessons 
may be taken up at any time. No registrations are accepted, 
however, for less than the remainder of the semester. 
The Sheet Music Library furnishes the necessary music for 
students, including a selection of symphonies, sonatas, etc., in 
duplicate for analysis by the classes in theory. The fee for the 
use of this music is included in the tuition fee. A Music Store is 
maintained by the Conservatory, through which students can 
purchase text-books, music, etc., at discount prices. 
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The  music branch  of the  University Library, consisting of 
i trei level) hundred \ I literature and music, is housed 
at ihe Conservatory, and ii  .twilablc on the same terms as the 
main  library.    There collection  of primitive  musical 
instruments of preat i: -: of which have been presented 
by Denift >n alumni. 
The t        rvatory  is equipped with  practice pianos of the 
highc • Hours and ro mi for practice should be engaged 
at the time for registering, and no other use of instruments or 
rooms is allowed without special permission. 
I rivate Student Recitals take place frequently through- 
out the year, and ex| acd to attend. A public 
recii. Ivanced students near the end of 
each \ are under obligations to perform 
at rei to directed by their instructor. Students are 
not allowi rm in public without the knowledge and 
consent of the instruct 
At the ei,,I of ea rt of each student's work 
is  sent   hi rue.     Fuller  information of  this  kind  will  be  gladly 
furnished at any time by the instructors or by the Director. 
ral Society and various other 
concerts, a number of faculty Recitals are given during the 
year, and several Artist Recitals, most of which arc free to Con- 
servatory students, Each year .1 historical series of recitals is 
givei formally  the music of individual composers 
or pi:. An en each spring by students in the 
voice department and others. 
The I ired in Granville and Newark 
during the past few yi f them more than once: Sopranos: 
(ituee Bonner William-. Lucile Stevenson, Edith Sage Mac- 
Donald, Millicent Brennan, Caroline Hudson-Alexander, Lorene 
Rogci -Wei'., Marie Sioddard. Contraltos—Maude Wentz 
MacDonald, l.lsa Hirshberg, Ernestine Schumann-Hcink, Eliza- 
beth I : 'A . |ane Lang Graningcr. Tenors—Cecil 
Jann ( ■ irli il irgr< IVI . I eph Schenke, George Harris, Jr., 
W lltei i arni ', Claude Saner, Dan Bcddoc. Baritones—Cecil 
ning,   Arthur   Leroy   Tebbs,   Henry   Irving   Fisher,   Walter 
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Bcntlcy Ball. Bassos—Oley Speaks, Ernest Gamble, Julian 
Walker, William Harper, Marcus Kellerman, Giuseppe Campanari, 
Andrea Sarto. Pianists—William Sherwood, Hans Richard, 
Julian Pascal, Edith Haines-Kuestcr. Pianist-Lecturers—Harry 
Brown Turpin, Edward Baxter Perry, Theodor Bohlmann. 
Violinists—Sol Marcosson, Otto Meyer, Francis MacMillan, 
Emil Sturmer. Violinccllists—Charles Hcydler, Hans Kronold. 
The Cleveland Philharmonic, the Spicring, and the Olive Mead 
String Quartettes. The Marcosson-Heydlcr Trio. The Cincin- 
nati, the Columbus, the St. Paul, and the Russian Symphony 
Orchestras. 
Expenses.—The tuition charges and other fees for the various 
courses of instruction will be found on page 126. 
Tuition fees include such incidentals as the use of the refer- 
ence and sheet music libraries, and admission to one Artist concert 
each semester. 
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs. E. S. Shepardson, is 
at the disposal of the Conservatory Faculty. 
The Conservatory publishes an annual bulletin which contains 
the programmes of the year and additional information. A copy 
may be secured by addressing 




H. RHODES HUNDLEY. A. M.. Sc. D., DEAN, 
History, German 
BuiTTAM  SPBN< KH.  A. \I., 
Creek 
AUGUST ODEMECBT, A. M., 
French 
LILY BELL SEFTON, B. S., 
Chemistry 
RUTH ORCUTT, M.S., 
Physiology, Botany 
Eftl   J.   SlIl'MAKER,   A. B., 
English 
GEORGE T. STREET, A. M., 
Mathematics 
FREDERICK G. DETWEILER, A. B., 
Latin 
MILDRED HUNT, A. M., 
Latin 
BVROS  B. PRIOR, 
Physics 
I'.RI J. SHLMAKER, A. B., Recorder 
HISTORY OF DOANE ACADEMY 
Thil scli'«.l was organized in 1831, as a preparatory depart- 
ment of the Grtnville Literary and Theological Institution. Al 
the latter developed first into Granville College and later into 
Deniton   University,   the  preparatory  department  remained  a 
1 OS 
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fundamental part of the institution. In 1887 it was organized 
as a separate school, with increased efficiency, under the name of 
Granville Academy. In 1894, Dr. William Howard Doane, of 
Cincinnati, presented the school with a beautiful and commodious 
building, and in recognition of this gift the Board of Trustees 
in 1895 changed the name to Doane Academy. 
AIM 
It is the special aim of the Academy to bestow the best 
quality of instruction preparatory to College. In addition to 
the preparatory work, however, the curriculum has been so 
arranged as to furnish to those not intending to pursue a course 
in College a first-class Academic education. 
ADVANTAGES OF LOCATION 
The school is located in Granville, Licking County, Ohio, a 
village noted for beauty of surrounding scenery, healthfulness 
of climate, and intelligence and high moral character in its citizens. 
The quiet of the place is highly conducive to earnest study. 
The absence of saloons and all places for gambling and vice 
makes Granville an ideal place for young people. The social 
atmosphere is pure and elevating and offers to young men an 
opportunity for the cultivation of those graces which will enable 
them to appear well in good society. 
CONNECTION WITH DENISON UNIVERSITY 
The Academy enjoys peculiar advantages by reason of con- 
nection with Denison University. The general comforts and 
conveniences of a plant more extensive and costly than a pre- 
paratory school might afford, are open without discrimination 
to students of the Academy. The Library of the University, 
the privilege of Cleveland Hall, and the equipment of the Scientific 
Departments are examples of these exceptional advantages. 
Besides these, the intellectual stimulus of association with the 
Faculty and the mature students of the College; unusual social 
privileges; opportunities in the way of lectures and entertain- 
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menu irsei  if  the  Conservatory   of  Music  and of the 
Art Department, ire further illustrations of the advantage that 
accrues to the Academy through union with the greater institution. 
ROOMS FOR STUDENTS 
Within certain limitations the rooms in the college dormi- 
loriei are available I i  \  idem] itudenti. 
The roomi lits,  each  suite consisting of a 
study  12 by  15 feet, at":: -  by  11  feet, and two small 
closets,   Each suite i- I r mn students. 
The I mi have been recently refitted and provided with all 
necessary furniture. They are lighted with electric light and 
heated with hot water radiators, connected with the central 
heating and lighting plant. There arc lavatories with hot and 
cold water, ihowei baths, etc., on every Boor, 
If any student prefci        1 where, or if at any time 
he finds all the rooi 1 the d rmil iriei assigned to others, he 
can alwayi obtain pli the village, either furnished 
or unfurnished, at 1 
GIRLS IN THE ACADEMY 
Since   the   discontinuance  of   Shcpardson   Preparatory,   the 
girll have been admitted to Doane Academy; Dormitory accom- 
modation for this purpose is limited, however, and parents inter- 
.ld  make inquiry a reasonable time in advance.    See 
:. " \\ men's Dormitories," page 125. 
Courses of Study 
There are three  regular courses of study, the Classical, the 
Scientific, and   the   Philosophical,  each  extending through  four 
leading to corresponding courses in the College.    The 
•: 11 from the Academy is admitted to the Fresh- 
man   Gail   '■(   Granville   College   without   examination   on   the 
payment of a matriculation fee, 
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All hough these courses have been arranged with special refer- 
ence to the curricula of the University, they will be found quite 
sufficient to prepare for entrance into any American college. 
An examination of the detailed scheme of these courses, found 
on following pages, will show that outside the required work 
sufficient electives are offered to insure conformity to individual 
needs. 
ELECTIVE STUDIES 
When the reason seems to be sufficient, students arc allowed 
to make a judicious choice of elective studies, but this choice is 
never permitted to interfere with the work of the regular classes. 
Outline of Work 
ENGLISH 
The aim of the work in this department is to insure a thorough 
knowledge of English Grammar; give careful grounding in the 
fundamental principles of Composition and Rhetoric, supple- 
mented by extensive practice in writing; meet the "College 
Entrance Requirements" in English Classics; and take an outline 
Burvey of English literature. 
MATHEMATICS 
The work in Mathematics covers three years, five hours a 
week, divided equally between Algebra and Geometry. Algebra 
is given in the first year, five hours a week and extends through 
Quadratics. Algebra II is given five hours a week throughout 
the second semester of the fourth year, and in addition to a 
thorough review, carries the subject through the progressions. 
An entire year is devoted to Plane Geometry, giving time for 




\ in Ancient Hill red in the first year.   English 
History is ,• ■ Bvi mi week the f.r-i semester of the second 
\<-.ir. ■:;.! Medieval and Modern History five hours a week the 
second semester of tin' second year. 
LATIN 
The first year in this subject is devoted to a thorough mastery 
of the forms and underlying principles of the syntax of the lan- 
guage. In the second, four books of C'xsar or the equivalent 
are read, and a text-book course in prose composition is given. 
In  the  third  year,  ( ..'ions  against  Catiline and  his 
Men titan  Lew,  Arthiai and Marctllus are read, accompanied 
by a continuation of the course in prose composition.    Six books 
of \ irgil'l .Encid are read in the fourth year, supplemented by 
Ovid and courses in Mythology and prose composition. 
GREEK 
The regular course in this subject includes two years, five 
hour-  it  ■• ring the ordinary  first  year of Greek, the 
usual amount of the Anabasis, and prose composition. For 
those preparing for colleges requiring more Greek for entrance, 
provision is made for taking the additional amount in connection 
with the Freshman Class in GranviUe College. 
For the benefit of those who enter the advanced courses in 
the  \ r who enter the Freshman Class in the College 
desiring to take the Classical Course but lacking Greek, a so- 
called "Doublers" class is organized which completes two years 
in one. Only students of tried ability and earnestness are allowed 
in this class, and a decline of grade below 80 per cent immediately 
debars the student from the class. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Two years of French and two of German constitute the work 
for this department. French or German may be substituted for 
Latin in the last two years of the Scientific Course, and a similar 
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substitution of French, German or Greek will hereafter be allowed 
in the last year of the Philosophical Course; and while no work 
in this department is required, at present, in the Classical Course, 
it is hoped that no student will complete that course without at 
least one year of either French or German. 
SCIENCE 
Four and a half years of Science are offered. Each course 
requires the conventional proportion of laboratory work. In 
the first semester of the second year, Physiology is given, and 
in the second semester, Botany. Laboratory and note-book 
work is required in both these courses. In the third year, strong 
courses in Chemistry and Physical Geography are given. Both 
consist of text-book, lecture and laboratory work. In Physical 
Geography, field work is also required. In the Senior year, the 
subject of Physics is given, with regular weekly laboratory work 
throughout the year. In the second semester a course in general 
Biology is offered to students in the Senior Year and in exceptional 
instances to Juniors. This course gives one-half unit of credit. 
It is an elective and may be substituted for any half year of 
science. 
All the science work is done under the direct supervision of 
the heads of the respective departments in Granville College, 
and this fact, together with the exceptional equipment afforded 
by the connection of the Academy with Denison University, 
guarantees superior advantages in our Science Department. 
Admission of Students 
Although students are admitted at any time, they enter to 
the best advantage at the beginning of the school year. Those 
who desire to enter after the school year has begun should, by 
correspondence with the Dean, ascertain before-hand, as nearly 
as possible, the progress that has been made by the class which 
they propose to enter. 
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The requirement! for admission io the First Year Class are 
the usual eight public school work, or the equivalent; 
and  to adl inding,  the studies  previously  pursued  by 
the clait which the applicant inter. 
No Itudent will be admitted who is not fitted to do well the 
«"rk first ) oar. 
An applicant not personally known to some member of the 
Faculty must furnish testimonials of pood character, and, if 
from another institution, he must present a certificate of honor- 
able dismission. 
DISMISSION 
No student who leaves the school before the close of a semester 
will be considered as having honorably severed his connection 
with  the Academy  unless  he has  been   duly   dismissed  by  the 
COURSE oi INSTRUCTION BY YEARS 
I he following scheme i t the studies of each course by years 
exhibits the R rl required f'.r graduation in each together with 
the elective* offered. In m *! ct e four years will be absolutely 
necessary to complete the work required for graduation, but 
exceptional!) earnest, mature and capable students may in four 
plete all the Academy work ami more or less of the 
Freshman year in College. The work of the Academy is so 
articulated with that of the College as to make this plan feasible, 
and in this way it ma) be possible frequently to shorten the 
combined work r.f the Academy and College courses by at least 
a year. 
Hours 
CLASSICAL             Per 
Week 
Hours 
SCIENTIFIC           Per 
Week 
Hours 
PHILOSOPHICAL          Per 
Week 
Latin I (ist Book)     5 
Algebra I (Through Quadratics)...    5 
History I (Ancient)     5 
English  I  (Review Grammar and 
Elementary Composition)   ....    4 
Latin 1      5 Latin I      5 
Algebra 1     5 
FIRST 
YEAR 
History 1     5 
English 1    4 English 1    4 
SECOND 
YEAR 
Latin II (2d Latin Book) Casar and 
prose composition     5 
Science I (Physiology 1st semester, 
and Botany, 2d)     5 
or 
French I or German I     5 
English II (Rhetoric and Classics).    4 
History  II   (English   1st  semester, 
Med. and Mod., 2nd)     5 
Latin II     5 Latin II     5 
Science I, or French I, or Ger. I...    5 
English II     4 
History II     5 
Latin III (7ofCiccro'sOrationsand 
Prose Composition)     5 
Greek I (ist Book)     $ 
English III (Rhetoric and Classics)   4 
Latin 111 or French I or Ger. I    5 
Science 11 (Physical Geography or 
Chemistry)     5 
Plane Geometry     5 
English HI     4 
Two of Latin III or     5 
Greek I, or French or German or 
THIRD 
YEAR 
Plane Geometry     5 
English III     4 
FOURTH 
YEAR 
Latin IV (Virgil and Prose Comp.).    5 
Greek II (Anabasis and Prose Corn- 
Chemistry or Physical Geography, 
or Phvsics or Solid Gcom., ist 
Latin IV, or French I or II, or Ger- 
man I or 11     S 
Solid Geometry, ist semester, and 
Algebra II, 2d     5 
Two of Latin IV, or French I or 11    5 
Or Greek 11, or German I or II.. .    5 
Chcm. or Phys. Geog., or Physics, 
or Solid Geometry, 1st semester, 
and Algebra II, 2d     5 
English IV     4 
General Biology     5 r.nnusn   1 *   v»-iM-rjnuic/       * 
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Class Work 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY 
Every Itudent, unless excused for special reasons, is expected 
to attend il leail three recitations each school day. His attend- 
ance on these and on the special or public exercises of the class 
or of the Academy must be punctual. 
Parents are urged to encourage students to be present at the 
opening of the us lion, and to remain till its close. Absence from 
the duties of the school whether occasioned by absence from 
town or by the entertainment of friends, is subversive of the 
bigheit (food of the student. His pleasure, or that of his friends 
should never be permitted to interfere with his duties. 
RECITATION PERIODS AND UNITS OF CREDIT 
The recitation periods are one hour in length, and a unit of 
credit is made by five hours of recitation a week throughout a 
year.    Fractions of units are determined upon this basis. 
Fifteen units are required for graduation, but a student 
desiring to do so may increase this number of units to a con- 
siderable extent. This affords a special advantage to those 
who need to adjust their preparatory work to the entrance re- 
quirement, of other college*; while those who expect to enter 
Denison may, in general, secure 50 per cent college credit for 
such additional H 
EXAMINATIONS 
Examinations are held at the close of each semester, and at 
intervals during the semester, at the discretion of the instructor. 
If a student's grade for a given semester in a given class falls 
n-tenthl of the maximum, he forfeits his right to con- 
member of the class, In determining his grade his 
examination mark has half the power of the average of his term 
marks. Regularity in work, good conduct, spelling and diction 
arc considered aa elements in making up the student's standing. 
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REPORTS 
Al the close of each semester of study the Secretary of the 
Faculty mails to the parents or guardian of each student in the 
Academy a report of the standing attained by such student in 
each study pursued during the semester, together with a record 
of his absences and deportment. 
Reports concerning individual students will be furnished by 
the Dean at any time upon request of the parent or guardian. 
CUM LAUDE AND KAPPA ZETA 
In the Spring of 1910 Doanc Academy was honored by being 
granted the Theta Chapter of Alpha Delta Tau, the honorary 
fraternity for preparatory schools corresponding to Phi Beta 
Kappa in colleges. The name of this organization was later 
changed to the Cum Laude Society. From the upper fifth of 
each graduating class a certain number are elected to the society 
each year, and the distinction which such an election confers 
provides an important stimulus to excellence in scholarship, as 
well as an appropriate reward for such excellence. 
The Kappa Zeta honorary society for girls also has a chapter 
here and the Kappa Zeta key is given each year, by Mr. E. A. 
Deeds, of the Board of Trustees, to the girl graduating from 
Doanc Academy with highest rank in scholarship. 
IRVING CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST 
For several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed 
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a result 
of this the societies held for several years a public contest with 
no rcqard in view except that of the honor of being victor. 
To stimulate the desire for honor and to encourage faithful 
work in societies, the Faculty of the University adopted the 
following resolutions: 
1. That the contest be held between the holiday recess and 
the close of the first semester of each year. 
II - Pi KISON   L'NIVI RSITV 
2.   Thai I the contest  in   Declamation   and 
Essay be gi for the fir*i lemeiter <>f tlie 
next > 
;     That ilic winner* of the c intest in Uraiion and Debate 
be grant two succeuive semesters 
field. 
THE  EWART BIBLE  PRIZES 
I       Ret   ' ■-   rge <.    Ewart  makes provision for two sets of 
prize- on Bible subjects and 
in Bible reading, respectively, The prizes for essays are fifteen, 
ten ai      fivi    . lively for the first,  second and third 
best pi The prizes for Bible    reading are attractive 
editii mi i f the Bible. 
ATHLETICS 
!'■■ in the general athletic association 
ol  the Universit m  to all  the privileges of that 
(the Acs lemy have their own athletic 
* :i teams in the various branches 
of sport     Theii led by a board of athletic 
conti r.    Contest* in  football, basket 
1 ■   , and with the more important high schools 
in thi State. 
THE HONOR MEN 
Hie whose average standing in 
the the Jui    r Year and the first lemester of the Senior 
V'eai Icei   ii i lie programme of Graduation 
Day, I the Va]     dorian.     To the man of the class 
given first place on the programme 
witl   the litli       ■ rian.   To the young lady whose scholar- 
irship | rize of a Kappa Zeta Key is given. 
Ii ay at Commencement.   No student 
w '.i,,-d with the classes of the Academy in at least 
iring these three semesters can receive either 
cnts. 
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OTHER SPEAKERS 
Every student who is eligible to the Diploma of the Academy 
writes an oration, and, having signed it with a fictitious name, 
hands it to the Dean of the Academy before April 15. The 
orations thus prepared are read to a committee whose members 
are ignorant of the authorship of the production, and those two 
that arc considered best are selected to be presented at the graduat- 
ing exercises of the Academy. 
Government 
It is the desire to establish and maintain a relation of confidence 
between teacher and pupil, and to stimulate those sentiments 
which mature into Christian manhood. Students arc encouraged 
in self-government, and to this end the greatest possible freedom 
is accorded them; but they arc continually taught the difference 
between liberty and license, and the duty of practicing that self 
denial which is necessary to the highest good both of themselves 
and their fellows. While it is the aim of this school to do all the 
good possible to every student, it is in no sense a reform school, 
and no student whose influence is found to be injurious will be 
suffered to remain. 
MORAL AND  RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 
The whole life and administration of the school, without 
being sectarian, are pronounced and positive in favor of the 
Christian religion. The exercises of each day include Scripture 
reading and prayer in the Chapel. This service the students 
are required to attend. They arc also expected to attend Church 
twice each Sunday. Two regular weekly prayer meetings arc 
sustained by the students. Members of the Academy are made 
welcome in the various Sunday Schools of the village. In the 
Baptist Sunday School, several classes, taught by College and 
Academy Instructors, are intended expressly for students. 
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VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES 
There arc three literary societies connected with the Academy 
and conducted by the students,—The Ciceronian and the Irving 
for young men, the Adelphian for young women. Each society 
has its own hall, which is neatly and tastefully furnished and in 
which it holds its weekly meeting*. 
'Ilu- Itudentl f the Academy arc also admitted to member- 
ship in tin 1> : . n I ■ ivi raity branch of the College Y. M. C. A., 
in the Scientific A ciati ■:> and in the Athletic Association of 
I ><: ii  n Univi nity, 
PUBLIC EXERCISES 
During tl e yeai the Literar) Societiet each hold three special 
public meeting*—an "Extra." at about the time of the Thanks- 
giving recess, an '•Animal" during the Winter, and a "Com- 
mencement" toward the close of the year. The graduating 
exercises of the Academy arc held during the Commencement 
week of Deniton University. Members of the class completing 
the work of the Academy participate in the programme. The 
diploma of the A ■ given to each student who completes 
in a satisfactory manner any of the regular courses of study. 
EXPENSES IN THE ACADEMY 
The following is a summary of the principal necessary ex- 
pei   '- during the Academic year: 
Tuition, (u.50 each senestet   . .   £45.00 
Room rant, including furnishing, lighting, heating and cart, (17.50 to 
$*5 cc, according to location..       (15.00 to    50.00 
Incidentals,  including Gymnasium,   Athletic,   and   Library   feet,  (11.50 
each acmener     45.00 
B00"" ... 11.00 
B ird, |6 »eek>                                                                                      ,,5.00 
Waihin| ,2.00 
Incidental! . 10.00 
Toul (185.00 to (300.00 
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The Laboratory fee for students in Physics, Physiology and 
Botany is $2.00 per semester; for Chemistry, $3.00, and for Physical 
Geography, $1.00. 
The fee for Diploma at Graduation is two dollars. 
Fee for late registration, $1.00 after the second day. 
Board in Clubs costs about $3.00 per week; in families, JS3.00 
to $4.50. When board costs over $3.00 per week, the excess 
must be added to the estimate given above. 
Rooms in the village are to be had at prices ranging from 
50 cents per week up. The really necessary expenses, exclusive 
of clothes and traveling, are about $300 per year. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
By a vote of the Board of Trustees, the President of Denison 
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students 
in cases of necessity. A few scholarships surrendered by the 
original purchasers, are under the control of the Faculty, and are 
assigned by them at the beginning of each year. 
HONORS AND  PRIZES FOR  1917 
Scholarship Honors 
First Honor, MILAN FOREST ASHBROOK. 
Second Honor, CHESTER LEROY KLEIN. 
Election to Cum Laude Society 
MILAN FOREST ASHBROOK. 
CHESTER LEROY KLEIN. 
HUBERT ROGERS HOPKINS. 
Competitive Oration 
RUSSEL WILSON GARDNER. 
Competitive Essay 
SARA JOSEPHINE DARROW. 
l>> Niton Umvium 
/• .•..-( ictro Coniisl 
Debate, CHARLES (,\KMK ASHMOOK,  Irting. 
Oralion, ARTIUR I'.RM-I CoWLBT, Cicero. 
Essay, ALBERT \\   MoMEYEk, Cicero. 
Declamation.  I tUI - McGkt I R. Irtinr. 
E-.vart Bible Essay Prizes 
First Prize. l.orisi:  CONANT. 
Second Prize, CHESTER I.I.ROY KLEIN. 
Third Prize,  KENNETH   E.   REIGIIXRD. 
SCHEDULE OF RECITATIONS 
7:30-8:30 8:30-9:30             9:30-10:30 10:30-11:30 1:30-2:30 2:30-3:30 
FIRST YEAR English 4 History I.   5 Latin I.   5 Algebra 5 





CLASSICAL Geometry 5 Greek I.   5 Latin III.   5 
(Hist. III.   3) 
English HI.   4 
THIRD YEAR 
SCIENTIFIC Geometry 5 (French I) (German I) 
(Latin III.   5) 
(His. III.   3) 






PHILOSOPHICAL Geometry 5 (French I) 
(Latin III. 5) 
(His. III.   3) 
English III.   4 
(Laboratory 2) 
Phys. Geog. 5 
(Chemistry) 
CLASSICAL (Laboratory 2) (Physics 
1st sem. 2J4) 
English IV Greek II. 
Solid Geom. 5 
1st sem. 
Algebrall2dsem. 
Latin IV.   5 
FOURTH YEAR SCIENTIFIC (Laboratory 2) 
Physics 5 
Lab. Tu. & Th. 
Rec. M., W., F. 
English IV. 
(German II.  5) 
(French II) 
Solid Geom. 5 
1st sem. 
Algebra II.  5 
2nd sem. 
(Latin IV.   5) 
PHILOSOPHICAL (Laboratory 2) (Physics 
1st sem. 2>4) 
English IV. 
German II.   5 
Solid Geom. 
1st sem.  5 
and 
Algebra II.   5 
2nd sem. 
(Latin IV-   5) 
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Expenses 
• 8 In Granvilli   I I r  Men, the semester 
Sf ; Shepai Coll< .■       i Women, £45.00. 
In D \ semester billi are .^4>.oo for men and 
?42.;0 for WO!       ' 
All bills  irt- pa) ler in advance. 
Mali I  ranvillc   College   and   Shcpardson 
College!  ..re  ,i-   •      «       For     u lenti  entering  as   Freshmen, 
£2.00: as S ■ • . .<4 00. as Seniors, $5.00. 
Studenti holding D am   Vc« lem) dipl WM are not required to 
• fee. 
/      'ss   Ret^islration.      College   student*    taking    more   than 
- r week will be charged 
$1.00 per semester 
Part . A' •. ■. Studenti taking less than ten hours 
per week will I" In Granville College, $4-75 
per  lemeiter   hour;        SI College,   .*4-;o;   in   Doane 
Academy, $4.50 for men and $4 2: for women. 
Studenti in Granville and Shepardton Colleges taking part 
of their «   rk in Doai y pay no extra charge for that 
work unless it makes the total number of hours exceed 18 per 
week. 
Doane Academy students taking one or more studies in college 
will pay regular college semester bills. 
Laie Rtgutruli m An cxira fee of £1.00 will be charged to 
all students who have not completed their registration by the 
close of Thursday, the first day of the first semester, and Monday, 
the first day of the second. 
Spt.'.at Examination!. A fee of #2.00 will be charged for 
special examinations caused by absence from the regular exami- 
nation, or f. .r 1 re-examination in any study. 
Laboratory Fees in connection with scientific studies, will 
DC f' >und on page I 27. 
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Refunding Semester pills. All registrations are for an entire 
semester and no money is refunded to a student who leaves 
before the end of the semester, with the following exceptions. 
A college student leaving during the first half of the semester, 
and regularly dismissed, will pay for the time of his actual enroll- 
ment at the rate of $5.00 per week; an Academy student at 
the rate of $4.75. The remainder of the semester charges will be 
refunded. The time of enrollment in such cases will be calculated 
from the first of the semester to the date when the student is 
dismissed by the Registrar of the University or the Dean of the 
Academy. 
Men's Dormitories. Rooms for men in Marsh and Talbot 
Halls may be secured on application to the Treasurer, by paying 
a retaining fee of $5.00 on or before August I. If the room is 
occupied, this fee will be held subject to the rules and regulations 
governing the use of the dormitories; otherwise it is forfeited. 
The room rent ranges from $17.50 to $25.00 per semester for 
each student. 
No room can be secured for a shorter time than one semester. 
If a room is vacated for any cause before December I of the first 
semester, or before April 15 of the second, only one-third of the 
room rent will be refunded. No rent will be refunded after these 
dates. 
Rooms are in suites comprising sitting-room and bed-room 
(except single rooms for one person) and are supplied with dresser, 
book-case and chairs, single iron bedstead, mattresses and springs. 
Bed-clothing and towels are provided by the student. The 
rooms are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water, and 
are in close proximity to lavatories on the same floor, where 
shower baths are provided, with hot and cold water. 
Women's Dormitories. Shcpardson College provides five 
dormitories for the accommodation of its students, King Hall, 
Burton Hall, Stone Hall, South Cottage, and Domestic Science 
Hall. Rooms may be secured in these halls by paying a retaining 
fee of $5.00 before July I. This fee is credited on the room rent 
if the room is occupied; otherwise it is forfeited. 
'-'■ DENISOM UNIVIRSITY 
An>| ded on each floor and have balhs 
with I I watei     Single iron bedstead*, mattress, springs 
All   room!  and  halls are 
lighte tricity and heated by hoi water.   All bedding and 
toilet are fun. the itudenti.    All the dor- 
mitorii 
Dormitory Charges.   Young < ning on the Shepardson 
Cbllef MI;   per semester,  which includes 
room rent and board in thi >n Dining Hall.   All meals 
I XXT3. 
must be made by students desiring to 
room in Dot | [all. 
Rtfundim       Charges.    Ordinarily no rebate can be  made 
in room rent, but to students leaving on regular dismissal before 
December  I    I •  ■ ■ r. or April  15 of the second, a 
rebate! :.<;        per on I   ...r. I for the remainder of 
the semester.   No rebal nted after these dates. 
Breakage to furniture of rooms is charged 
'    thi 
' ■ ■'•     in Conservatory o) Music, per Semester 
TUITION—     r . \ Orgsi    -Violin, 
i ■ .00 
£■7.00 
\ indet Head of Department 
.-»..oo 
■ 11 
tVITION        H ■■ 1 1 H itoryol Music class leiions, three 
■reck $11.00 
rtlTION : 1 ..-..   ( Elementary Theory, Ap- 
in [>rr week S8.00 
n'lTIOS        S      ..      ''. Mu       • N .rmal Training, clan leaiona, 
% 1 
Ron of Pia ;.cr semc*tcr-hour (i. c. one hour  a week 
.* 1   • 
$   15 an hour. 
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Students taking full time in Piano, Organ, or Violin, and 
less than ten hours per week in college, will be charged at the 
rate of #4.50 per semester hour for college studies. 
Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of the 
semester must make arrangement for rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
Charges in Household Economics Department, per Semester 
Cooking $15.00 
Sewing    12.00 
Basketry    12.00 
Half time in the above will be at the rate of $%.00 for Cooking, $7.00 for 
Sewing and Basketry. 
EXTRA CHARGES FOR CERTAIN COURSES 







Course 1  300 
4  
   2  ... 3.00 
J  ... 3.00  4--- ... 300 
5    ... ... 3-oo  6.... ... 3.00 
7  ... 300  8.... . . . 3.00 
9  ...  1.00 10.... . .. 1.00 








. .. 1.00 
... 4.00 
. . . 4.00 • • •  4-°° 
3.... 4.00  4--. ... 4.00 
5... 4.00  6.... 4.00 
9. ... ... 4.00 10  4.00 





...    I.00 
'*■■■■ 
4.00 
3....   4--" . .. 2.00 
5.... 
9  ...  1.00 10.... .   . 1.00 
11... . . .   2.00 12  ... 2.00 
Course IC. .. 
je... 
.   I.OO 
. . .    I.OO 
re--.. .   .  1.00 
Sc... ...    1 -OO 8c... . . .  1.00 
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Phyiici  . 
Phytioloijy. 
8d     2.00 
lod    4.00 
■ 2d    4.00 
■ 4d    2.00 
i8d    4.00 
jtl 00 per hour of credit 
<2.oo each lemeiter 
j.00   " 
1.00   " " 
2.00   " " 
2.00   " " 
Society of the Alumni 
The Society of the Alumni of Dcnison University was organized 
in 1859. All graduates of the University in honorable standing, 
without regard to sex, are considered as members. Former 
students who did not graduate are admitted as associate mem- 
bers. In 1907 the society prepared a volume of nearly three 
hundred pages, containing a general catalogue of alumni together 
with much historical material covering the origin of the college 
and its development during the three-quarters of a century ending 
with the Commencement of June, 1906. Since that date a number 
of bulletins have been published by the Secretary, giving changes 
in addresses and occupations and other important information 
concerning the Alumni. The Society also issues a Quarterly 
Bulletin, devoted to the general interests of the University, and 
published from Chicago, under the editorial management of 
Samuel B. Brierly, class of '75, President of the Society. 
The officers of the Society for the current year are: 
Pr«ident SAMUEL B. BRIERLY, '75 
106 North La Salle St., Chicago, 111. 
Vice-President ROBERT J. THRESHER, '87 
Kansas City, Mo., 
Secretary-Treasurer VV. H. JOHNSON, '85 
Granville, Ohio 
Phi Beta Kappa 
In 1910, the Senate and Council of Phi Beta Kappa granted 
a charter for the organization of a chapter of the Society in 
Denison University, to be known as the Theta Chapter of Ohio. 
The Chapter was duly installed, and the charter delivered, by 
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the National President of the Society, Dr. Edwin A. Grosvenor, 
on the eighteenth oi January, 1911, This society was established, 
early in the A   1 rican college life, for the express pur- 
pose of recognizing and fostering high scholarly attainment in 
college work. Election to membership is confined to Seniors and 
Juniors who have shown themselves qualified for such an honor 
on that basis.    The elections for the current year are as follows: 
MEMBERS OF THE SENIOR CLASS 
Alfred Janney Johnson.    (Elected in Junior Year.) 
Grace E. Jefferson.   (Elected in Junior Year.) 
Lucille Clare Tilbc.    (Elected in Junior Year.) 
Stanley Stephens Bash, 
Alice Evangeline Beers, 
Margery Pickard Benoy, 
Ethel Garland, 
Mary A !•■!    U 
Edna Clan- Shumakcr. 
MEMBER OF THE JUNIOR CLASS 
Charles Theodore Burner. 
Degrees Conferred in 1917 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
George Elmer Black Rowland Alfred Sheet* 
Frederick German Detweiler Mary Belle McLain 
Maurice Burgit Finch Jessie Ruth Mills 
Almonte Charles Howell Marie Frances Tilbe 
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Donald Bliss Atwell 
Irwin Hall Bacon 
Oren Huling Baker 
Wilford Wells Coasum 
William Edward Hayden 
Harold Williamson Jones 
Albert Harold LaRue 
Charles Adelbert Metealf 
Edward Watkins Putnam 
Frank Bird Ward 
Mary Eugenia Anderson 
Margaret McQuiston Ball 
Jessie Veatrice Burns 
Florence Sarah Chubbuck 
Helen Laura Cord 
Margaret Catherine Given 
Alice May George 
Edith May Graves 
Emelyn Elizabeth Grove 
Selma Louise Hamaun 
Sara Barbour Holmes 
Emma Jeanne Humphreville 
Grace Frances Johnson 
Laura Elizabeth Johnson 
Mary Vashti Jones 
Ida Mabel Crawford 
Helen Margaret Dickinson 
Rowena Maud Ditmara 
Florence Mary Fishburn 
Doris Ruth Frederickson 
Lois Lalla Langstaft 
Helen Cochran Lockhart 
Katherine Bitner Long 
Helen Olivia Longsworth 
Mary Frances McDonald 
Esther Victoria Smyth 
Sara L. Taylor 
Margarethe Wellwood 
Abby Lois Wood 
Katherine Finley Wood 
Myra Wood 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
John Thomas Allison 
Gerald Browne Athey 
James Werter Ballard 
Harry Brock 
Frank Richard Clary 
Henry Donald Dawson 
Grover Cleveland Sayre 
Leland Durwood Sehock 
Lewis Dudley Scott 
Gordon Stiller Seagrave 
Andrew Spisiak 
Clarence Garton Swain 
«3I 
i;: 1>( KISON    1'S!\ 1 RMTY 
I:. I    tun 
p Horton 
11. 
■  i. 
:. i. 
i Irani Koooti 
\; ;- raon i   | 
M 
Stuart Hai    to)  Preacotl 
Donnas Emmof Richardson 
Lo Use 
Ebenaaar Sander* Thresher 
Bpaaetr Qaorgt Wabar 
LaaHfl HUM Winans 
W .iync William.'* Wine 
Anna McCune Doster 
EU hd Hubbard Kendall 
Lee Martin 
ii. en Wakeman Rohinson 
Grace Russell Seagrave 




■  Board of Trustees of Denison University, 
■.'•■.  Pw ;'.   conferred the following degrees: 
Upon Mr   I 
. 
tha l'.',,>   Gaorgt \ an W inkle. 
■-. Degree ot Dod iroi Divinity. 
Up- ntheR     M Uard Brebford 
■' .   | H .■■•       I  ! MlCtOf <»f Divinity. 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
CtrtifieaU in P\ani>. Myra Wood. 
HONORS AND PRIZES AWARDED IN 1917 
Medal •   nut in Inttrcolteaiati /'<>«ir<:  Donald Bliss Atwell. 
Thr Oilman BibU Prut*: Oran Muling Bakar. 
i  Talbolt BibU Hxidin-j Pritat;   First prize, James Macpherson; 
-> ■   :   i prise, Frank Bird Ward. 
Tk$ QilpQtritk Sekolankip IN Mathematics: Grace E. Jefferson. 
The Lewi* LUtror* ' o 
For •■•■■'       ■   Debate; Frank Bird Ward, Calliopean. 
For excellence in Oration; Harold Cooka Phillips, Calliopean. 
I ■ ■ (•. . lano   '   Beany; Spencer George Welter, Franklin. 
For excellence in Declamation; Ororer C. Sayre, Calliopean. 
Students in Granville College Classes 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Mary Eugenia Anderson, Latin Newark 
Ruth Orcutt, Education ". Granville 
Eri Jay Shumaker, Education and Spanish Granville 
George Thornley Street, Jr., Mathematics Granville 
Louise Lane Williams, Zoology Granville 
SENIOR CLASS 
Edward Earl Alward. Ph Pataskala 
Joseph Neil Armstrong, Sc Newark 
Paul Henry Askin, Sc Wilmerding, Pa. 
Oscar Leo Atchley, Ph Madisonville 
Jay Grover Bash, Ph Utica 
Stanley Stephens Bash, Ph Utica 
George Martin Bowman, Sc Gambier 
Herbert Daniel Buker, Ph Zanesville 
Belford Pickering Cheadle, Ph Newark 
Karl Emmett Crilly, Ph Newark 
Ralph David Davies, Ph Newport, Ky. 
Fisher Noel Davis, Ph Gallipolis 
Curtis Delton Decker, Sc Defiance 
Gavotte Justus Irwin, Sc Sunbury 
Alfred Janney Johnson, Cl Granville 
Gordon Romaine Lang, Sc Ashtabula 
Shih-Chi Lo. Ph Shantung, China 
John White McCammon, Sc Toledo 
Clifford Benjamin Marshall, Sc Pittsburgh, Pa. 
William Edgar Massie, Sc Lucasville 
Charles Stanley Pease, Sc Van Atta 
Owen Newton Price, Sc Morgan Park, 111. 
Byron Bell Prior, Sc Newark 
James Leslie Putnam, Ph Merrill, Wis. 
George Percival Read, Sc Xenia 
Arthur Hiet Reynolds, Sc Granville 
Carlylc Jones Roberts, Sc Toledo 
Darwin Lower Rummel, Sc Newport, Ky. 
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Mark llryan Smith. Ph Chicago, III. 
Edward Dare Sparry. Sc Toledo 
Stanley Leon Warner, Sc I'tica 
James Oscar White. Ph Sabina 
I : ■ raid Been Wilson, Ph Granville 
Oscar Edward Wynne, Sc Alexandria 
Coler Arthur Yoakum. Sc ..                    Homer 
Herbert Robinson Young, Ph ..                                 Toledo 
Wayland Zwayer, Ph Granville 
JINIOR CLASS 
Lee Edwin Artf.ur. Sc   Foster 
Lawrence Ferdinand Ath> . 9 Bryan 
Erntat Bodanwabar, Sc ... Cleveland 
Charles Theodore Burner, Sc    Girard 
Frank Ferguson Kurnworth. Ph ..                Girard 
Donald Hack Butler. Ph ..                                  Toledo 
Alvin Elijah Cheyney, Sc  Stryker 
Wiilis R                  irk. Sc .                       Ut Sterling 
Friend Mon                    5c ...  Granville 
Thomas Albert Ci.uk, Jr.. Sc Stamford, Conn. 
Arthur Raymond Crawmer, Ph  Newark 
George Babe                   , PI Los Angeles, Cat. 
!!■ -..•.-Ham. - !•'. :ght, Ph Dayton 
William Carleton Forbes, Sc Union City, Pa. 
Fowler v ncent Harper, Sc Hanover 
Benjamin F. Harahey, Jr.. Ph Dayton 
Clark Phillips Kelley, Ph   . ....  Granville 
1     rlea Edward Kempton, Ph  Sunbury 
Edgar Pearce King, Sc Oklahoma City, Okla. 
J. Benjamin Kniflin, Ph .Stryker 
Henry Richards Lealie, Sc    Milton, Pa. 
Waller Bartlett Lister, Ph Twinsburg 
r Ge rga McQuate, Be  Litchfield 
tthewa, Sc   Jackson 
Merrill A. Nebon, Cl Battle Creek, Mich. 
Robert Paul Nixon, Ph       .    Granville 
Paul Eugene Pendleton, Ph Granville 
Joel Bigalow Peterson. Sc  Chicago, III. 
Edgar Eugene Rica, Be    Roseville 
1     i rt Mitchell Rodgen, Be Blue island, III. 
John Llewellyn Roaenateel, Ph  Springfield 
Blaun Wills Sigler, Sc.                 Richmond Dale 
Earl McCall Smith, Sc       Bucyrus 
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Lee Russell Thrailkill, Ph Mt. Vernon 
Virgil Harold Trailer, Sc Butler 
Karl Bethel Weaver, Ph Zaneaville 
Stanley Anthony Wilier, Ph Covington, Ky. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Sterling Abell, Sc Toledo 
Dana M. Albaugh, Ph Dayton 
Milan Forest Ashbrook, Ph Granville 
Forest Dale Banning, Sc Dayton 
William Emerson Barnes, Sc Granville 
Kal|)h Haynes Barney, Sc   Dayton 
Arthur Talbot Bawden, Sc Granville 
Barrett Kumler Bosler, Sc   Dayton 
Leon McKinley Bower, Ph Eckford, Mich. 
Willis C. Breyfogle, Ph West Pullman, 111, 
Inland Arthur Brown, Sc , Marion 
Ernest Marks Bucher, Sc East Liverpool 
Herbert Borton Butcher, Ph Camden, N. J. 
William Lawrence Carstensen, Sc Port Clinton 
Tso-Hsuan Chen, Ph Canton, China 
Marion Donald Coulter, Sc Newark 
Haller Gent CurtiB, Sc Zanesville 
Dale Clinton DeGroff, Sc West Unity 
Hussell Denison, Ph Warren 
J. Halbert Hale, Ph Knapp, Wia. 
Edward Edmond Harris, Sc Shwegyin, Burma 
George Boys Harwood, Sc Granville 
Wilbert Raymond Hemmerley, Sc Winchester 
Clarence Heskett, Sc Bethesda 
Walter Clarence Laiblin Hilscher, Sc Canton 
Hurt Taylor Hodges, Ph Morgan Park, III. 
Hubert Rogers Hopkins, Sc Granville 
Amel Rhodes Hotchklss, Ph Bast Conneaut 
Richard Harris Howe, Sc Granville 
John Walker Hundley, Ph  Granville 
Robert Sheperd Irish, Cl Newark 
Edwin Conklin Jackson, Sc West Jefferson 
Earl James Jenkins, Sc     Girard 
Cheater Leroy Klein, Ph Sandusky 
Walter Higgin» Kull, Sc Beloit, Wis. 
Gail Trovinger Landrum, Ph Reynoldsburg 
Harry Lee Mathias, Sc Mediapolis, Iowa 
Ralph William Mead, Sc Dayton 
,;• DENISOM    I   NIVCRMTY 
John Edward McConnaughy, I'h 
. roj McG 
Thomaa I rani la M< Mai  n, Be 
Eugene Wayne Marts, Be 
'    ■  * .-   ' 
Charles Homer Nixon. I'h 
Ds\ ,<i Edward < 'wen. Sr 
George Frederick Pfeffer, 
Harold Cook* Phillips. Cl 
Herman Ward Quartd, Sr 
Harold Hall Rhoades, Ph 
Dean Harlon Itosenateel, Ph 
James Franklin Koudctiusri. Sc 
Wilbur C'harlo Bebaib, Be 
Glen di.irn. Schropp, Sr 
Krank Winegarner Spencer. Ph 
Herman <i>-:ir Spend r  PI 
Alhen Edward StanUand, Be 
Eugene Wade Sloaks. Ph 
Charity Hart In t Suvoong. Sc 
Norman Louis Thomas, Ph 
Thomas lielding Towle. Sc 
Laelle Hennett Tribolet, Ph 
Roush Hankin Van - 
Harry 1). Weaver. Sc 
Charles I-angdon While, Ph 
Ralph Winihrop While. Sc 
























Morgan Park, 111. 
HUlaboro 
Toledo 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
.   . .  Lynn, Masa. 
Valcartier, Quebec, Canada 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Karl Frederick Adams, Cl Hammond, Ind. 
ire Floyd Adams, Cl Hammond, Ind. 
E. Allen, Sc East Liverpool 
Francis Alward, Sc Granville 
Charles Gamer Ashbrook. Ph    Granville 
Charlea Andre* Baker. Sc Morral 
rrl Richards Harrington, Sc Granville 
N ., let Leonard Hell, Ph Norwalk 
George Wayland Bennett Philadelphia. Pa. 
Carrol Ledlie Beno) Mt. Vernon 
Millard Louya BeucJer, Sc    Stryker 
Carl Henry Blefeld, Sc  Granville 
John P. Bolkin. Ph  Springfield 
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Charles Verne Bowen, Sc   Granville 
Herbert L. Bowman, Sc      Gambier 
Kay Edison Bowman, Sc. ,  Utica 
George Briggs, Sc Itriggsdale 
Herman Henry Byler, Sc   Painesville 
Stuarl Cammett, Ph  Minneapolis, Minn. 
Robert Leland Case, Ph Granville 
Dorence Sheldon Cowles, Sc  Ostrander 
Paul Frederick Cressey, Ph    Los Angeles, Cal. 
Manning Skinner Daniels, Sc  Pomeroy 
Cecil Courtney Denison, Sc    Kingsville 
George Marshall Ditter, Ph    Newark 
Charles Norman Dold, Ph Norwood 
John Franklin Donnelley, Sc BucyruB 
Harold Draut, Sc Middletown 
George Edward Ducro, Jr. Sc Ashtabula 
Friend Philip Dye, Sc Mt. Vernon 
John W. Ehrle, Sc     Toledo 
Elmer E. Eller, Ph Van Wert 
Alfred Cherrington Evans, Ph JackBon 
Roscoe Whitlock Franks, Sc Hunstville 
Robert Wendell Frederick, Cl Wheeling, W. Va. 
Hiram Given Garner, Ph   Barone, Okln. 
George Herman Gleira, Sc Detroit, Mich. 
Curtis W. Haines, Sc    Elyria 
Gordon D. Hamel, Sc Cleveland 
Harry M. Hayes, Sc Mt. Vernon 
Edward Hess, Sc Maasillon 
Leslie Hicks, Sc St. Cloud. Minn. 
Harry Hinton, Sc Granville 
Clarence B. Homberger, Sc Sandusky 
Herluin Gates Hopkins, Sc Granville 
George R. Hunt, Ph Burton. W. Va. 
Percy Vivian Hurley, Cl Milwaukee, Wis. 
Rozelle Parker Johnson, Ph Parkeraburg, W. Va. 
Frank Pierce Jones, Sc Granville 
Mendel Austin Keith, Sc Trinway 
Leo Stuart Kelley, Sc  Granville 
George Thomas Kidder, Sc East Liverpool 
Paul Albert Knoedler, Sc Zanesville 
Herbert Luke Koch, Ph Erie, Pa. 
Carl Henry Koeker, Jr., Sc Dayton 
John Robert Lechner, Ph Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Charles S. McCann, Sc Dayton 
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Edwin McDargh. So Dayton 
Joseph Carey Masscr. Jr., Be Dayton 
OruaJonei Mattheu-  B Jackson 
Fred Ozias Meeker. E . .   .Franklin 
JohnI-e\»i> U   ' Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Samut-I TrumjH'r N'oland. Ph I,ondon 
Elmer Thornlyke Owen. Sc Itcverly 
Edward B. Parker, Sc Toledo 
Theodore Lemuel Parker. Be Lodi 
Field Wanner. Sr Dayton 
Harold Auburn Piaffer, Sc Sidney 
Norman Pomcroy, Ph Auhurndale. Maaa. 
Jol i  afarahall Price. Ph Chicago. III. 
l»..-.  I Edward Reea, Sc (iirard 
Middletown 
Kenneth Emanuel Keighard, Sc Akron 
Ki • ■ eth Roblrjaon, s<- McConnelsville 
John Lawyer Ruse   Si (iranville 
Waller Sehulz. Ph Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Norwalk 
( i arid Alan Sheperst, Sc Toledo 
William Howard Smith. Sc Massillon 
■ Sutton, Sc Attica 
Damon Swlfart, Sc Morral 
John Randal Vance, Ph Cambridge 
David OI« Voaa, Cl   Toledo 
Herbert Davenport Walah, Sc Cedar Springs, Mich. 
\1  • II  WatU, Sc Haakina 
Ford Richardson Welnr, Sc  Toledo 
Harold I- Wilson, Sc Elyria 
.::) Frederick Windle. Be  Newark 
Henry Ogden Wintermute, Ph  Mt. Vernon 
Paul G..r.|.,n W.»MI. Ph Ottawa, 111. 
iTI aodora John Woodrow, Sc       Broadway 
:l Wright, Cl  Granville 
I n di rick Vaux Wucherer, Sc   East Liverpool 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
John Cooper Alexander      St. Cloud, Minn. 
Wilfred Glennia Allen Weston, Mich. 
Paul W inslow Harnes   Coshocton 
llerschel Harrison Bowyer  Springfield, 111. 
Harold Allen Campbell         Newark 
Paul Henry Cheney         Ashtabula 
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Howard Claggett Hebron 
Stanley Harvard Clements Minneapolis, Minn. 
David Barrett Cole Painesville 
Arthur Emeat Cowley Chicago, III. 
Lawrence Wilbur Curl Urbana 
Karner Watson Curtis Toledo 
Blanchard Paul Davis Sullivan, Ind. 
Quincy Harold Dawson Coshocton 
John deCessna Hanover 
Clifford Edwards Newark 
William Kenneth Ewing Hebron 
Harold William Glass Hudson 
Kenneth Alexander Hall Hornell, N. Y. 
Rowland Wesley Harrold Massillon 
I-awrence George Hollinger Massillon 
Albert Benjamin Howell Granville 
John Theodore Jessen, Jr Ambridge, Pa. 
Robtrt Kinnaird Johnson Parkersburg, W. Va. 
William Zackariah Kling Newark 
William Houghton Leslie Milton, Pa. 
David William Lewis Columbus City, Iowa 
John Lawrence McCann Sandusky 
Glenn Kenneth Marquay Lynn, Mass. 
Raymond Schalklc Redfleld, S. Dak. 
Walter Scott Zanesville 
Wilbur Sam Shartle Franklin 
Alvah Manorah Shumaker New Castle, Pa. 
David Dean Thompson Newark 
Paul A. Warner Utica 
Porter S. WaUon Niles 
Halle B. Weiser Waldo 
Harvey L. Williams Granville 
Walter Scott Wood, Jr Charleston, W. Va. 
Harry II. Wyman Cleveland 
Students in ShepardsonCollege Classes 
SENIOR CLASS 
Rut lil! Ph       Zanesville 
■ i    infi  •- BMII.SC Granville 
Marjoria Pickard Btnoj , Sc  Mt. Vernon 
opal Marie Bowman, I'h Wauseon 
Evelyn Mae Cat heart. Cl Cleveland 
Leta Grace Clark, Ph Mansfield 
Ethel ! I'h   Dayton 
Ruth Anderson Kldridgv. Ph .                  Franklin 
Mary Klizaheth Puller, Sc  Newark 
Ethel Garlai Pomeroy 
Margaret Man.- Hemrirhs. Sc Grciville 
Ban   e Mary Holveratott, Ph  Marion 
Lucy Pauline Ireland, Ph Van Wert 
Grata E Jefferson, Sc  Norwalk 
\nna Leaminii. Ph ...            Wilmington 
Finale Locke, I'h Wilmington 
Amy Krle Montgomery. ("1  Newark 
Clara Mae Morris, Ph New London 
Kuth Apollonia Nickel. Sc    Norwood 
Lora Krederica Palmer. Ph Zanesville 
Kuth Kleanor Palmer. Ph Mayville, N. Y. 
Mary Adele Rowley, I'h Cheater, W. Va. 
Edna Clare Shumak. • New Castle, Pa. 
Lucille (Ian- Tilhe, Cl  Granville 
Alta Irene Walker Si  Toledo 
JL'NIOR CLASS 
Dorothy AtweU, I'h Zanesville 
i  [rene Biahop, Sc Ottumwa, Iowa 
Gertrude Hi—. . PI New Bremen 
Helen Mar Clephane, Ph Madisonville 
Era n> Stewart Cox, Sc Proctorville 
IMth Haul., Cl Dayton 
I on nee Marie Urake. Ph  Norwalk 
Helen Mildred Dye, PI      Mt. Vernon 
Madeline Edgerly, Ph Ottumwa, Iowa 
140 
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Helen Werner Evans, Sc Zancsville 
Mary Sumin Fleming, Sc Granville 
Lou Ella Hawkins, Ph Newark 
Susanna Ilelbing, Ph Toledo 
Kathcryn Irwin, Ph •  Sunbury 
Frances Lewis McGee, Ph Avalon, Pa. 
Grace Bosombo Moody, Ph Granville 
Klina Alwilda Oldham, Sc Xenia 
Ruth Mario Phillips, Sc Newark 
Olga Flora Rummel, Sc Cincinnati 
Margaret Sedgwick, Ph Martins Ferry 
Ruth Marie Sedgwick, Ph Martins Ferry 
Laura Kassandra Sellers, Ph Granville 
Winifred Carrie Smith, Ph Norwalk 
Edith Emily SUrratt, Ph Hamilton, N. Y. 
Grace Eleanor St.  Clair,   Ph Newark 
Blanche Selina Taylor, Ph Yonkers, N. Y. 
Kuth Louellen Tipton, Ph  Gallipolis 
Kathleen Wellwood. Ph New York, N. Y. 
Mary Eva Wilson, Ph     Granville 
Mildred Beth Woodward, Ph Newark 
Ethel Lilla Young, Ph Granville 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Helen Southard Adams, Ph Bowling Green 
Helen Jane Armstrong, Ph Cincinnati 
Charlotte Imogene Baker, Ph Washington Court House 
Ava Ballou, Ph   Newark 
Elsie Barker, Ph Dayton 
Irma Augusta Beachler, Ph Dayton 
Dorothy Grant Campbell, Ph Atlanta 
Frances Isabelle Carney, Sc Granville 
Mary Florence Carney, Sc Granville 
Dorothy Bradford Cheney, Ph Morgan Park, III. 
Sarah Elizabeth Clark, Ph Dayton 
Elizabeth Louise Collins, Ph Norwood 
Ruth Conant, Ph Granville 
Alyce Mae Converse, Sc Massillon 
Laura Teresa Craytor, Ph Kingsville 
Catherine Jeanette Dunlap, Ph Utica 
Lillian Tapscott Eldridge Franklin 
Elizabeth Fern Evans Granville 
Louise Elizabeth Hamblen, Ph Granville 
Mary Elizabeth Hazlett, Cl Newark 
14: Dl si-.s  I'MMRSITY 
Ethel Hot.art. Ph Granville 
Lelah HouMT, I'h Urbana 
Gertrude Mae Hulee, Sc  Toledo 
Helen Louis* Hutson. Ph ...........    Detroit. Mich. 
Mary Helen Jexdlne, a Chillicothe 
Klcnore Montgomery Johnson, Sc  Newark 
Elizalwth Mary Junes, Ph Newark 
Mildred Klin*, r. & Dayton 
Dorothy Catharine Leeliei Ph                    .   Milton  Pa. 
Melba Barrington Levering. Ph St. Marys 
Mary K!iziil*th Long, Sc Newark 
Margaret Barbara Loretz. Sc Norwalk 
Claribel MeDermott, Ph  Hillsboro 
Lois Kuth Means, t"l WapakoneU 
Gladys Jeanette Miller, Ph Toledo 
Thelma Emma Overturf. Ph Johnstown 
Bertha Main! Planson. Ph Stryker 
Laura Price. Ph Owatonna. Minn. 
Virginia Abell Price. Ph Zanesville 
Pauline Margaret Prichard, Ph Richwood 
Alice Mariel Prickett. Ph Fayette 
Margery Marie Prickett, Sc Payette 
Emily EUubeth Prior. Ph Dayton 
Helen Drury Kay, Ph Granville 
EUe M. Rogers, Ph   Toledo 
Frieda Laura Rummel, Ph Cincinnati 
Mary Ruth Sanlord. Sc ..... Stryker 
Garnet S.-l.n-.lt. Ph Granville 
GoldieGrae     bmidt, Pfa ....     New Bremen 
Margaret Bower Beaiholea, Ph Philadelphia, Pa. 
Dorothy Shepherd, Ph         Dayton 
Gladys, Marion Skevington, Ph . Chicago, III, 
Edna Wuanita Skidmore. Ph Parkereburg, W. Va. 
Gertrude Aitbea Smith. Ph  Cleveland 
Margaret EUxabeth Speicber, S<  Granville 
Ruth Catherini           . •   Ph New Straitsville 
Mary BUiabath Stewart. Ph  Coahocton 
Kathryn Stout, Sc Dayton 
Helen Ix>uise Stump, Ph Newark 
1 ■■■ '■ I'•■•'•■ Taylor, Ph Yonkera, N. Y. 
Helen Dorothy Vandenhark, Ph  Zanesville 
Ruth Violet Vaughao, Ph Chicago, III. 
I   • er May Weaver, Sc    ,....  Toledo 
Mary Elizabeth Weaton, Ph Ambridge, Pa. 
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Helen Arnett Whisler, Sc Hillsboro 
Dorothy May Wickenden, Ph Toledo 
Edith Marie Wilson, Ph Dayton 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Florence E. H. Adams, Ph Prairie Depot 
Morna Leo Adams, Ph Columbus 
Elizabeth E. Beard, Ph Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Mildred Bishop, Ph Greenville 
Louise Gretchen Brecht, Sc Erie, Pa. 
Helen Opal Brookbank, Ph Reesville 
Ellen Burns, Ph Hamilton, N. Y. 
Florence Elisabeth Carver, Cl Lakewood 
Lucille C. Channell, Ph Mt. Vernon 
Muude Irene Cochran , Granville 
Gladys Currin, Ph Detroit,-Mich. 
Sara Josephine Darrow, Ph Granville 
Jeannette DePrieat, Sc Dayton 
Louise Dickey, Ph Mansfield 
Annetta Byers Eldridge, Ph Franklin 
Irene Evans, Ph East Liverpool 
Lulu Blanche Fagan, Ph    Hamilton, N. Y. 
Helen Campbell Fife, Ph Canton 
Nellie Flory, Sc Granville 
Theresa Gordon Folger, Ph Dayton 
Miriam Galloway, Sc Xenia 
Helen Gholson, Ph Cincinnati 
Marian Noville Gibbons, Sc Cleveland 
Laura Gertrude Gray, Ph Wayneslield 
Frances H. Grogan, Ph Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Alice Hall, Sc Union City, Ind. 
liuth Elizabeth Ilinckley, Ph Hamilton, N. Y. 
Cornelia Howell, Sc Granville 
Sarah Margaret Jardine, Ph Chillicothe 
Ethel Lyon Jones, Ph Granville 
Irma Grace Jones, Sc Cincinnati 
Isabel LaFever Jones, Ph Mt. Vernon 
Reba Jury Jacksontown 
Bertha Marjorie Knapp, Ph Miamiville 
Esther E. Lang, Ph Ashtabula 
Grace Edgerton McCune, Ph Granville 
Rachel Elspeth MacKay, Ph Birmingham, Mich. 
Marguerite Dorothy Marshall, Ph Dayton 
Lucile Means, Ph   Wapakoneta 
M4 l)i NISOM   I M\ FRSITY 
I'h C»nton 
Clara Louta I'lnoy, I'h Waltham. Mm. 
1. ■ M..-. in I Orr, Si Thornville 
I'h Canton 
Lillian it. Pol Somerset 
-:. Fh Springfield 
T. Potter, 3 Canton 
U, I'h Cinton 
..   p| Jamestown 
- McConnelsville 
, U, I'h Chicago, III. 
in.Sc Bucyrua 
Granville 
Mar) 1                     'i. I'h Kairmount. Ind. 
Jackson, Mich. 
Shipley, Ph Johnstown 
Granville 
I      tnce Ro* Simon. So Ironton 
Mar)   \   S] ner, Sc Cumberland 
ina Susarman. Cl Cleveland 
i.    . Maud Button, I'h Canton 
I | Newark 
Ma) Taylor Weaterville 
'.I .iri.- Thomas. I'h Granville 
,     ,.. II Chicago, 111. 
V>,,t. C| Horicon. N. Y. 
Edith Weaton, I'h Beaver Dam. Wia. 
Para Curry Wheeler, I'h Portsmouth 
Helen D - tha W\ Granville 
Nellie Jean WUaon, Ph xeni» 
Margery Young, I'h Toledo 
SPECIAL STl'DKNTS 
Kuby Winuna Barnes Granville 
Helen Carpenter Alexandria 
Grace Millicenl Chamberlin Granville 
Ethel D Newark 
Cora Fleming  Eaton, Col. 
Iva <..>:<! Newark 
Helen Grace Hoove* Granville 
Ella Graoa Howell       Granville 
Marian Grac* Kendall  Cincinnati 
Goldic- F. McUin Granville 
Helen L. Prout   Alexandria 
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Ruth Rettig Troy 
Gladys May Riggs Indianapolis, Ind. 
Marian Ross  Toledo 
Frances Margaret Rutledge Newark 
(iwladys Spencer Granville 
Gladys Fern Whitney Marietta 
Margaret Finley Wood Williamsburg, Ky. 
Students in the Denison Conservatory 
of Music 
CERTIFICATK CONFERRED JUNE  1917 
Myra Wood, Piano Wilmington 
GRADUATE STUDENT 
Eva Lucille Wright, B. Ph       Granville 
SENIOR CLASS 
Brink Haven 
turn • Veati oa Hum.-, Voiet  Piqua 
I Piclorrinc Cbeadle, Voica Newark 
B Piano  Newark 
I P, Downing, Orean Weslerville 
.,:,-rly. Orjon Ottumwa, Iowa 
Mary Lob Lockhart. Piano Granville 
;>- iry Ray, Void  Granville 
UNCLASSIFIED 
!        Fred) rick Adams Hammond, Ind. 
Columhua 
\\ Ufnd G, Allen Wealon, Mich. 
Mr-   Mabel Aahton.  Granville 
Lawrence Ferdinand Athy   Bryan 
fen Baker Washington Court House 
Nettie Ballon  Newark 
Mr-  i,  Q. Barber,  Newark 
in Barnes Granville 
Carroll U . ..  Bi BO) Mt. Vernon 
Bodenweber .   .Cleveland 
Gertrude Boonl New Bremen 
Martha Elisabeth Bond .   ... Granville 
Maud ! Newark 
Prank Boyer Library. Pa. 
B llriggs Briggsdale 
Brown  Granville 
.46 
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Reva Burell Newark 
Dorothy Grant Campbell Atlanta 
Helen May Carlile Newark 
Florence I. Carney Granville 
Florence E. Carver Lakewood 
Lucille Clarinda Channel! Mt. Vernon 
Grace Clark Mansfield 
Sarah Elizabeth Clark Dayton 
Mrs. Mary Clem Newark 
Elizabeth L. Collins Cincinnati 
Alyce Mae Converse Maasillon 
Laura Teresa Craytor Kingsville 
Eleanor Curtis Granville 
Mrs. Grace K. Darrow Granville 
Sara Josephine Darrow Granville 
Mary Luola Deming Newark 
Hazel Esther Demster Ellis 
Mrs. Vera Oswalt Detweiler Granville 
Kuth Ditter Newark 
John Franklin Donnelly Bucyrus 
Florence Drake Norwalk 
Emma Lou Dudley Meiktila, Burma 
Richard Dudley Meiktila. Burma 
Hallie Marguerite Eberle Quaker City 
Madeline Edgerly Ottumwa, Iowa 
Lillian Tapscott Eldridge Franklin 
Florence Cornelia Ellis Newark 
Alfred Cherrington Evans Jackson 
Elizabeth Fern Evans Granville 
Helen Marie Fleischman Granville 
Cora Fleming Eaton, Colo. 
Nellie Lois Flory    Granville 
Ola Ada Van F"ossen Croton 
Mrs. Helen Foster Johnstown 
Leila Frederickson Granville 
Miriam Galloway Xenia 
Lucille Green   Granville 
Edith Haag Newark 
Milagros Hernandez Capiz, P. I. 
Clarence Heskett Bethesda 
Clarence Hickman Newark 
Ruth Elizabeth Hinkley Hamilton, N. Y. 
Hubert Rogers Hopkins Granville 
Robert Elmer Hopkins Granville 
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Howell Hugl Newark 
!•-     Wl u  Hurley Milwaukee, Wis. 
Helen Louia* Huteofl Detroit. Mich. 
LethaJ.i Granville 
tgomery Johnson Newark 
MUdre I K.. Granville 
'ur> Jackaontown 
Gwendolyn Kamey Keller Newark 
Marian Grace Kendall Cincinnati 
Gladys Wyelh Kut-nen Newark 
Beatrice I>"» Unn Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Donald LaaUe Granville 
Elisabeth Leslie Granville 
Theodore Leslie Granville 
Helen Lindrooth Newark 
A. BUM all Martin  Newark 
Bugeu Way* Marti Ft. Wayne. Ind. 
Mrs. Edna McDowell Zaneaville 
Goldie MeLain Granville 
Lucille Mean Wapakoneta 
Minor Mitchell Newark 
Dorothy Grace Moran  Newark 
Thelma Uverturf Johnstown 
Edna Fay -Tine  Newark 
Bertha Plamon  Stryker 
Lillian Rowena Pond Somerset 
Port Springfield 
•-an" I Owatonna. Minn. 
Dorothy Pricket! Fayette 
Emily Elizabeth i'rior .  Dayton 
Martha I'urwll Canton 
Herman Ward ljuartel Dayton 
Frances Hulbert Kay ...Granville 
Gladya May Riggs Indianapolis, Ind. 
Ritei our Jamestown 
Ann Roben  Hanover 
Bernard Roga Granville 
Marian Roaa Toledo 
Ma* Kosael Newark 
Mary Adela Rowley Chester, W. Va. 
Martha Helen Sachl Newark 
Schulti Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Margaret Bower SssshoUs Philadelphia, Pa. 
Ruth Sedgwick Martina Ferry 
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Donna L. Sharpstein Jackson, Mich. 
Wilbur S. Shuttle Franklin 
Leon Norrta Shcpardson Granville 
Alvah Manorah Shumaker Newcastle, Pa. 
Edit h Jane Snelling Newark 
Mrs. Ralph Warren Soule Granville 
I i« ladya Spencer Granville 
Janet Steadman Granville 
Sarah Frances Stock       Newark 
Helen Louise Stump Newark 
Mrs. Ilarva Suter Newark 
Aaron Swartz Newark 
Willard F. Topping Morioka, Japan 
Lucille Ilurdette Tuttle Granville 
Stephen D. Tuttle Granville 
Ruth V. Vaughan Chicago, III. 
William Arthur Vogel • Granville 
Albert Wells      Croton 
Glenn Dally Wells Croton 
Helen Annett Whisler   Hillaboro 
Edith Marie Wilson Dayton 
Esther Wilson Granville 
Helen Dorothy Wilson Middletown 
Students in Doane Academy 
GRADUATING  CLASS. JUNE 1917 
■ it Aahbrook, Sc John Socach, CL 
Milan Forest Ashbrook. CL Alliert Edward Staniland, Sc. 
Carl II   !     ■    . Forest Damon Swigart. Sc. 
Harry Paul Claim, CL Helen Southard Adams. Sc. 
Arthur Ernest Cowley, Ph. San Josephine Darrow, Sc. 
Iliiiitill William Gardner, Si Reha Jury, Ph. 
Hari   I Witter Haggard   PI Grace Edgerton McCune, Sc. 
Harluin I Lela Margaret Orr. Ph. 
Hubert Rogi Sc. ll.rtha Mabel Planson, Ph. 
i :,  ■■■]..-     K i In, Ph. Eva Izorah Scott. Ph. 
Walter H .. uKu     PI Gwladys Spencer, Cl. 
Nor:; Sc. Helen Dorothy Wilson, Ph. 
SENIOR CLASS 
Weston. Mich. 
tBawdei  Granville 
Richard I Granville 
Alfred David Boatick  Canton 
William Henry Busch Sandusky 
Cleveland 
Thoma lUdna Coudersport, Pa. 
Georgi .........   Carrick. Pa. 
Uai     l« li Bowling Green 
David Thoi . Maaeillon 
Stephen Hopkins 1 Granville 
Congo, Africa 
Glen 1 |uay Lynn, Mass. 
Mansneld 
Kenneth Emanuel Reighard Akron 
Franklin 
\   il  Manorab Shumaker                                                Newcastle, Pa. 
.   William Smith Sandusky 
I rles Kenneth Smith Taunton, Mass. 
I . Manning Steadman Morioka. Japan 
\ Faville 1 ipplng Morioka, Japan 
fl  Granville 
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Ava Gladys Ackerman Newark 
Helen Barnes Granville 
Sara Louise Conant Granville 
Iva Card Newark 
Ella Howell Granville 
Marguerite D. Marshall Dayton 
Frances Margaret Rutledge Newark 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Kugene Russell Allen Centerburg 
I lerbert Newton Bawden Kavila, India 
Samuel Frank Boyer Library, Pa. 
Joseph Randolph Buskirk Cincinnati 
David Abbot Chambers Granville 
David Henry Davis Sunbury 
Ethelbert Randolph Downs  Lincoln, III. 
Charles Emmett Fisher Massillon 
Charles Paul Jones Granville 
Josua Russell Keckley Newark 
Emile Lazer Lorain 
Cecil Charles McLain Granville 
Raymond Burkholder Oxrieder Granville 
Eugene J. Perry Sandusky 
Yardsley Aaron Price Zanesville 
Kenneth Rickett Granville 
Albert Nelson Sayre Granville 
Charles Franklin Watson Akron 
Henry Lawrence Wraight Springfield 
Elizat>eth Keyser Chambers Granville 
Deborah Randolph Downs Lincoln, III. 
Milagros Hernandez Capiz, P. I. 
Ellen Elston McCune Granville 
Dorothy Prickett Fayette 
Frances Hurlbut Ray Granville 
Faith Victoria Rosensteel Springfield 
SECOND YEAR 
Ernest Carhart Brelsford ■. Granville 
John Husted Chamberlain Granville 
Jay Bryan Embrey Columbus 
Henry Leroy Henry Burbank, Cal. 
Robert Elmer Hopkins Granville 
Graydon C. Howell Granville 
Bernard Lewis Hundley Granville 
IS* DENISOM UNIVERSITY 
Johnston Granville 
'  '   ' Trenton, N, J. 
*» S*- '■'' >'     • Coschocton 
Roland Kutledge . Newark 
L    I .••               - Sti . Itnan Murioka, Japan 
"'' Cleveland 
" ■-■ OnaMa, Ky. 
Budora McColluni Granville 
M.,-.   '      l  R Newark 





Charl<   Elmer Da my Newark 
Harm i NYuark 
Robi rt Freeman Granville 
Conr Hi D  Granville 
"■'•■  ITinHla Burma 
H       ■>. Thomaa Hm Granville 
Detroit, Mich. 
 Wells, England 
'"-'!     ' Canton, China 
"•'"   ,: '•' Yooag Granville 
Mai   . it "i ..ung Granville 
Granville 
I bambarlain .       Granville 
Elizabeth Jo] Columbia 
Kuth Mabel Ricketl .... Granville 
ELECTTVE8 
Walter Leonard Bell Norwalk 
'  K   llu"' Burton, W. Va. 
Percy Vivian Hurley Milwaukee, Wia. 
Eugei a Field Pfannet   Dayton 
Newark 
I ■        B  Elyria 
"' '• '    '" Alexandria 
Chillicothe 
Cincinnati 
nGrao  Kendall Cincinnati 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Igarmaa  Cleveland 
Canton 
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Summary of Student Attendance 
Graduate Students        6 
Seniors, Granville College  37 
Shepardson College  25 
— 62 
Juniors, Granville College  87 
Shepardson College  31 
— 68 
Sophomores, Granville College  67 
Shepardson College  67 
  134 
Freshmen, Granville College  93 
Shepardson College  70 
  168 
Special Students, Granville College  40 
Shepardson College   18 
— 88 
Conservatory of Music   138 
Doane Academy, Senior Year  29 
Junior Year  26 
Second Year   17 
First Year  18 
Unclassified   13 
  108 
Total enrollment, excluding all repetitions, 628 
1 
Schedule of Courses by Hours 
All odd numttered courses Itclong to the first semester, even numbered 
courses to the second.    Laboratory  courses, extending over two  hour 
periods, ftre listed under both hours and marked with a star. 
A.    CLASSES  MEETING AT 7:30 A. M. 
1   Hon., Tin-. Wed., Thurs. 2  MOB., Wed., Fri. 
°Civil i ''. 11 
German 1-2, section 1 
Latin 1-2. lection 1 
Spanish 1-2 




German 5-6. 6a 
History 3-4. 13-14 
Miitli.'maties lc-2e, section 1 
Physics 1-2. section 1 
Political Science. 5-6 
Zoology ld-2d   Monday 8:30) 
.'.   Mull.. Fri. 
(4) Tues.. Thurs. 
•Chemistry 3-4. 13-14 
16  Wed.. Fri. 'Civil Kngineering 1-2, 12 
U .      15-16 English 5a-6 
•Physics la-2a 
•Zoology 3d-4d 
U  '■ i matics :U»-4b Monday to Friday inclusive. 
II CLASSES  MEETING AT 8:30 A.M. 
rhurs. 
■'   . .  ">. 11 
French 
Gennai   1-4   ■  UOD 1 
1-2 
Math ; 
Political Science 1 
(3j Tues., Thurs. 
'Botany  111-12 
■Chi ntab      1,1 -u 
■Civil | 1-2. 12 
I - ,'  lb 16a 
II ■-.->• 5-6 
- la-2a 
•Zoology :i,l-.|,| 
2   Mon.. Wed., Fri. 
•Botany 7-8 
•Chemistry 11-12 
Civil Kngineering 15-16 
Education 1-2 
English 1-2, section 1 
English 3-4. section 1 
Geology 5c-6c. 9-10 
German 7-8, 8a 
History 7b-hb 
Mathematics lc-2c, section 2 
Physics 1-2, section 2 
Political Science 2c 
I   Wed. Fri. 
•Zoology 5d-6d, 7d-8d 
'54 
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C.   CLASSES MEETING AT 9:30 A. M. 
(1) Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 
•Chemistry 1-2, la-2a 
•Civil Engineering 3 
Greek 8-4 
Latin 1-2, section 2 
Mathematics 6-6 
Physics 3-4, section 1 
•Zoology 9d-10d, lld-12d 
(3) Wed., Kri. 







(2) Mon., Tues., Thun. 
Astronomy 9-10 
Civil Engineering 6 
English 1-2, section 2 
English 3-4, section 2 
German 9-10 
History 1-2, section 1 
Mathematics 10 
Music 9-10 




Mathematics lb-2b Monday to Friday inclusive. 
D.    CLASSES MEETING AT 10:30 A. M. 
(1) Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 
Astronomy 3-4 
Botany 3-4. 6-6 
•Civil Engineering 3, 8 




Mathematics, 13-14, 18 
•Physics 3-4, section 1 







Zoology '.id-Kid, 1 ld-1'J.I 
(2) Mon., Tues., Thurs. 
•Botany 1-2 
English 8 
Geography 2, section 1 
Mathematics lc-2c, section 3 
Mathematics 11 
Music 7-8 
Philosophy 1-2, section 2 
Political Science 4a, 8, 9a 
Public Speaking, 1-2, section 1 
Zoology 13d-14d 
(4) Tues., Thure. 
•Chemistry la-2a 
~T 
>-■ Dl NISOM   L
TN1VI K-II \ 
E    CLASSES  MEETING AT 1:30 P.M. 
:   Mori   Tin - . We*   Thurs. 
•Civil . 1. 7 
1 rend wctton 2 
German i--. nctaon 2 
Housctiol'i K 
•Phyi        I      tionS 
8    M 1   . W<   : 
10   Monday 2:80) 
Ulin MO, 11-12 
13-14 
2   Turn., Thurs., Fri. 
omy 11-12 
•Chemistry 5-6   5a-6a Monday) 
Education 5-6 
Geolog) ".',■-»,■ 
I " i graph) J. section 2 
Hiatory 10a, 11 
Latin 5-6, 7-8 
5-6 
■Phyaici 5-6 
Public Speaking 3a-4a 
F.   CLASSES MEETING AT 240 P.M. 
DM Wed., Than. 
■'   • miatry 0-10 
• -ing 4 
I':. ■    :. :(-4 
•I'l . ; 
'  •    Wed . 
Civil Kngineering 9-10 
Engliil 
*Houael ■   mica 1-2 
Musi.- la-2a 
Phyaici II 
Public Sjieaking 5-6 
j  Tuaa., Thurs., Fri. 
'Chemistry 5-6 
ih 1-2. sections 3 and 4 
English 3-4. section 3 
BngUah lla-12a 
History 1-2. section 2 
Mathematics lc-2c, section 4 
Philosophy 6-7 
•I'hyrics 5-6 
Public Speaking 1-2, aection 2 
1   Tues., Thurs. 
Civil Engineering 13 
Index of Faculty and Officers 
Alden, S.   9,   49 
Altrogge, CM  \\ 
Barr, J 'l! 
Biefeld, P 8, 12,   39 
Biggs, Mrs. E   H 
Boughton, F. G M     12 
Bradstreet, A 9    94 
Brown, L. C 10, 96, 103 
Brumback, CM 3, ji,    12 
Carney, F • g,   51 
Chamberlain, President C. W 8, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12,   71 
Chamberlin, W. A 8, 12, 64, 68,   89 
Cockayne, C. A   10 
Colwell. R. S 8, 11, 12, 66,   82 
Coons, CD 8, 12, 71, 87, 97,   98 
Detweiler. F. G 10, 68, 68, 61, 108 
Ebaugh, C E 9, 44,   88 
Eachman, K. H 3, 9, 12, 67, 91, 95, 103, 107 
Farrar. F. J 9, 96_ i02 
Finley, E, E 9, 46,   62 
Fish, H. D g, 12, 76, 87,   88 
Hamblen, I..... 10    49 
Herrick, A. K H     12 
Heston, L  10,'   62 
Hines, K. S   U 
Hopkins, E. E H,    12 
Hopkins, R. I   H 
Howell, A. B   10 
Howland, CM     9 
Hundley, H. R 3, 8, 11, 12, 108 
Hunt, M   10 
Johnson, T. S '. 8, 12, 46,    86 
Johnson, W. H 8, 11, 12, 68, 82, 83, 89, 129 
Johnston, E. P 9   12     73 
Latourette, K. S 9, 12, 68^ 83^   90 
Lewi*. T. A 8, 12, 68,    91 
Livingston, W 9, 12,    70 
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Mather. K. F                                         9, 61. 86 
McCutoheon. K. P                                             9. 12, 49. 90 
UcFvlud, CO                                                                           10, 61 
MeKibben, G. P 8, 12. 76. 89 
McNeill, A                                                    10. 49 
Odebraeht, A 9. 12, 76, 108 
Oroutt, R                                                            10, 23, 41, 108 
Peckham. A. B 9. 12, 64 
Pryor, B. B 10. 71, 108 
Rumsey. L. A 9. 44 
Sefton, L, B                                                  9. 44, 108 
Shaulis, L. L 10, 58 
Shumaker. E. J                                               10, 108 
Smith. <;. I                                                        10, 96, 103 
Smith. R. C                                                                           10, 96 
Soule, R. W                                                                                   10. 96 
St» n.. -  B....... 8. 12, 68, 108 
Sti.kn.v. M. E 8, 12, 41, 86 
Street, G. T 10, 64. 108 
Watkin. M. A     11 
Wiley. F. B 8. 12. 64. 84, 86. 90 
William". C. L 8. 12, 49, 84 
Index of Students 
AMI, 8., 135. 
Ackerman, A. G., 151. 
Adams, E. F., 136, 146. 
Adams, F. E. H., 143. 
Adams, 11. 8„ 141. 
Adams, M. L., 143, 146. 
Adams, T. F., 136. 
Albaugh, D. M., 135. 
Alexander, J. C, 138. 
Allen, E. K., 151. 
Allen. N. E., 136. 
Allen, W. G., 138, 146, 150. 
Alward, E. E., 133. 
Alward. J. F., 136. 
Anderson, M. E., 131, 133. 
Andrisan, P., 152. 
Armstrong, H. J., 141. 
Armstrong, J. N., 133. 
Arthur, L. E., 134. 
Ashbrook, C. G., 122, 136. 
Ashbrook, M. F., 121, 135. 
Ashton, M„ 146. 
Askin, P. H., 133. 
Atchley, O. L., 133. 
Athy, L. F., 184, 146. 
Atwell, li., 140. 
Atwell, R. H„ 140. 
Baker, C. A., 136. 
Baker, C. I.. 141, 146. 
Ballou, A., 141. 
Ballou, N., 146. 
Banning, F. D., 135. 
Barber, G. G., 146. 
Barker, E., 141. 
Barnes, H., 151. 
Barnes, P. W., 188. 
Barnes, R. W., 144, 146. 
Barnes, W. E„ 136, 146. 
Barney. R. H., 135. 
Barrington, R. R., 136, 160. 
Bash, J. G., 133. 
Bash, S. S„ 180, 133. 
Bawden, A. T.. 135. 
Bawden, H. N., 161. 
Bawden, H. T., 150. 
Beachler, I. A., 141. 
Beard, E. E., 143. 
Beers, A. B„ 130, 140. 
Bell, W. L„ 136, 152. 
Bennett, G. W.. 136. 
Benoy, C. L., 136, 146. 
Benoy, M. P., 130. 140. 
Beucler, M. L„ 136. 
Biefeld, C. H., 136. 
Bieleld, L. M., 152. 
Bishop, J. I., 140. 
Bishop, M., 143. 
Bodenweber, E., 134, 146. 
Bocsel, G., 140, 146. 
Bond, M. E„ 146. 
Bosler, B. K., 136. 
Bostick, A. D., 150. 
Botkin, J. P., 136. 
Botts, M.. 146. , 
Bowen, C. V.. 137. 
Bower, L. M-, 136. 
Bowman, G. M., 133. 
Bowman, H. L., 137. 
Bowman. O. M., 140. 
Bowman, R. E., 187. 
Bowyer. H. H., 138. 
Boyer. S. F., 146, 161. 
Brank, T., 162. 
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!.   Q„ 141. 
rd   I'  C, 151. 
Bn : . ■' |.. B  C . 
148. 
Bi • k  E  E   162. 
II. 0, 143. 
11  1, 146, 
Brown, I. A 
r, E. M . 135. 
Buker, II  I>.. ISS, 
Burner, C. T„ 130. 134. 
Burell. It.. 147. 
Burns, l>. 152. 
Burnt, E., 143. 
Buna, J, V., 146. 
Burnworth. F. F . 134. 
Boaeh, W  II.. 150. 
rk, J. It.. 151. 
Butcher, II II.. 135. 
Butler, Ii. M.. 134 
Byler, II  H 
I ..'- '■ • ■'   >.!:!:. 
Campbell. D. C. 141. 147 
II   A.. 138. 
II. II., 147. 
Carney, K. I., 141, 147. 
M. V.. 141. 
Carpenter. II., 144. 152. 
Canter*in, \S   I. . 136. 
Carver. C. H„ 150. 
1    ' ■-. f. E., 143. 147. 
Cue, R, I... 1.17. 
irt, E. M.. 140 
Caulkins, C, V„ ISO. 
1    in berlain, J. II.. 151. 
Chamberlain, M. A . 162, 
Chamberlin, Q  M , 144. 
D  A . 161, 
•    E, K . 151. 
•Hi I-   C, 143. 147. 
•, Ii. P., ISS, 146. 
T. II . 186, 
1 neney, Ii B., 141. 
Cheney. P. H.. 138. 
Cheyney, A. E„ 134. 
Clag^tt. H.. 139. 
Clark. L. G., 140, 147. 
Clark, S. E„ 141. 147. 
Clark. W. R.. 134. 
Clem, II., 147. 
("I. ments. S. H., 139. 
Clephant, H. M., 140. 
Cochran. F. It, 134. 
Corhran, II. I., 143. 
Cole, D. B., 139. 
Collett, E. E., 140. 
Collins. E. L., 141, 147. 
Conant. R.. 141. 
Conant. S. L.. 122. 161. 
Converse, A. M.. 141, 147. 
Cook. T. A.. 134. 
Coulter, M. D., 135. 
Coulee. D. S.. 137. 
Cowley. A. E.. 122, 139. 
Cox, E. S.i 140. 
Crawmer. A. R., 134. 
Craytor, L. T.. 141. 147. 
Creeaey, G. B., 134. 
Crestey. P. F.. 137. 
( rilly. K. B., 133, 146. 
Curl. L. W„ 139. 
Currin, G., 143. 
Curtis, E., 147. 
Curtis, F. W.. 139. 
Curtis. Ii. G., 135. 
Daniels. II. S., 137. 
Darrow, s. J., 121, 143. 
Haul.. M. E.. 140. 
Daviea. R. D„ 133. 
Darto, B. I'.. 139. 
Uavis, U. H., 161. 
Davis, F. N.. 133. 
Daivson, (;. II., 139. 
DeCessna, J., 139. 
Decker, C. D., 133. 
DeGrofl, D. C. 136. 
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Doming, M. L., 147. 
Demster, II. E„ 147. 
Deniwn, C. C, 1:17. 
Denkon, It.. 186. 
DePrint, J.. 148. 
Datweikr, V. O., 147. 
Dickon, E„ 144. 
Dickey, L., 143. 
Ditter, G. M.. 147. 
Ditter, R., 137. 
Dold, C. N., 137. 
Donnelley, J. F., 137, 147. 
Doomy, C. E., 152. 
Doomy, H. F., 152. 
Downing, R. P., 146. 
Downs, I). R., 151. 
Downs. E. R., 161. 
Drake, F. M., 140, 147. 
Draut, H., 137. 
Ducro, G. E., 137. 
Dudley, E. L„ 147. 
Dudley, R., 147. 
Dunlap, C. J., 141. 
Dye, F. P., 137. 
Dye, II. M., 140. 
Eberle, H. M., 147. 
Edgcrly, M.. 140, 146, 147. 
Edwards, C, 139. 
Khrle, J. W., 137. 
Eldridge, A. U., 143. 
Eldridge, L. T., 141, 147. 
Eldridge, R. A., 140. 
Eller, E. E., 137. 
Ellis, F. C, 147. 
Embrey. J. B., 161. 
Evans, A. C, 137, 147. 
Evans, E. F„ 141, 147. 
Evans, H. W., 141. 
Evans, I., 143. 
Ewing, W. K., 139. 
Fagan, L. B., 143. 
Feight, II. H., 134. 
Fife, H. C, 143. 
Fisher, C. E., 161. 
Flcischman, H. M., 147. 
Fleming, C, 144, 117 
Fleming, M. S., 141. 
Flory, N., 143, 147. 
Folgcr, T. G.. 143. 
Forbes, W. C, 134. 
Foster, II., 147. 
Franks, R. W., 137. 
Frederick. R. W., 137. 
Frederiekson, L., 147. 
Fuller, M. E., 140. 
Galloway, M., 143, 147. 
Gurd, 1., 144, 161. 
Garland, E., 130, 140. 
Garner, II. G., 137. 
Gholson, II., 143. 
Gibbons, M. N., 143. 
Glass. H. W., 139. 
Gleiss, G. B.i 137, 150. 
Gray, L. G., 143. 
Green, L., 147. 
Grogan, F. H., 143. 
Haag, E., 147. 
Ilaines, C. W., 137. 
Hale, J. H., 135. 
Hall, A., 143. 
Hall, K. A., 139. 
Humblcn, L. E., 141. 
Hamel, G. D., 137. 
Harper, F. V., 134. 
Harris, E. E., 135. 
Harrold, R. W., 139. 
Harwood, G. B„ 135. 
Haskins, R. F., 162. 
Haswell, C. M., 150. 
HawkinB, L. E., 141. 
Hayes. II. M., 137. 
Hazlett, M. E„ 141. 
Heinrichs, C. F., 152. 
Heinrichs, M. M., 140. 
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Ilelhing. S., 141. 
Hi mmerk     H   R 
Henry, 11. I.. 151 
Hi ••      :•     M . H7, 161. 
B  i        ; 
Heskett, C . 186, M7 
Hess, l 
Hictanan, (' . 147, 
L, 137. 
er, «   i   L 
Hinckk 
■   li   187. 
His. D. T., 
••. E., 142. 
!     I 
HoUinfn  I   G   I   I 
Holventott, B  M , 140. 
Hombergei I   B . 187. 
II   ii. 144. 
-. II   G., 187. 
II   H . 121, ; 
Hopkins, R I: . 147. 161 
Hotchlda, A. H . 186. 
liouser, L.. 142. 
i:   re, R  ii 
HowaU, \  B 
Howell, C, 148. 
Howell, E. 0   144  161. 
Howell, (i. C, 161 
Hugha  H     li 
" 
Hundley, B I 
- 
Hundley, H   T 
HUM!. G   K 
Hunt. 0. R., 187. 
P  \    : 17, 118, 162 
H. 1       i '   )4v 
I. P . 140. 
[rein, G. I., 183. 
Inrln, K.. 141. 
Jickson, E. C, 135. 
Jarkson, L., 148. 
Jarduw, If. II., 142. 
Jardino. S. M.. 143. 152. 
Jefferaon. G. E„ 130. 132. 140. 
JenkuH, B. J., 135. 
Jnwn. J. T-, 139. 
Johns, I). T.. 150. 
Juhiwon, A. J., 130. 133. 
Juhnson. K., 152. 
Johnson, E. If., 142, 148. 
Johnson. R. K . 139. 
Johnson, R. P., 137. 
Juhnslon, W., 152. 
Jones, ('. P., 161. 
Jones, E. L., 143. 
Jones. E. M . 142. 
Jones. P. P.. 137. 
I.ir, 1   <;.. 143, 152. 
Jones, I. I... 143. 
Jones, M. K.. 14S. 
Jones. V.. IU 
Jury. R., 143. 148. 
Keckley, J. R., 151. 
Keith. If. A., 137. 
Keller, G. R.. 148. 
Kelly. C. P.. 134. 
Kelly. L. S., 137. 
Kempton, C. E., 134. 
Kendall, If. G., 144. 148, 162. 
Klddcr, G. T„ 137. 
KinK. B. P., 134. 
Klein, C. L., 121, 122, 135. 
Kling. W. Z„ 139. 
Klinger, If., 142. 
Knapp, li. M , 143. 
Kniffen. J. B., 184. 
Knoedler, P. A., 137. 
KiM-h, II. L., 137. 
Koeker, C. H„ 137. 
Koenen, G. W.. 148. 
Kull, W. H., 135. 
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Landrum, G. T., 135. 
Lang, B. I >.. 148, 152. 
Lang, E. K., 143. 
Lang, G. H , 133. 
Upp, S. H., 150. 
Lazer, E„ 161. 
Uaming. G. A., 140. 
Lechner, J. R., 137. 
Leslie, D., 148. 
Ltd!*, D. C, 142. 
Leslie, E„ 148. 
Lotte, H. R., 134. 
Leslie, T., 148. 
Leslie, W. II., 139, 160. 
Levering, M. B., 142. 
Lewis, D. W., 139. 
Lindrooth, H., 148. 
Lister, W. B., 134. 
Lo, S. C, 133. 
Locke, F., 140. 
Lockhart, M. L., 146. 
Long, M. E., 142. 
Lonsdale, E. T. R., 152. 
Loretz, M. B., 142. 
MacKay, R. E., 143. 
Marquay, G. K., 139, 150 
Marshall, C. B., 133. 
Marshall, M. I)., 143, 151. 
Martin, A. R., 148. 
Marti, E. W., 136, 148. 
Massee, J. C, 138. 
Massie, W. E., 133. 
Mathias, H. L., 136. 
Matthews, B. E., 134. 
Matthews, O. J., 138. 
McCammon, J. W„ 133. 
McCann, C. S., 137. 
McCann, J. L., 139. 
McCollum, E., 152. 
McConnaughy, J. E., 136. 
McCune, E. E., 161. 
McCune, G. E., 148. 
McDargh, E., 138. 
McDermott, C, 142. 
McDowell, E., 148. 
McGee, F. L., 141. 
McGirr, H. L„ 136. 
McLain, C. C 151. 
McLain, G. F., 144, 148. 
McMahon, T. F., 136. 
McQuate, A. G., 134. 
Mead, R. W.,,135. 
Means, L., 143, 148. 
Means, L. R., 142. 
Meeker, F. 0., 138. ' 
Meeks, M., 144. 
Miller. G. J., 142. 
Mitchell, M„ 148. 
Montgomery, A. E., 140. 
Moody, G. B., 141. 
Morgan, D. G., 148. 
Morgan, J. L., 138. 
Morris, C. M., 140. 
Neal, T. C, 136. 
Nelson, M. A., 134. 
Nickel, R. A., 140. 
Nielsen, A. C. M., 136. 
Nixon, C. H., 136. 
Nixon. R. P., 134. 
Noland, S. T., 138. 
Oldham, E. A., 141. 
Olney, C. L., 144. 
Orcutt, R., 138. 
Orr, L. M., 144. 
Overturf, T. E., 142, 148. 
Owen, D. E., 136. 
Owen, E. T., 138. 
Oxrieder, R. B., 161. 
Ozier, E., 150. 
Paar, M., 144, 
Packer, E. E., 138. 
Palmer, L. F., 140. 
Palmer, R. E., 140. 
Parker, T. L., 138. 
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